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Preface

We are happy to introduce to you a new serial publication: USO-Built Report Series. It will
contain the working papers of USO-Built Conferences as well as the Annual Reports of the
Doctorate-network and Joint Research School USO-Built that was established in May 2001
under the CLUSTER umbrella.
This first issue concerns the working papers of the well-organized 2nd USO-Built Research
Conference that has been the work of our Swiss colleagues Jean-Bernard Gay and Claude-Alain
Roulet of the Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne. They also edited and published a
conference version of the working papers. We are grateful that they took up these tasks and
completed them so successfully.
We hope that this first issue of USO-Built Report Series will be the first of a long list to support
joint teaching, cooperation in research, and the sharing of resources to realize a section of the
European Higher Education Area.

Eiltdhoven, December 2002
Johanna E.M.H. van Bronswijk
Corne/is H. Doevendans
Joseph JA .M Smeets
Johan Verbeke
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Emergence of the post-industrial landscape
Mission and strategy of International Research Unit 1 of the Cluster-Graduateschool
USO-Built

Kees Doevendans, Marc Glaudemans, Jos Smeets
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, NL
Bruno De Meulder
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, NL I Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, BE

Introduction
In this paper a mission and strategy is presented focusing on research on post-industrial urban
development. This research is executed within the international context of the PhD-Graduateand Research-school 'USO-Built' (http://www.uso.tue.nl), especially in the International
Research Unit (IRU) of this school entitled 'The Post-industrial Landscape' . But also projects
of IRU' s 2 and 4, 'Engineering , Production and Management of the Built Environment' and
'Information Design' are related to the subject mentioned. (See for an overview of projects:
http//www.uso.tue.nl, research, projects.)

The Post-industrial
We are in the middle of an evolution from the industrial to the post-industrial society. The city,
formerly just a location of industrial production, now also becomes a landscape for
consumption, recreation and shopping. No longer will the future city function as an organic
whole of residential areas with daily shopping on walking distance. Increased mobility has
taken away this necessity. Mobility even has become a value at its own. The tension between
local and global plays an important role.
'Transformation' is seen as an important perspective, the transformation of the industrial city
(of which the traditional-historical city is part of) to the post-industrial city. This transformation
is phenomenologically expressed in the title of this paper: the emergence of the post-industrial
landscape.
Intensification of land use, differentiation of the of the built environment, and also densification
are seen as important issues of this transformation. However, also their counterparts are of
importance: intensification in one place goes hand in hand with de-intensification in another
place, differentiation here with de-differentiation elsewhere, densification of one site with dedensification of another site.
To express these (dialectic) twin-phenomenon a postmodern style is practised in this paper,
using a slash: de-/intensification, de-/differentiation, and de-/densification. By using the slash,
both tern1s are simultaneously united and separated. Depending on the context separation could
be stressed, unity emphasized, or the balance between both can be expressed.

Approach
A framework of the development of urbanism in the Netherlands is sketched, based on an
analysis of Andre Corboz (1992). His analysis offers a development of urbanism into four
3
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phases. These phases are typified by means of dominant urban development concepts during
those phases. The emergence of the post-industrial city and landscape is interpreted as a fourth
phase. This phase is a totally new phase, a phase of system-innovation, asking for new concepts,
styles and paradigms, but is also the sum of (parts of the) the subsequent phases.
In the second chapter the methodological framework is elaborated, and in the third chapter a
research agenda is proposed.

Transformation and development
The post war building task leaves open the possibility of continuation. After a phase of urban
design and . planning in the disciplinary framework of extension plans, there followed a
'curative' phase of urban renewal. The latter was an overhaul operation aimed at recovering
parts of the city seen as left behind modem development. This was followed by a phase of
conservation-oriented urban management, aimed at preventing physical, social and market
decline. The present phase is one of innovation and transformation in planning, design and
management, where, besides management, urban re-structuring and re-design play a central
role. Re-qualification is in this perspective an important issue in order to transform the industrial
city, and the way of urbanism belonging to this period, into the post-industrial city and
landscape, and to develop the elements of the paradigm of planning, design and management of
post-industrial urbanism.

Euro polis
Differentiation and density are seen as two important parameters for this process of
transformation and re-qualification, and this process has to be placed within new societal and
urban conditions: a new phase in urban development is emerging, to be called: the phase of
post-industrial urbanism. It is necessary to designate this phase within distinguishable phases of
urban development in specific regions, but also on the larger European level: the emergence of
Europolis. This means: urban development in specific regions, having their own traditions and
practices of urban planning, design and management of the built environment, have to be seen
as tracks within the European city. Knowledge is always 'knowledge in context'.
This European city is a recognizable social and physical construct, with certain historical and
morphological characteristics. But the European city is also a conglomerate of different
traditions and developments of urban planning, urban culture, geography. Seen in this
perspective for instance the Dutch city and the specific Dutch tradition of urban planning or
'stedebouw', is one of the tracks and contributions to Europolis. It is essential to designate this
track within Europolis in order to 'map' the Dutch situation as an attractive and well sustained
and managed environment in Europe, economically, socially as well as ecologically. But also
we have to place the Dutch track next to other tracks in Europolis, and even outside Europolis,
to learn in a comparitive way about the Dutch and other situations in order to weaken (in the
way Gianno Vattimo gives meaning to this word) and strengthen the Dutch track,
morphologically, functionally and paradigmatically.

Multiplicity
Different from industrial urbanism there will not be one dominant paradigm. Urbanism has to
develop a network of paradigms and approaches to the city to cover a wide range of
perspectives, a manifold of methods, tools and concepts. Post-industrial urbanism in this way
can be characterised by 'differentiation' and 'multiplicty'.
This also means that (elements) of existing paradigms will form parts of a new emerging
paradigm. Urbanism, as the city, develops over time, and for the paradigmatic level of urbanism
the same is true as for the city in general, and the post-industrial city in particular: the city is a

4
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construction, and history is the sum of developmental concepts, piled on top of each other or
pushed together, in which they can connect up with each other, or else destroy or extinguish
each other. A paradigm is a maze of paradigms, as the city is a network of concepts.

I

A Framework for Urban Development

Andre Corboz sketched in 1992 the development of European urban planning and design as a
whole. This quite lucid article is used as a background to which differences and particularities of
Dutch planning from European traditions as a whole can be understood.
The typology of Corboz is a mixture between a geographical delimitation (the place where
urban intervention took place), and at the same time a chronological division of several periods
that can be recognized as phases of planning and design in European cities. Corboz ( 1992)
distinguishes four of these phases:
Urban
•
•
•
•

development:
next to the city (1900-1930)
against the city (l 930-1960s)
in the city (1960s-1990s)
of the territorial city ( 1990 - ... )

Corboz typifies these phases by means of the dominant urban development concepts during
those phases. Until the 1930's the concept of the Garden city was the main driving force in
European urbanism, combined with aesthetic principles of Camillo Sitte. In this concept, the
existing city was not the object of intervention, but rather new towns next to the city had to be
created. After 1930, functionalism and CIAM urbanism became the characteristic guiding ideas
behind urban planning and design; which concepts, according to Corboz, were ultimately
against the existing city and envisioned a new one in which all functions were carefully
separated. The concepts behind the second phase were responsible for the large modernist
suburban extensions and thorough 'sanitation' reconstructions in European cities. The third
phase, which started in the 1970s, sees the city as a collection of architectonic interventions.
This phase is more difficult to describe; it is a heterogeneous phase of different (postmodern)
thoughts, which react against the CIAM doctrines. But, as Corboz puts it, there were a few
generally agreed assumptions that held different concepts together:
•
•
•
•
•

the city is not a tabula rasa
rehabilitation of historical dimension
division of functions (mono-functionality) is not the ultimate condition
enriched interpretation of the function-concept (to include 'meaning')
differentiation in the formal repertoire.

The stage of the fragmentary city was an important signal that the current model of the third
phase was collapsing. According to Corboz, we now enter the phase of the territorial city, which
is essentially a city that no longer has territorial ties, but supersedes the boundaries of the city
and region. Corboz talks about the rise of an urban field containing urbanised centres -junctionsthat rise up out of the urban fog that covers this area. In this phase we see on the one hand
regional dispersal of expansive urban development, going by different names, (depending on
emphasised aspects: landscape city, network city, patchwork city, the carpet metropolis, etc.);
on the other hand also fragmented re-concentration is occurring: the development of specific
suburban environments (housing, business, leisure etc.) as enclaves.
For the fourth phase, Corboz observes, we do not have clear ideas and concepts of how to guide
urban development. The assumptions of the third phase are to some extent still guiding, but also
changes take place.
5
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The observation of Corboz that we just have assumptions to face the development of the
territorial cities gives expression to the fact, that the present is a paradigm forming, and that the
development of a new paradigm has yet to begin: the post-industrial territorial city.
Transformation and re-qualification of Europolis will take place with the post-industrial
territorial city as frame of development, we are faced with a new stage of development, a so
called innovation of the urban system.

Sketch of the post-industrial landscape
To conclude this section on the development of modem urbanism into the fourth phase, we will
give a brief sketch of the post-industrial landscape, being the object of this phase. This sketch is
meant as a set of assumptions to be discussed in relevant research.
The post-industrial landscape is often seen as a landscape characterized by a generic sameness.
In this project the post-industrial landscape is questioned by international comparative studies.
The following starting points are formulated:
The post-industrial landscape is already here, building under our feet. It is a reality. It is also
post-urban or post-metropolitan, if by this we refer to the late industrial city, such as New York,
Chicago, London or Paris. Post-industrial space is probably best represented by vast urbanized
territories such as the Randstad, Brabant City (the axis Eindhoven-Tilburg-Breda), Sao Paolo,
Los Angelos, the Mekong or Pearl river Delta etc.
This landscape is fundamentally different as perception and experience. It can with difficulty be
'read' by professionals, as long as they are using the conceptual categories of the old
metropolis, or morphological analysis developed earlier. Adaptation and innovation are called
for.
The second difficulty in reading is cultural. The landscape of post-industrial cities is the space
of other-ness. This applies to an immigrant neighbourhood in the west of Europe, a favela in
South - America, a squatter settlement in Asia. Examining difference demanding
anthropological sensitivity and cultural familiarization.
The landscape of the post-industrial city is also a landscape of generic sameness. This applies to
shopping centres, airports, etc. Yet even here the 'sameness' may be misleading: merely a
surface effect.
The same landscape is locus of very different processes of making. In building design, and
especially in urban design and planning the creation of a landscape is a palimpsestic process of
overlap, replacement, intensification, density manipulations and abandonment. The complicated
dynamic is one calling for a 'conceptual re-tooling' . This would mean one or all of the
following: (a) questioning earlier, industrial era concepts and processes of planning and design
control, (b) understanding current processes of flexible control and self aggregation, (c)
examining the role for design and planning within the new processes.
Finally, the post-industrial landscape is the provocation to design, to creativity not only to
understanding. This may concern the design of processes or ways of making. It may concern the
design of building and spaces.

II

Transformation of the city of the 21st Century

Qualitative de-/differentiation
Increasingly the issue is no longer one of small interventions, to fit the built environment to
market conditions. Comprehensive interventions are needed in terms of transformation and redesign at the scale of neighbourhoods and parts of the city. Next to the traditional tasks of

6
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maintenance repair and restoration, renewal and (re-) development have now become central to
both having a fighting chance on the market and developing the qualities of urban space.
Qualitative de-/differentiation is consequently one of the important targets of the process of
transformation. Qualitative de-/differentiation sits with spatial coherence, spatial justice,
concentration, (i.e. equitable socio-spatial distribution of the population and access to public
amenities), and hierarchy of uses as one of the five basic principles of spatial planning (WRR,
1998).
Parties on the supply-side (government, investors, developers, real estate and facility managers)
see differentiation as an answer to the economic dynamics and cultural diversity of everyday
urban culture. Differentiation has been used to counteract trends such as social uniformization,
mono-functionality and spatial monotony, which go against the desire and effort to have
complete cities and cities with genuine economic vitality. As a strategy, differentiation was seen
as a flexible strategy, especially suitable to deal with the 'uncertainties' of the future.
Differentiation, on the supply side, is often coupled with a vision of urban dynamics and variety
from the demand side. The object of differentiation is the built environment, to be understood as
an assembly of infrastructure (material, ecological and virtual), open space, and built form with
its various uses and vocations.
De-/differentiation implies taking into account several scale levels and types:

Spatial differentiation on the
• extra-national scale
• regional scale
• city scale
• district scale
Differentiation of the built stock on the
• portfolio scale
• estate scale
On the extra-national scale differentiation 1s interpretated as urban development m the
Netherlands as a track in Europolis'.
At the regional scale de-/ differentiation is often thought of in terms of 'city vs. land'. In the
discussion on the future planning of the Netherlands for instance, a series of concepts and
instruments were introduced, with the intent to overcome the above mentioned opposition, or at
least to create a complementarity. For instance in the cabinet (VROM, 1999) 'network cities'
and 'corridor development' were discussed. In urban projects a synthesis is being sought
between urban development and the valorization of nature and landscape. The so-called regional
designs set their sights on integrating city and landscape at the scale level of the urban region, in
a comprehensive planning process.
This policy comes out on the one hand with a 'comprehensive integrated approach', and on the
other hand speaks of 'regional differentiation'. The latter sings in tune with the recent attention
of planners and designers for the spatial character and heritage of certain territories, both within
the built form of city and the open landscape. Future interventions in the built environment
should thus fit in with existing characteristics of urban and ex-urban sites and not be based on
generic concepts and models.
At the city scale the concept of differentiation of housing environments is relevant. This means a
greater need for a differentiated layout and shaping of the urban environment. On the
background of the present (and continuing) differentiation of lifestyles and housing demands the
issue is forcefully brought to actuality.

7
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Multidisciplinarity
A strategy of de-/differentiation of the built environment is per se characterized by a multidisciplinary approach. Historical-cultural, physical and functional aspects as well as financial
and ecological ones need to be balanced. Assembly through quality management is essential to
it. As a basis for a multidisciplinary-qualitative approach, an assembly in terms of service
oriented-concepts is offered.
In step with a future-oriented approach to the built environment; a number of relevant points of
view can be put-together in a new connection to one another. The relation between research,
policy and design is here changed. While traditionally research was seen as underpinning
policy, and policy was in tum the starting point for (re)design of the built environment; in the
emerging professional culture a design-oriented conceptual research goes hand in hand with a
market-oriented research and user-orientation and together they set the basis for policy and
strategic management of the environment. In this context the relation between design and
research becomes of actuality and takes on specific forms.
policy

<>
research

Built
environment

design

<>
strategy

A strategic position towards the built environment is in this sense differentiated conceptually. It
may also be noted that the spatial disciplines included in this scheme are fond of retaining their
specific approaches to the subject of the built environment. The evolution from a curative to a
conservation-oriented and preventive approach, and to the present transformative view has
already been described. Research in spatial planning and design can no longer pay attention
only to generic concepts and models and the construction of general methods and procedures.
The need is strong for methods giving justice to differentiated character of the built
environment; to differentiation of scale levels, historical cycles of change, landscape
determinants and regional setting. An approach to the built environment is thus characterized by
the differentiation of paradigms in spatial planning and urban design.

Urban architecture and user-orientation
An important issue of a strategy of differentiation is 'user-orientation'. In the research school
USO-Built the importance of the end-user-perspective is stressed.
The Council of Europe asked for 'Universal Design' to reach a society-for-all. The intent of this
concept is to simplify life by making the built environment, products and communications
equally accessible, usable, enjoyable, and understandable at little or no extra cost. It asks for a
shift of emphasis through a holistic approach and aiming to accommodate needs and ambitions
of people of all ages, sizes and abilities, including the changes that people experience over their
lifespan.
Within the framework of USO-Built 'user-orientation' is defined as follows:
'User-orientation is understood as a study of the process from user-ambition to full
implementation of new, inhabitable, inspiring, and aesthetically attractive environments for
independent living, full social participation, attractive work and relaxing leisure in good health,
comfort and safety, and with minimal environmental impact. It includes the problem of
8
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competing claims, such as environment versus health, urban versus rural space, multiple land
use, multi- versus monoculturalism. E-accessibility and 'Design for All' are other aspects.'
An essential aspect of user-orientation is a direct relationship with the user of the built
environment in research and design. This refers in fact to any end-user's role: visitor, commuter,
inhabitant, citizen, worker, dweller, tourist, etc. User-orientation is quantified in the degree to
which actual or virtual users of the built environment are represented in the research layout of
the project, or figure as co-designers or touchstone in the design process and evaluation.

Levels of research
Research is structured following three dimensions or levels:
• Object level,
• Analysis of work level,
• Meta or organizational level.

The object level
The object of research is the built environment as a differentiated whole; composed of infrastructure lines, urban spaces and parts of the city, housing environments, buildings and streets,
comprising different uses, at different scales etc.
Historical and social processes of evolution also need to be accounted for in examining the built
environment. The former can be seen as both a basis and origin of building processes and as
continuously influencing the physical form of the city. Consequently the physical environment
undergoes adaptation to fit new functional, perceptual or use values.
Through such a process, the disciplines of architecture and urban design and management and
real estate management take the tasks of a sustainable management and sustainable renewal of
the built form, on the basis of strategic interventions.
A characteristic of the process is that actors with varied powers, interests and competency in the
built environment (from users to professionals and public officials etc.) participate in a
differentiated assembly of working relationships and alliances.
The development process is differentiated from yet another point of view, that of the different
speeds with which processes unfold. Transformation processes are always the result of
dynamics of the use and valuation of infrastructure, open space, buildings, land. They also vary
with intended or regulated use. The rhythm of these various changes is variable. Opposite to the
great speed of change in building and land uses is the slow change of spatial structure of cities.
In this context it is necessary to distinguish between conjunctural (problem-driven; short and
mid-term)changes; and structural (spatial-historical; long-term) ones.
The analysis or work level
This level is the core of research. It contains the development of concepts and methods for the
analysis of de-/differentiation and de-/densification and de-I/intensification processes. Such
concepts and methods have a scientific level, and an operational-applied one as well.
On the analysis or work level the built environment changes from a pre-scientific to a scientific
research subject. The differentiated character of the built environment (as described under
Object level), is translated in terms of analysis categories. These should be specific to the
environments analyzed. General to research on this level are a number of methodological
starting-points and ideas, that refer to research goals on the one hand and to the substantial
character of the built environment on the other hand. These include:
thinking in terms of performance concepts
thinking in terms of quality and sustainability
orientation towards transformation processes and innovation in this context
multi-level, multi actor and multi-conceptual character of the built environment
the de-/differentiation in scale levels (from group of buildings, to neighborhood, quarter, city,
city region etc.)

9
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Differentiation and densification/intensification is researched as the basis for procedures,
instruments and criteria for strategic intervention planning and design. This perspective is both
structural and conjunctural. This means that a specific research takes into account both the
structural components of the built environment and the conjunctural ones. Thus structural
criteria regarding management and renewal, re-design, re-structuring, preservation of historic or
landscape values, aesthetics or function need to be related to conjunctural components related to
the user, such as the performance of the built environment and the points which it must satisfy
according to the needs and desires of people ('user-orientation ')

The meta- or organization level
This refers to goals, norms and quality criteria and to paradigms, styles, theories and intra-and
inter-organizational models to support strategic interventions in the built environment. At this
level strategic action models are developed, in order to be carried out by an assembly of actors.
The latter in their professions and organizations, and in relation to one another develop a
network use of the built environment and initiate de-/differentiation and de-/intensification
processes as necessary. The differentiation is thus a 'sediment' of the activities, strategies and
scenarios of actors that network at various scale levels. It is also the 'repercussion' upon
activities, both as a pre-condition and as state of affairs.
The de-/differentiation process is also distinguished by an iterative and interactive planning
style:
whereby information and knowledge is adequately prepared and tailored to the needs of various
organizational levels (operational, tactical or strategic);
whereby an open planning process facilitates intense communication between actors; aids
conflict resolution through mediation in networks; and supports action
and where ' co-production' and a multidisciplinary project team, transformation processes at the
various scale levels are given form and take their place in a flexible and indicative (instead of
normative) planning process.

III

Research Agenda

Taking the three levels for the framing of the research agenda, we can distinguish the following
parts:

Mapping the post-industrial landscape
On this level (representing the object level) the post-industrial landscape is explored by
mapping the area's this landscape consists of, taking the post-industrial landscape as a complex
phenomenon, a differentiated and multi-layered whole, a historical 'project of projects'. Result
is an 'atlas' of urban development consisting of case studies framed by a taxonomy of the postindustrial landscape. Because of the international aspect of the post-industrial landscape
international comparative studies on the post-industrial city are considered to be of great
importance.
Elaboration of working methods
Description and analysis of urban areas, sites, environments, projects etc. representative for the
post-industrial city in order to find methods of urban analysis (socially as well as spatially) and
tools for planning, design and management, including !CT-applications, of the built
environment focussing on different scale levels, layers, aspects and theme's as described in
section II (the working level) .
Paradigm formation
Analysis of the area's, projects, case studies etc., and working methods as exemplars of
paradigms, finally leading up to the design of paradigms as disciplinary matrices: assumptions,
values, goals, applied methods and urban theories (spatial and social theory) and so on. This
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level aims at the reflection on the paradigm as part of the evolution of urbanism as a scientific
discipline, this means: the creation of the philosophical and methodological superstructure of
the discipline (the meta-level), relevant for post-industrial landscape.

Thematic Research Area's
The following specific research theme's can be designated more precisely. These theme's
together form a network of tracks, interwoven in the different area based studies and on the
different levels.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Styles and Paradigms in Urban Planning, Design and Management ('The lh Typology')
Morphology and the re-qualification of the industrial city
Meaning of density ('urban sprawl')
Social aspects of the dispersed metropolis and suburbia
Civic space ('Public space and the Civil Society'
Healthy Cities

Styles and Paradigms in Urban Planning, Design and Management
('The 4th Typology')
Urban planning, management and design are in a stage of reassessing their conceptual roots,
tasks and applicability or usefulness. This reassessment amounts to what could be typology
formation. Such a typology encompasses paradigms, styles, models, metaphors etc. relevant for
the disciplines mentioned. In this light conceptual developments in late 20th century Dutch
planning, design and management are traced to typologies of understanding and conceiving the
city. Three of these typologies were first described by Anthony Vidler, the typology of the hut,
of the machine and of the city. A fourth has to be outlined for postmodern practice and the postindustrial city. Attention has to be directed to the relation of this 4th Typology to former
typology, especially the previous mechanistic (in many ways reductive) societal and planning
model belonging to the modernistic-industrial typology, aiming at uniformity, more than
multiplicity. Also this new typology has to be related to general developments in thought,
science and culture, for instance the emphasis on multiplicty as a value, the meaning of
difference etc.

Styles
The making of strategic spatial plans in the Netherlands has, in the last three decades seen
changes in ideology, which have influenced practice. Modem planning categories such as order,
continuity, guided development and planning to 'construct' a projected new reality have moved
towards post-modern counterparts of: fragmentation, dynamic discontinuity, flexible guidance
and the plan as following the conditions of a given reality. This ideological change is in fact a
change in style or manner of thought. Such change in ideological bias can be traced in
postmodern planning practice. Fragmentation into projects, dynamic discontinuity, flexible
guidance in the planning process are traced in many plans and seen as the emergence of a postmodern planning ideology and set of practices.
Paradigms
The evolution of urban design and town planning is an evolution of paradigms. Urban projects
are exemplars of these paradigms. By comparing the projects we discover different paradigms,
defined as a set of coherent scientific assumptions, values, methods, theories and so on. Projects
are developed in urban practice; this means: they are the products of urban design and town
planning as a professional act. By analysing projects and by the design of paradigms based on
this analysis we are able to trace the evolution of town planning and urban design as scientific
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disciplines. This learns us about the city as the dynamic object, that we try to tackle in a
professional way.
We now are caught up in a period ofparadigm shift.

Metaphors
In scientific discours metaphors are used as a 'window' on reality to understand phenomena in a
pre-scientific phase. Modernism was strongly determined by some specific metaphors, seeing
the city as an organic entity. Metaphors, and urbanist concepts based on this metaphors, were
taken from biology, medicine, and engineering. In many respects we see a position of
withdrawal from this metaphors, not to abandon them from the discipline of urbanism, but the
really evaluate their meaning, and see if new metaphors (city as text, city as landscape, city as
network, etc.) can open new insights in the city as dynamic phenomenon (incl. 'mobility' as a
metaphor) and if on this new metaphors new representations of the city can be developed.
In the perspective of re-qualification of existing concepts, and the building of the paradigm of
the fourth phase of modem urbanism, the argument of the sociologist John Urry (2000) that the
city presently needs new metaphors to 'be thought', is of interest. Urry points out that important
changes in the way to view urban society have occurred. If formerly the most used methaphor
was the human body or the organical analogy, which supposed, with growth of (urban) society,
an increase of structured differentiation and specialised functions; now social theory develops
metaphors of 'network', 'flow' and other metaphors of mobility. Mentioned are for example
'scape', 'travel', 'nomad', 'fluid' - all pointing to a world of movement and mixtures. Referred is
to Castells when the main metaphor of networks is defined as "dynamic open structures, which
are able to effect communication with new node and to innovate" in the sense of a continuous
transformation.
These findings in sociology correspond to a large extent with Corboz' notion of the territorial
city. In the territorial city, Corboz writes, 'centrality' and the city as 'place' loose slowly
significance. The city extends over a larger region, in which countryside is not opposed to town
anymore but becomes part of it. Also in qualitative sense, urban values are spread through the
media and don't limit themselve geographically anymore. It is time, as Corboz argues, to
redefine the idea of the city, and adjust it as a region of the discontinuous, the heterogeneous,
the fragment and the unlimited transformation. In short, the metaphors offluid or network could
·be of considerable use.

Morphology and the re-qualification of the industrial city
The built environment is a differentiated whole, the city is multi-layered and -conceptual
landscape, a conglomerate of different types of environments, area's, etc. These areas have to be
transformed according to developments and needs of the post-industrial and knowledge based
society. This process of re-qualification means de-/intensification of land use (smart
combination of dwelling, working, recreation etc.), the strive for multiplicity and de/differentiation, but also the care for historical-morphological (the cultural heritage) and
ecological structures. As stated in the theme above: it is the creation of a landscape in 'a
palimpsestic process of overlap, replacement, de-/intensification, density manipulations and
abandonment.' This 'complicated dynamic is one calling for a 'conceptual re-tooling'.'
In the coming phase of urban development morphological transformation of existing areas of
the post-industrial landscape is at stake. New types of areas have to be designated, for instance
city's edges will become more and more important.
The research project focuses at the restructuring of the following types of areas: Landscapes
(including villages and settlements for 'rural living)', City's edges (until now mostly seen as
unplanned areas), Industrial areas (until now mono-functional in land use), Historic cores, Preand postwar housing areas (the last one often expression of a general/ universal paradigm of
mono-functionalism), etc.
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Meaning of Density ('urban sprawl')
The research field consists of the dispersed urban territory of the post war and post-industrial
urban landscape. Urban space encompasses dwelling, working, recreation and infrastructure, as
well as nature. The traditional opposition of town versus country and centre versus periphery
dissolves in a collage of different shades of urbanisation. This dispersion of urban forms
exceeds 'urban sprawl'. It entails an urban culture that affects the whole territory, and is related
to the contradictory tendencies of congestion ('the compact city') and dilution (sub-urbanisation
and leisure). Although these issues enter contemporary conceptions, most of these lack both the
cultural and historical perspectives as well as the attempt to get grip on these conditions in terms
of the development of innovative programmes and adaptive management tools.
'Density' manipulations by architectural and urban design interventions will investigated from
three different view points:
Architecture and urban design as spatial strategies and embodiment of urban densification.
' Image' as perception and imagination of urban density.
The concept of urban density as historical and theoretical interpretation.
The research is done by different methodologies: empirical (analysis of images and
perceptions), heuristic (strategies for design to tackle actual tasks), and hermeneutic (long
lasting concepts).

Social aspects of the dispersed metropolis and suburbia
Guidi Martinotti (1997) describes the contemporary metropolis, in the developed world, as one
where there is increasing territorial separation between three populations; residents, commuters,
and city users - such as tourists and businesspeople in what have been called the advanced
services. This separation would be the mark of the mature or third generation metropolis.
By many indications, the metropolitan environment of the Netherlands is also growing to mirror
this social morphology. Thus, residence is increasingly moving towards the suburbs and small
villages; workplaces for the production of services are increasingly concentrated not only in the
historic centers of cities, but also in edge city environments, across metropolitan regions.
Finally, the core city has increasingly concentrated tourists and business travelers, added to the
already rich mix of rich and poor, Dutch and immigrant, small shops and big business and so
on. Thus, the metropolitan environment can be pictured as the overlapping of three cities (three
forms of occupying the territory, three forms of social experience, and three economic spheres):
the suburban city of residents; alongside the edge-city of production of services; and the corecity of commerce, cultural production, and political power.
In this context, the suburbs now house the majority of the population. Surveys of housing
desires have regularly shown that an owner occupied home in the suburban environment
remains the most sought after forms of residence - and the demand is not expected to diminish.
Suburbs also occupy an increasing portion of the built land of metropolitan regions, and,
following demand for suburban homes, this ratio is expected to grow. Thus, the suburb is
becoming, spatially and demographically dominant in the metropolitan pattern of residence.
The market is responding to the continuing demand for suburban homes with a tactic of
symbolic differentiation. Designs are adapted to different "lifestyles", with each lifestyle
roughly corresponding with one suburban development, and one design. The lifestyles also may
reflect as different physical standards and quality of the individual housing, and thus be adapted
to different income brackets. The result is that suburban space is becoming a patchwork of
differentiated environments, where differentiation is physical, symbolical, and by income.
Significantly, while the suburb is becoming demographically dominant in the metropolitan
pattern, the suburban 'neighbourhood' is becoming the building block for suburban form. It is
the unit for developers, as well as for design and symbolic differentiation .
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Suburban space is, as it now stands, one of social homogeneity. Relative to core cities, the
suburbs concentrate a relatively well off middle class, with a similarity of incomes, interests,
social networks and patterns of daily life. Thus, the recent move towards symbolic
differentiation has not, as yet, introduced significant social fragmentation. However, in the
future this is possible, given the following ti-ends:
As third and fourth generation immigrants move towards higher household incomes, and middle
class values that permit suburban living their demand will, conceivably, increase.
As poorer residents are squeezed out of the core-city by gentrification and restructuring, the
appearance of suburban areas concentrating disadvantaged populations is not excluded.
The coupling of the differentiated suburban form, with different income brackets and with
different groups may lead to a fragmented social landscape. It could usher the appearance, on
one hand, of increasingly enclave like settlement forms , after the pattern of gated communities;
and on the other hand, of suburban concentrations of disadvantage. Thus, it is possible (though
by no means inevitable), that the suburban unit of production, design, and sale of housing starts
to coincide with the outlines of a variety of different, and closed social groups.
It may be remarked that such tendencies may not be in the interests of society at large. The
effects of a socially fragmented suburban settlement pattern on the social and economic vitality
of cities and metropolitan regions is not known. Nor are the effects of such form on integration
known. These are important social aspects. Thus research into suburbanisation can be directed
at the following questions:
What are the social effects of the suburban settlement form? What social ecologies can be
expected?
The fragmentation into different social groups is not in itself negative. Differentiation has
always been a mark of metropolitan environment. However, differentiation, coupled with
homegeneity at the small scale, and coupled with physical distances or barriers is relatively new.
What are the cultural politics through which suburbanisation operates?
Without contesting the need for adapting the built environment to its users, there may be more
ways than one to do this. A cultural politics of living together, and of public and civic
implication may be the necessary counterpart to make the most (culturally and even
economically) of suburbanisation. Thus this question could be rephrased: what are the cultural
politics for the best performance (broadly seen) of the suburban environment?
What can the urban design and spatial planning professions contribute to socially sustainable .
metropolitan areas?
It may well be that the essentially "closed" and "sparse" suburban form has some contribution
to social fragmentation in metropolitan areas. If so, what, if any, alternative settlement forms
can be proposed that serve both the desires of homeowners for safe environments and the
continuing need for peaceful and productive diversity of the metropolis?

Civic space ('Public space and the Civil Society')
Central thesis of this research project is that architecture and urban design have an important
impact on the meaning and character of public space and the development of public spaces to
function as civic spaces. City space is seen as an important condition for the development of
civic culture.
In the change from the industrial to the post-industrial city this question is of great interest
again: How can architecture and urban design contribute to the development of a civic culture
in the post-industrial city?
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The appearance and meaning of public space constantly changed during history. The so called
post-industrial city is mostly seen as a network city with a totally new spatial concept. The postindustrial is mainly thought of as a network-city, with a spread of cores in this network. Areas
develop for leisure and shopping. A new type of public space arises. On the other hand a lot of
neigbourhoods of the larger cities suffer from a lack of social coherence. For this reason civil
networks and civic centers have to be created.
In the shift from modernism to postmodernism the idea has emerged, that public space has
become an important issue. Modernism reduced the meaning of public space to functionalist
categories. This resulted in the 'erosion of public space'. From this an emphasis on the design
of public space came up. This phenomenon however has to be investigated to its societal
components, especially the meaning of public space for the creation of the postmodern Civil
Society.
This last question is also an important issue in contemporary philosophy and social sciences.
Nevertheless both domains rarely meet.
One of the main objectives of the project 'The Post-industrial City and Civic Culture' is the
encounter of both domains and disciplines (on the one hand architecture and urban design, on
the other hand social theory and social philosophy).

Healthy Cities
One of the aspects of 'user-orientation' is the thrive towards healthy cities, meaning urban
environments and urban governance that are conscious of health of the citizen and thriving to
improve it. This WHO-organized movement recognizes a number of topics of urban health
related to strategic differentiation and the quality of density, such as: (i) integrated planning at
the local level for health and sustainable development, (ii) community participation as a
fundamentally required asset to achieve health and sustainable development at the local level,
(iii) health impact assessment as a useful tool in assessing the effects of plans and policies, (iv)
improving the quality of human life through sustainable development, (v) good urban
governance starting from health needs and aspirations.
The WHO considers urban planning and differentiation as major impact factors on the health of
city dwellers. The conditions in which people live and work, their access to facilities and
services, their lifestyles, and their ability to develop strong social networks are all influenced by
the plans, policies and initiatives of urban planners and related professions. At the same time
these are key things, which determine the health, well being and quality of life of people in
cities.
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Introduction
Man and the nature have been in balance until very entrance of the modern time, therefore in
such historical stages the motivations for the creation of the gardens or parks were all those that
could fit in the cultural systems since then; but in few cases and in absolute terms their purpose
was no different than subtract a space from the process of exploitation, in order to preserving
certain values of nature or landscape. In the moment the modern cultural process begins a
geometric progression of the natural deterioration and degradation that begins a new conception
of parks and gardens, deriving, perhaps, in the birth of the figure of reservations or natural parks
as extrapolation to the process (Palluzie & Mir, 1990).
When the balance disappears we enter into a degraded process, almost irreversible today, it is
when is born and it grows a political conservationist of the natural spaces.
The natural parks have had their great peak starting from ends of the XIX century, having as a
reference the first one of them officially declared, Yellowstone. Starting from there, up to now,
the man, the towns and countries have tried to safeguard their exotic and mythical natural
landscapes from their interventions and presence.
These places, are reserved for the conservation of the environment and their ecosystem as well
as they take advantage as centers for investigation and recreation for scientific and tourists that
constantly visit these regions with an annually growing factor.
The natural parks, places and reservations to be possible to conserve, need a minimal
infrastructure so that the man can control them from their own aggressions on the environment,
for that reason it becomes necessary to create infrastructures (the minimum ones necessary) for
this purpose. Trying to conserve the best possible of the presence from man the areas where the
ecosystems are even more fragile.
These places, at the moment, mainly in the countries where they are adapting the parks and
natural reservations at the moment to control the active presence of human being, it becomes
necessary to have a model (a guide or normative) that allows them to carry out the necessary
adaptations of the place, without harming their environment that surrounds them and better still
that take out profit of this educational program for the floating population and resident of the
place, also that allows to control and to conserve in a better way the fragile ecosystems of these
valuable places.
It is in this point where this proposal makes its contribution for the best conservation of these
places for benefit of the man and his environment.
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Records
Application place of the investigation
The Natural National Park "Los Nevados" and its reserved area are located in the Colombian
Central Mountain range among the departments of Caldas, Risaralda, Quindio and Tolima, this
region it is an important water source for these departments, because the rivers that benefit the
biggest domestic agricultural areas are born there, besides possessing a great diversity of the
ecosystem that are considered by their biophysical characteristics vulnerable to the current
activities developed by the man.
The National Natural Park "Los Nevados", is located on the high part of the Colombian central
mountain range, beginning from the 3000mts on the sea level, arriving to maximum heights of
5400mts. It is an area of paramos, areas of snow and glaciers, which is called as one of the
bigger water reservations of the region, benefitting up to 4 '000 .000 habitants around. The size
of the park it is approximately 58.300 ha. plus 126.063 ha. of the reserved area.
Characteristics of the reserved area: Located in the high parts of the municipalities of
Manizales, Villamaria, Neira and Marulanda, with an approximate area of 33.000 hectares,
above the 2.600 meters from sea level, arriving to the heights of Paramos, approximately on the
3.000 and 3500mts f.s.1. that constitute the limits of the Natural National Park "Los Nevados", it
presents a temperature average of 12.5°C. Their population depend in great measure of the
cultivation of the potato and the cattle raising. These activities in tum have generated a
deterioration of the fragile ecosystems there located.
It presents several climates like: paramo high and low, cold weather and temperate. In this area
exist a great diversity of vegetable species and animals that are threatened and almost extincted
because of the pruning of forests, amplification of the agricultural frontier, herdsmen,
cultivations, it hunts and fragmentation of ecosystems.
This area, for its characteristics and to be nearby to the natural park, presents potential changes
of uses in their area for tourist infrastructure for economic groups that put in risk the care of
paramos and the forest areas.
·

Socioeconomic and cultural characteristics of the natural National
Park "Los Nevados"
The countries of the third world have in their biggest part environmental problems originated in
the underdevelopment, for a not well carried exchange of products and politicians among the
industrialized countries and those that are developing.
Colombia, is a country with all the characteristics that it possesses most of the denominated
states of the third world, mainly for the inability of the state to cover its basic necessities for
lack of economic resources, generating this in problems and social inequalities of different
nature.
This lack of resources, takes to planning works and the execution of these, to be carried out
alone partially as the resources allow it.
This doesn't prevent that the changes of territorial use in protected areas for their conservation
begin to suffer a new use for the lack of green and free spaces in the urban centers that allow the
population to relax and to rest appropriately. This way the citizens begin to look for new
alternatives and places to relax, recreate, sport and spirituality. This is a phenomenon that is
happening at the moment in the entire world, including the developing countries.
The natural parks begin to play a primordial paper, since they will be had to adapt for a new
reality on their environment that they had have lately.
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The residents of these regions are rural that during several generations have lived from the land.
They have been impotent witness of the changes over the natural park has been happening with
regarding people that come from the urban centers.
The climatic changes have been noxious for their cultivations in these singular regions, what has
taken to many to restate their situation in these reserved areas of the park, either moving to the
urban center or in ascending even more the height bench mark of their cultivations, what
supposes a high ecological risk for the vegetation of characteristics only from these Paramos.
Actually, exist social and economic problems in these populations, the lack of appropriate
infrastructure to improve its quality of life it is a high-priority necessity, together with the lack
of plans in environmental and sustainable infrastructure that give them solutions to this new
land uses, this way to supplement their revenues with their cultivations and livestock that
possess at the moment.
It also exists a lack of physical infrastructure of the National Natural Park "Los Nevados".
Besides the lack of a guide, either a norm or code that it focuses to the constructions and
infrastructure that at the moment and in a future would carry out environmentally sustainable, so
that they take advantage of their environment correctly. also that it will be an important help for
the control of the floating population of the park.
At the moment, the social problems gen~rated in the region are owed partly to the lack of
infrastructure that gives possibilities to the existent population to be able to end up having a
better level of life. For this reason, in the moment there are ahead works in administration and
investigation in fields like Biology, Sociology, Geology, and similar that contribute to the
improvement of the level of life of the residents. In the field of the architecture, in these places it
has not contributed in a lot with proposals to improve these domestic areas.
Thanks to suggestions given by members of the park, there is a great opportunity that this work
on planning and development of physical infrastructure for public and private use, be the first
one of many similar that can be made for the other natural national parks and other countries
and regions that have similar characteristics.
Above all, this work has begun from the plans that at the moment are taken in the park, as the
master plan, the ecoturistic plan and other plans of the existent administration, besides to
contribute and to supplement works that are related and that are being executing in the area.
The natural parks, have had an evolution in the country thanks to the international and national
legislations that have been adopted in the last decades. It is thanks to the conservations of these
territories that we possess native places and with little territorial presence of human being.
As well as it is certain that the parks take a slow process of evolution, so much in the
consciousness of the residents of the region and into the cultural means of the society. Likewise
they have being taking part in the identity of the new generations, which has seen a better
appreciation for these protected areas.
The physical infrastructure of the parks, goes to the rhythm that the economic funds allow him,
can be funds of the Environmental Ministry and/or like those that he receives from tourism,
with which some parks hardly subsist. It is necessary to clarify that the resources are limited
with the result that the works in infrastructure that are carried out are conditioned to these
resources.
Another aspect is the control of the tourist. Year after year, the effort and the work go to
convert the areas of parks in regions to the service of tourism, providing these natural treasures
of the regions strengthened and prepared to receive them (Berjam & Gutierrez, 1998).
As it is known, the national and natural parks are protected areas of the nature and they are
considered natural patrimony of humanity, for this reason, the presence of the human being in
these regions it is quite controlled. As well as some existing areas in natural parks where the
access is completely restricted for the human population.
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Problem
The position that intends is the one that the natural parks for its handling don't only demand a
discipline of teaching and knowledge, it also demands the use of implements and appropriate
facilities for the development of the same ones, since both they need it to take to good term any
type of process.
Therewith it is wanted to show that the activities that there are carried out, for better will that
one has, it is not made the best way, not for lack of knowledge neither it lacks of human
resource, but for technical failures and physical infrastructure that do not allow that these arrive
to a good development.
In these moments the national parks and their reserved areas, have a minimal i11frastructure, but
not enough to be able to give a better control to their visitors in the areas of bigger protection.
Also the necessity to incorporate with better profit the new technological elements and
communication now existent, allow a better contact with the exterior and the interior of the
natural parks and boundary areas, improving processes of investigation in different areas and
different activities that comes giving in the last years like the attraction for the tourists and
practitioners of extreme sports. It is necessary to have in it counts that the parks like the near
natural reservations to the populations, attract their residents to satisfy the leisure and free time
by means of different and varied activities.
The natural parks are governed mainly by standards and codes that regularize it, more for
general aspects that specific. As for the physical infrastructure of parks, the codes are not clear,
it is not specified a way to achieve an environmental balance of human impact on the natural
parks, being limited to particularize in each one.
"A surface area cannot be preserved in a lOOxlOO introducing in her highways, hotels,
camping's, purifying, (among other services that comes imposing through the years). Neither
one could enjoy parks ... if it was only allowed to enter on foot and to leave to the evening. It is
logical and necessary to look for certain commitment between both objectives besides the
degree of modification that is allowed on the natural characteristics on behalf of the man. The
answer is difficult if the place should be conserved unharmed for its benefit also for the future
generations." (Paluzie & Mir, 1990) sustains from Yellowstone.
The problem has several aspects, the natural park, the reserved area and the residents of these
reg10ns.
This way I state about the development of an environmental model that allows to the natural
park and the reserved area to develop a physical infrastructure without affecting their
environment, on the contrary, taking out profit of this, taking advantage of the landscape
conditions and its environment of the place, for a better control of the anthropocentric and
tourist activities. Likewise, besides lending a service., it will also be educational, when showing
as taking advantage of sustainability their environment and natural energy for their climatic
control and comfort to the human being, giving the necessary tools in each area for their best
knowledge, taking as much as possible to that the utilized materials complete their cycle
appropriately.
Models will intend to give solution to these problems (by elements of ephemeral architecture)
that allow an easy recovery of the areas affected by the ecoturistic events every time more
common, what is attempted is not to increase the impact, but minimizing it, allowing the
enjoyment of the natural resources.
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A new risk opens up, and it is to put in danger the areas of protection in the natural parks when
giving a better access to the human activities. It is necessary to clarify that what thinks about
doesn't mean that fragile ecosystems areas have free access. On the contrary, it is to outline a
solution to return productive (at grade educational and cultural) the natural parks for their
subsistence. That is to say, to be able to arrive to people and to make them conscious of the
responsibility that each person like individual and as a part of a community has with the
environment that surrounds him. Said in other words, it is an investment in ourselves for our
future well-being and for the new generations to come. It is also necessary to have clear that is
to end up getting a balance among the new uses that the man like new user of the ecosystem to
preserve it is giving to the natural areas gradually.
As a project to Design, intends the idea to analyze a possible use of modules (architecture of no
place) that can be used and to be located according to the event to carry out in the Natural
National Park, indicating its impact and its appropriate handling. As well as the elaboration
gives examples of adaptation of infrastructure mainly for the residents, where it can be
analyzed. Making emphasis in the resources to use and in the appropriate in situ handling to
their environment, looking for to minimize to the maximum the ecological damage, with the
purpose of taking to good term the cycles of the materials, raw materials and the managed
places. Looking for an equal access to these resources and the reutilization of existent goods.

Justification
To the initial questions of this work, (,how does the National Natural Park "Los Nevados" to
control the population that constantly arrives and the one that lives to its outskirts? and how
does he make to mitigate the impact they cause to the environment?. The problem was analyzed
it was observed that it doesn't differ in its characteristics to what has happened in the rest of the
world. The lack of resources and consciousness of the floating population, has gone unbalancing
the environment in which they live. Fortunately they have taken measures of consciousness in
the last years, thanks to works developed by the in charge professionals of these problems,
which are already giving their results.
If still the proposals from the architectural and city-planning environment are not the
appropriate ones for these places, how can they improve things if there still are not some
appropriate physical means to take advantage and make them see the benefit of the environment
that surrounds them? And mainly with the few resources that the State can assign them?
"With the course of time the man learned how to obtain allowances, dress and optional housing.
That is to say, he discovered the way to dominate nature, to cultivate the earth and to raise
animals. They settled the first groups of population that begun the big urban and rural centers
we have today. But this domain of nature becomes, as the population grows, in a wrong use of
the natural resources." (Mi pais, tu pais, 1968).
Today in day, the lack of recreation spaces inside the urban centers has taken to the residents of
the cities to look for new alternatives of recreation, where the natural parks begin to play a
primordial paper, that will imply an adaptation for this new reality that has begun to be present
inside them.
"Until the developed civilizations have taken conscience of the necessity to protect the natural
patrimony, has had a lot of time to happen. Gradually the ideas have left opening road, although
it has not been until ends of the XIX century when they have begun to give their results.
The citizens ... will be conscious of the satisfaction to legitimate aspirations to get a better
environment, it largely depends, on the active and practical interest with which they contribute
it. Therefore, they will have to be willing to pay the price of preservation of the environment, to
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increase the effective help to the competent private organisms and to unite their efforts to face
the specific local problems of contamination and degradation of the landscape.
The natural patrimony of a country is, at the same time, universal patrimony, and maybe more
today than ever if we realized that the communications facilitate the access to the nature, even to
the far away places on earth ... it is necessary to realize that the enjoyment of some tangible
assets should not be quarreled with the enjoyment of other, of spiritual type, when both flow
from the same earth.
The objective of the laws of natural spaces is to protect, to conserve, to negotiate and, if it was
necessary, to restore and to improve the genetic diversity, the wealth and the productivity of the
natural spaces... that will be compatible with the development and the use of the natural
resources and environment, in the mark of the protection of the environment and the rational
and balanced ordination of the territory." (Gurri Serra, 1997).
"When the balance disappears and we enter in the degradatory process, almost irreversible
today, it is when is born and grows a political conservation of the natural spaces. The reactions
toward the human pillaging has always been late and not very effective, since although laws
were dictated and favorable standards to the forest, didn't mean great thing." (Paluzie & Mir,
1990). When referring Paluzie to the first standards that they arose on parks and that until few
years ago the current standards didn't have the desired effect.
The environmental legislations for the parks and natural reservations, have left perfecting with
the purpose of to protect and to conserve the environment in different conditions and
circumstances that are given by the differences that there are among the places to conserve.
In the places where the natural means is rich for its special characteristics is where they are
located most of the national parks, being this way a strong attractiveness for the citizens that
want to leave from the congested cities to rest.
Many of these parks are and would be good examples of how to take advantage of the natural
environment to take out benefit in our daily life, likewise, giving soft terms to the investigation
and other free activities of the human being.
In the national natural parks, the tourism has become a factor growing year after year, which
leaves its print for the Jack of sensitization toward the place. For these parks the tourism is a
source of maintenance which should not do without, since this is one of the reasons of the
existence of the natural parks that satisfy necessities of scientific investigation, spiritual,
aesthetic curiosities and relax (Berjam & Gutierrez, 1998).
"The changes in the natural environment, in the human knowledge and in the society are
unavoidable, but above all the changes that could come, these natural parks continue being a
wild and natural surface area that has been protected for enjoyment of the people. A space for
laboratory in which can experience the politicians and to develop the techniques that can make
compatible the protection and recreation so the national parks of the world can always exist for
the benefit of the humanity." (Paluzie & Mir, 1990).
How can educate the tourist and the population to protect the natural environment that visits and
that constantly has around? At least, is needed to have a basic infrastructure that allows to arrive
more easily to these purposes.
Another factor is the landscape protection and a way to achieve through a model design of
sustainable architecture, could get a physical infrastructure adapted environmentally to value
and take out profit of its environment.
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How can we understand the nature, their phenomena and physical processes? We are part of her,
and surely if we have their resources, we will achieve a balance between projects and
environment in an appropriate way. Looking forward they are sustainable and with the complete
production cycles to begin to mitigate the impact that has been caused.
We are part of nature, and the nature didn't surely deny us the right to continue living in her,
provided that we achieve an appropriate balance (Pearson, 1994).
The main reason is to apply this work on other natural parks and areas of influence that could
have some similar social and cultural factors, focused to developing countries, in which the
State doesn't have the way to give the appropriate revenues to the institutions that manage the
environment, to achieve the residents to take advantage in a better way the natural environment
in which they inhabit.
Therefore, one of the results of the investigation work will find a half point that allows to be
able to take advantage of the benefits that the tourist leaves, with a control and adapted physical
planning, as well as to conserve the fragile areas of the isolated natural park floating population,
making it active part of the new changes of territorial use, like giving consciousness to people
on the protected areas.
Another point, is the use of the boundary areas, as It IS mto the reserved area. As taking
advantage of their locally landscape benefits, environmental and natural energy for benefit of
the residents.
A last point is the incidence and benefit that can have the population of these regions with these
planning's. That is to say, how can the residents take out profit of the environmental positions
and landscape for the improvement of their housings and existent buildings as schools, health
centers, and other places of recreation. This way, it will be looked for to give the necessary tools
so that these processes can be carried out gradually by themselves, since their few resources
prevent them to pay a professional.

General objective
To design a model of sustainable architecture in protected areas that allows, to the institutions,
to professional and mainly to the population of these places, to create viable architectural
projects to improve the level of life of a town in a sustainable way with low environmental
impact.

Specific objectives
- To give an answer from the field of architecture to the social reality and to the new territorial
uses that are happening on the natural parks having in it counts the multidisciplinary criteria on
the place.
- To carry out an analysis in the national natural park "Los Nevados" focused in the use of
natural energy through the development of a sustainable physical infrastructure, indicating
which can be adapted in the different areas of the park.
- To offer the necessary tools to the population to improve and to reduce the impact on their
natural and cultural environment that allows an appropriate use of land and the existent
materials in the region.
- To obtain parameters through the work that can be applied to other places with social,
physical and cultural characteristic similar to the studied park.
- To determine which areas of the park and their reserved area can be intervened by man like an
action of the improvement and control of the floating population, this way helping to protect
fragile ecosystems areas.
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- Give directions of development of physical infrastructure of the park through a guide that
indicates how to achieve a sustainable architectural project, besides that this goes in connection
with other projects that are ahead inside the park (through an environmental analysis obtain
parameters that could help to determine strategies of design).
- To make a topographical and climatic analysis of the park, giving directions on how the
project can adapt to each place, for an efficient environmental handling of each region.
- To have a clearly study of the land into the park, specifying which areas are for public access
and which areas need to have a bigger isolation.
- To value the environmental impacts through the valuation of the environmental and landscape
analysis of the surface area.

Current situation
The rhythm of degradation imposed by the current stage of civilization to its way of life is at a
level of constant progression without flashes to return toward a point of passable balance, but,
even an stabilization of its degradatory rhythm.
The graveness of the situation and its universality makes patent to channel the rationally
sustained use of the reservations that subtract still to the earth are not enough to the sectoral
dispersed stock of a country or conscious and responsible region, neither the wise stock in
certain areas (Paluzie & Mir, 1990).
The man is entitled fundamental to the freedom, the equality and the enjoyment of conditions of
life adapted in a means of such quality that allows him to take a worthy life and to enjoy the
well-being, and has solemn obligation to protect and to improve the environment for the present
and future generations, with a careful planning or ordination that it suits.
This way, the economic and social development is indispensable to assure the man an
atmosphere of life and favorable work and to create in the earth the necessary conditions to
improve the quality of life (Satiazabal & Satiazabal).
The natural parks have gone suffering a process of positive change in people, mainly in the last
decades. The use of the free time and the rediscovery of the mountain for a complex, sport,
scientific, social and cultural movement, has originated a great influence in certain regions on its
politics of conservation of the nature in the last decades.
The current tendency on the natural national parks, like reservations, is in certain form a cycle
of the history of the human being on the clearly spaces that he has around, which begins to
adapt them in a different way of satisfaction and necessities, the risk is in the fact that they can
finish as most of the natural spaces which he has consented to take out them profit.
At the moment many countries have been developing the ecoturistics plans for each national
park, to take out profit of their landscapes to have a better entrance. Fortunately, these plans
have had in it counts environmental standards, although they are general they give indications of
the type of intervention that should be given on the natural parks for the care of the tourist.
Parks are in definitive a cultural product and this is not a static factor. The natural parks cannot
be today the same thing that yesterday and tomorrow won't be same that today, since the
changes in the natural environment, in the human knowledge and in the society they are
unavoidable (Palluzie & Mir 1990).
We can not request the conservation of the natural parks in 100% more when our presence in
them every day will be bigger, but what we can achieve it is to balance the current impact so
that it doesn't continue degenerating.
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The Limits of Landscape
Reflections on a new metaphor

Marc Glaudemans
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology; Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract
Since the l 990's we witness a remarkable rise of the discipline of landscape architecture.
Landscape architects are invited to reflect upon the urban environment from their perspective
and develop designs and design schemes both outside and within the urban fabric. This renewed
interest in landscape architecture is accompanied by (or caused by?) the introduction of the
landscape-metaphor in urban design theories. In this paper the appropriateness of this metaphor
will be considered, compared to other urban metaphors such as 'network' or 'citadel'.

Introduction
In a 1995 lecture Rem Koolhaas addressed the difference between urban design and landscape
architecture in terms of 'guilt' and 'innocence' . 1 The remarkable rise of the discipline of
landscape architecture in the 1990's - with Adriaan Geuze's West 8 office as the Netherlands
most eminent exponent - gave cause to rethink the concept of landscape itself. Koolhaas
observed that the city is often associated with negative issues such as pollution, crime, the
degeneration of the public domain, traffic jams and so on. On the other hand, landscape recalls
good and honorable qualities such as nature, freedom, clean air, quietude and aesthetic pleasure.
These qualifications are also mentally related to the different kinds of designers. Koolhaas, as an
urban designer who operates in the city, is charged with the negative emotions of the city. He is
suspect, even an accomplice. In a comparable way the landscape architect gets related to the
morality and 'innocence' we impute to landscape and nature. He represents this morally Good.
This is a remarkable and significant observation, particularly because it relates two terms that in
our days can no longer be viewed as separated: city and landscape. Recently, all our hope is
clearly being placed in the latter. The city is lost for us. However, by talking about the city as if
it where a landscape, a new perspective is suggested, a fresh new start! That hope,
unfortunately, is vain. That's at least the proposition I will defend here. The hope of a new
perspective and fresh new start is vain because it erroneously implies an option that does not
exist. The issue is not whether we might regard the city as landscape or whether we can save
our cities by making them more like landscape, by making them 'green'. On the contrary,
landscape has for a long time now been turned into city. This shouldn't be taken too literal.
Consider rather its mental significance. In that respect, already centuries ago, the dominance of
urban culture over the (non-urban) world was clearly perceived: Urbem fecisti quad prius orbis
erat ('What used to be the world is a city now'). 2 Landscape won't save the city, but let us ask
ourselves whether the city might save the landscape?

1

Rem Koolhaas, 'Mondriaan Lecture', on the occasion of the Sikkens-award, dedicated to
Adriaan Geuze (West 8 Landscape Architects), Rotterdam 1995.
2
Quote from the 5th century poet Rutilius Numatianus in a poem on Rome.
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Reflections on a new metaphor
The notable landscape perspective in recent urban design theory seems neither a coincidence
nor the result of a conscious choice. Rather, a new approach to the city forced itself upon us by
a steady but unmistakable metamorphosis of the city itself. The remarkable thing is that this
metamorphosis took place right under the blind eyes of architects and urban designers who,
traditionally, concerned themselves with the city. The 'city' in their minds gradually turned into
a delusion, without any reference to reality. The 'city' of architects and urban designers became
like afata morgana in the desert: a welcome dream, magnificent but imaginary. Now that this
'distant city' has finally evaporated into the heat, these professionals already directed their steps
towards a new dream: the dream of the landscape, equally sparkling and equally illusory. 3 All
this time - to remain within the language of the metaphor - both architects and urban designers
have been blind for the desert itself, this immeasurable extensiveness that effectively prevents
untrained eyes to get a grip on it. Present cities resemble this desert as landscapes 'ohne
Eigenschaften', without quality, without limits, and without structure. The keyword here,
however, is not 'landscape' but 'untrained'. For a nomad, a Bedouin, an Aboriginal, the desert
is all but an empty space. It is a landscape full of subtle but meaningful traces and signs. More
or Jess the same is valid for the contemporary city, which has adopted a desert-like identity:
inuneasurable, without a center, endlessly diluted, apparently the same everywhere.
Philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari have written on the desert as a representation of
'smooth space':
"Smooth space is directional rather than dimensional or metric. Smooth space is filled by events
or haecceities, far more than by formed or perceived things. It is a space of affects, more than
one of properties."4
From now on, the city - in the past the glorious representation of the opposite of smooth space,
i.e., 'striated space' - can be described in analogous terms. Our contemporary urban
environment is 'a space of affects, more than one of properties'. Urban space nowadays should
be 'themed', whether as nostalgia in disguise - Celebration, Seaside, Haverleij -, as open-air
museum - cliche European towns -, leisure domain - indoor ski or Alpine climbing, fun shop
paradises - or trendy international 'Wall-Paper' habitats. 5 A number of present-day
photographers travel around the world in order to visualize this new and international identity of
our cities. Key characteristics are: fragmentation, periphery, abundance of signs and
infrastructure, and (disputed) ugliness. 6 An old quote (1969) from Rem Koolhaas still does
justice to this 'phenomenal' view of the city: "A city is a plane of tarmac with some red hot
spots of intensity. "7
Then why this search for a new metaphor? In my view, landscape is a weak metaphor not a
strong one. The 'city=Iandscape' metaphor only adopts landscape's extensiveness - a
morphological similarity - and its enormous resilience (even a heavily mutilated territory retains
3

The notion of the 'distant city' stems from an essay by the French philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy (La ville
au loin, Paris 1999).
4
Gilles Deleuze & Felix Guattari (1988). A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia, p. 479.
5
Celebration is a town founded, designed and managed by the Disney Corporation. Seaside (Florida) is a
town that is build according to the New Urbanism guidelines for establishing a community. Haverleij is
the name of a project near ' s-Hertogenbosch in the Netherlands. The plan consists of a range of 'castles'
surrounded by golf courses and natural areas. The architecture is (as always) 'smooth post-modem'. Wal/Paper is the name of a trendy magazine aimed at young urban fashion victims. Neil Leach described in an
unpublished paper the emergence of a 'new species', the ' Wall-Paper person' analogous to Simmel's
seminal essay (1903) on the Metropolitan 'blast:':' type that inhabited the large cities of the late nineteenth
century.
6
See for instance the work of Italian photographer Fransesco Jodice, recently exhibited at Milan's
Triennial. A lot of material can also be found in Koolhaas, et al. (2000), Mutations.
7
Rem Koolhaas, unpublished manuscript, Architectural Association School of Architecture, 1969.
Quoted in: Bart Lootsma, 'The New Landscape' (Koolhaas, 2000: p. 461).
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its landscape character). In the transition from one metaphor ('city = fortress, stronghold,
citadel' or ' city=network') to the other ('city = landscape') a whole range of qualities is quite
uncritically attributed to the city that we normally associate with nature. The organizing
committee of the international 'Biotope City' Conference phrases it like this:
"The city of the future will make its own energy, solve its own water problems, reduce its air
pollution to a responsible level, and the city will offer space for nature, for a large biodiversity
making use of urban space." 8
All of them undisputed qualities of course, but it is obvious that the city 'by nature' produces
quite the opposite effects. There is probably no equally polluting and equally wasteful (in terms
of lives, space and resources) phenomenon to be found on Earth as cities are. This goes
especially for the vast and often relatively unknown metropolises outside the Western world:
Lagos, Cairo, Dhaka, Calcutta, Chengdu, ... There is probably not much disagreement on the
statement that this should be stopped and changed but landscape won't save us, landscape will
not save the city.

And what about the old one(s)?
In our struggle to grasp the ever more complex and ever faster changing urban environment new
modes of understanding, new metaphoric models, are always welcome. The criteria should be
that the metaphor provides some sort of new insight in the way reality 'works' or how it is being
perceived. As discussed above the city=landscape metaphor might indeed offer us such an
improved understanding, but the immediate reservation was formulated that a whole range of
qualities that are normally associated with nature (often a synonym for 'landscape') can't be
unproblematically transferred to the city (neither the city of the past nor the contemporary city).
Modem metropolis ' landscape-like appearance and its supposed resilience (to what?) may even
be potentially dangerous aspects to start with, since they form a serious threat to the existing
natural landscape. If we, on the other hand, combine the quotes from Deleuze/Guattari and
Koolhaas two, in my view more interesting and discriminating qualities of the modem city can
be emphasized: directional space I space of affects +plane with spots of intensity. Two concepts
arise: plane and vector. Vectors create directional space. Where two or more vectors cross a spot
of intensity appears, a 'place'. This place is not defined by its properties but rather by the affects
its produces. These affects are not necessarily permanent. Quite the contrary, most of the time
they are of limited duration. Modem urban space is 'event-space' . The field that is created by
this system of directional spaces and temporary intensities is best described as a (curvilinear)
'plane' . This might seem an obscure and abstract way of approaching the city. Yet, remember
the analogy that we discussed before. The desert - and we observed that it has a number of
qualities strikingly similar to those of our modem urban environments - can be perfectly
described within this spatial concept. Deserts are almost archetypical curvilinear planar
landscapes, consisting of temporary shapes and spaces (dunes, valleys, oasis), which are the
result of crossing directional vectors (wind, vegetation, wells and underground streams). The
complete configuration (the 'landscape' ) and all the separate elements are in a state of
continuous metamorphosis; they move, they grow, they disappear completely and re-appear at a
later stage on a different spot. Yet, the overall system (desert) remains unaffected and is defined
by its qualitative characteristics. The same goes for the modem city. It is essential, however,
that a third concept is added to those of plane and vector. The third concept is culture, the tie
between landscape and human society. In fact the whole concept of 'landscape' might be
reduced to this bond between people and their environs, documented in cultural, social and
mythical geographies.9 Desert space creates desert societies. Citadel space creates a citadel
8

As quoted from the leaflet. Biotope City will be held November 12 at Eindhoven University of
Technology. For Conference Information, see: www.bwk.tue.nl/biotope-city
9
Augustin Berque introduced the notions of mediance and ecoumene: "Le milieu s 'y definit non point
comme un object mais comme une relation, la relation d 'une societe a son environnement. L 'ensemble
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society. The hypothesis that is crucial to my approach of establishing the right mode of
understanding city space is that this relation also works in the opposite direction. Landscape is
not 'innocent'. It is
not something that
was there all the
time, even before
we
entered
the
scene.
No,
landscapes
more
often
than
not
include if not center
on human presence.
Landscapes are to a
large
extent
manmade
and
man 'preserved' .10
A society creates its
own kind of space.
Nomad
society
creates nomad space
(vector and plane).
Citadel society creates citadel space (closed, circular vectors). The dominant society of our
times is the network society. Accordingly, network society creates network space. The question
therefore should be how we define the urban environment in terms of network space, and further
how network space relates to plane, vector and culture. The answer to these questions might
effectively improve our understanding of urban space 'as we know it'.
The city=landscape metaphor is interesting, but it is too limited and undiscriminating since it
doesn't account for the human presence even in the origins of 'landscape' itself. The seemingly
old-fashioned and less sophisticated city=network metaphor, on the other hand, proves to be full
of un-investigated dimensions and layers and offers the possibility to find our way through the
desert.
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Borderscapes
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Europe consists of 45 countries. 45 different policies. 45 different sets of laws. 45 units that
protect their own people over other people. All of them together share 164 borderlines. This
research will explore the way those borderlines influence the built environment. The
solidification of the (built) environment caused by borderlines can be called borderscape.
The allocation of nucleair power plants adjacant to the border is one of the most obvious
examples. Other examples of borderscapes are dead-end traffic lines or the attraction of certain
branches or economies to the borderland.

Scale
Borders affect the built environment on all scales. On a small scale one can see a difference in
the industrial design of traffic lights. On a bigger scale one sees sorting out of functions and
infrastructure. The Borderscapes research focuses on the bigger scale issues within Europe.

Categories
The appearances of borderscapes can be structured in individual choices (bottom up) and
communal choices I national planning policies (top down).

National spatial planning: military I customs borderscapes
The most literal borderscape is a physical border: for example customs authorities, the iron
curtain, the Great Wall of China or the Berlin Wall.

National spatial planning: ecology vs. economy
Neighbouring countries seem to have bilateral planning conflicts. Either economic arguments
are used to spoil the surrounding environment or ecological arguments are used to prevent the
neighbouring country from economic growth.
Looking at the Netherlands in relation to its neighbours Germany and Belgium, the main
planning conflicts are:
I.

The construction of the Ems Sperrwerk (river dam) in the German part of the Ems river
aims to save the hinterland from flooding and at the same time enables cruise ships to
leave the ship-building site in Papenburg. By constructing this dam the existing
embankments do not need to be reinforced and the river does no longer need to be
frequently dredged to give cruiseships access to Papenburg. The new water currents,
however, change the environmental circumstances in the Ems estuary. Proposals to
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move the shipyard to the Dutch site of the border, which would allow for direct sea
access, were not accepted.
2. Another example of economy versus ecology are the nucleair powerplants. The two
Dutch plants (Dodewaard and Borsele) are situated close to the borders. On the other
side of the border there are two Belgium plants (Doel and Mol) and one German
(Emsland). In case of an accident, a mayor part of the consequences would influence the
neighbouring country.
The other variant which hinders the neighbour's economic development by protecting the local
environment:
1. For years the Dutch government has refused to dredge the Scheidt River, which links
Antwerp to the North Sea. The Dutch claimed to protect the nature by not dredging, but
in fact they had interest in blocking the Port of Antwerp, in order to lead the big
containerships to the Port of Rotterdam.
2. The Iron Rhine is the name of the railwaytrack connecting the Port of Antwerp to the
German Ruhr District. This railwaytrack cuts through the Netherlands. The railwaytrack
was constructed in the 19th century and has not been in use for the last couple of
decades. Restoring the ancient railway would be a simple and cheap alternative for the
ever-increasing number of heavy lorries, congesting the roads between Antwerp and the
Ruhr District. For local environmental reasons the Dutch are trying to prevent restoring
this Railway line.

National spatial planning: ecology and economy vs esthetics
Germany and Belgium are currently constructing windmill parks close to the Dutch border. The
Dutch are complaining for esthetic reasons.

National spatial planning: infrastructure I negative borderscapes
Looking in a road atlas one can see that many highways and railways seem to end at the border.
Obviously there is not enough demand for connecting two countries.

National spatial planning: relatively peripheral cities
A lot of countries seem to allocate functions in their periphery, in order to spread people and
investments over the whole country. Norway for example invests large amounts of money in
infrastructure, just to keep the cold north accessible and therefor occupied by people. The
Netherlands decentriliced public facilities to peripheral cities like Groningen and Heerlen. The
Renaissance of Bilbao is partly funded by the Spanish government. The German city of
Braunschweig got its university thanks to its peripheral location.

A border as a threshhold or a magnet for individuals
A borderland can also be shaped by individual choices. Only one's individual actions are not
visible. Borders, however, seem to attract groups of individuals which form a significant
borderscape. The reasons for the attractions are the differences in wealth and laws.
As does a fringe of informal economy accompany the eastern borderline of the European Union.
Smugglers, prostitutes and traders try to make money on the cutting edge of two prosperities.
Difference in local taxes also influence individual behaviour. Tax variations have formed a zone
of luxury villa's inhabited by wealthy Dutch people who have chosen to live just 5 km passed
the border in Belgium.
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The relatively high excise duties on petrol in the Netherlands cause people to drive to the
Belgium or Germany to obtain cheaper petrol. The Dutch government is paying subventions to
the peripheral service-station salesman for compensation of lost income.
And vice versa the Belgium and German citizens drive to the Dutch border towns for buying
fresh vegetables and fruit.
Certain products that are legal in one country but illegal in neighbouring countries cause for
example border towns in the Netherlands to attract a lot of drugconsumers from neighbouring
countries, since the Dutch have a more tolerant drugs policy. Dutch that want to buy fireworks
better go to Belgium, since there are less restrictions on fireworks in Belgium.
In general, cross-border purchases are more exceptional. For daily life purchases borders form a
treshhold. The specificity of the above mentioned products give identity to borderzones.
A special case is the formal economy of logistics centers: the 'best of both worlds' conditions
have created a clustering of logistic centers along the highways that cross the border.

Borderscapes
Because of the parameters that accompany a border, borderscapes can be charming,
monotonous or even generic and possibly inefficient on a bigger scale. Some borderscapes are
disappearing since interregional programmes have initiated cooperation between countries.
3 main questions are being tested on all 164 European borderlines:
What are the economic and ecological damages qr profits of borders?
Is a difference in planning methods visible at the border?
Do culture, protectionism and nationalism shape a country on a large scale?
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Leisuregarden or: the recreation of the landscape

Martijn Honselaar
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology; Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Aim
Increasingly town and country planning is determined by the dynamics of leisure which not
only seem to overpower the once spatially dominating domains of housing and work, but at the
same time undermine the geometry of city and countryside. Theme and holiday parks, zoo's,
health resorts or a subtropical swimming paradise, luxurious marina's, beaches, sports centres,
golf courses and the historical town centre, but also multiplexes, discotheques, indoor ski-pistes,
furniture boulevards, shopping malls, garden centres and even a nature reserve, an agricultural
camp site or an abandoned industrial complex. An increasing share of the territory is found
within the sphere of influence of recreation and tourism. More and more, parts of the territory
tum out to be leisure environments. This transformation of the landscape has welcomed a
growing share of attention from a socio-economic as well as from a political perspective.
However, from a spatial point of view, this recreation of the landscape has been, up till now,
largely underexposed.
The aim of the research in question is to fill this blind spot by studying the impact of leisure on
the spatial planning of the territory and the consequences for both architecture and urbanism. In
short: the research aims at revealing new urban manners with a contemporary spatial condition
by a close reading of the recreational landscape that will, by literally mapping, lay bare both its
problems but above all its potentialities.

Methods
This contemporary spatial condition, which has come into being due to a growing importance of
leisure on town and country planning, is inscribed in the territory. However, the territory is not a
tabula rasa, but it contains the traces of preceding era's and their accompanying spatial
conditions. So, over and over again, distinct conditions scratched their tracks, in different tempi
and with alternating force, onto the territory. In spite of that the territory is, certainly in
comparison with the dynamics of leisure, changing very slowly. Metaphorically speaking we
can consider the territory as a stage upon which distinct characters, in this era leisure, not only
play there parts, but simultaneously leave their traces. Therefore a close reading of the
contemporary territory and its traces from previous era's can reveal the problems and the
potentialities of this new, leisure related, spatial condition, but also serve as a starting point for
future developments. Developments that surpasses the old paradigm of a compact city
surrounded by an idyllic countryside to justify processes that, in a non-hierarchical territory, are
already, though latent, present.
"Rather than creating maps which risk imposing approximate limits on the area of a city on the
basis of some historical or juridical simulacrum, it is preferable to discern the varying degrees
of urbanity in a given territory by sweeping through it with a precise gaze ( ... ), constructing
longitudinal sections of the inhabited territory and then dealing with this different 'strips' of
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space." Following Stefano Boeri the subject of the investigation is restricted to a sample of the
territory where the impact of leisure, causing a new spatial condition, is most manifest: amidst a
concentration of various cities and leisure activities. Insight in this territorial sample will be
achieved by combining material coming from historical maps, aerial photographs and (regional)
archives, from other relevant sources like books, policy documents, governmental reports and
articles, discussions with key figures, secondary analysis of existing data files, but also from
(regional) novels and paintings, postcards and even promotion campaigns and ad's. By mapping
this material insight will be gained that reveal, but even offer new urban manners with the
contemporary spatial condition wherein city and countryside have dissolved into a diffuse,
heterogeneous and hybrid territory.

Progress
To gain insight in the impact of leisure and the resulting new spatial condition it is essential to
study a territorial sample which possesses the aforementioned characteristics: a concentration of
various cities and leisure activities. The network-city of Brabant, the urban region surrounding
Breda, Tilburg, 's-Hertogenbosch, Eindhoven and Belmond is such a territorial sample. A pure
urban sprawl without a dominating city, a great amount of countryside amidst a diffuse
urbanisation so an equal match could be played between urbanity and rusticity, an extensive
infrastructural network that has crossed this region of old making almost every location a
potential development area, and, above all, distinct leisure activities with a strictly local to an
even international attraction, form the phenomena of this region. An unprejudiced description, a
new interpretation, and finally mapping the phenomena in this particular territorial sample
results in a better understanding of a contemporary spatial condition. A spatial condition which
is, however, not restricted to the network-city of Brabant, but happen all over Europe.

Results
The contemporary spatial condition has come into being under the combined influence of
related phenomena: an ever-growing mobility, an increase in prosperity, a stagnating or even
decreasing amount of free time and a continuing process of privatisation and commercialisation.
Independent of city and countryside, new unambiguous, thematic, clean, heavily guarded and
mainly artificial leisure environments have spring up which are cut loose from their immediate
surrounding area: the holiday park, a theme park, a multiplex cinema, a shopping mall, a sports
centre, but also a historical town centre, a nature reserve and a furniture boulevard. A struggle is
being carried out for the consumer with great purchasing-power. In this struggle the significance
of both city and countryside is increasingly reduced to equivalent sources of consumer
experiences. In other words: in the contemporary spatial condition urbanity and rusticity are
commodified.
Within the recreational landscape we can distinguish three independent, neither sequential nor
improving, types of leisure environments. The three types can have, influenced by social,
economical or political circumstances, common as much as contradictory characteristics. The
first type is the instant leisure environment. This type of environment is especially constructed
for the benefit of leisure; safeguarded against any form of production and created solitary for the
satisfaction of consumer needs and desires. Probably the first environments solitary created for
the benefit of leisure are country estates. In the seventeenth century wealthy citizens built their
private paradise in uncultivated rural areas. Their paradise served as an escape from daily life.
An escape which spatially manifested itself in an environment designed according to the latest
fashion. Country estates manifest themselves as autonomous islands in an archipelago, as an
artificial Garden of Eden amidst an unspoiled nature.
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Zoo's, theme and holiday parks, camp sites, but also multiplexes, indoor ski-pistes, skating rinks
and golf courses are modem expressions of the country estate. All of a sudden they emerge in
the territory, mostly prefabricated and certainly footloose.
A second type we can distinguish is the historical leisure environment. These environments are
in possession of a historical or cultural identity. They can be found within the domain of leisure
of old, but their manifestation as leisure environments is often the result of a well-considered
promotion and sometimes even a reconstruction of cultural inheritance. Contrary to instant
leisure environments and their absence of a local population or a workforce solitarily bound to
recreational activities, historical leisure environments are entwined with the architectural and
cultural fabric of the territory; pleasure-seekers are guests amongst local inhabitants and/or
employees unattached to leisure activities. However, the moment when the common use of
religious objects, rural tableau's or inner city-structures is mixed with a recreational use, the
significance of these environments changes, even if they kept up the same historical
configuration.
The last type distinguished is the transformed leisure environment. Influenced by political,
economical or cultural. processes certain environments containing an amalgam of leisure
activities are transformed so that they, in a process of uneven development, withdraw from their
immediate context. An attempt has been made, by means of an intensification, diversification
and expansion of the leisure environment, to convert an accidental visit into a determined choice
of pleasure. In nature reserves we find an extension of bicycle and hiking trails, an expansion of
camp sites and holiday parks to increase the nights spent, congress centres to please the business
sector, and the appearance of many restaurants in or in close vicinity of these natural
environments. Sport facilities like soccer and hockey fields or tennis courts are increased with
sauna's, climbing halls, squash courts, cart centres or indoor ski-pistes. Existing facilities like
swimming pools are reconstructed into a subtropical swimming paradise and covered to
guarantee, independent of weather conditions, their practical value. Next to nature reserves and
sport enclaves, functional harbours are transformed into luxurious marina's and different
museums join forces to become a museummile. It may be stated that under the combined
influence of political, economical or social developments and a specific attention, environments
withdraw from their immediate surrounding area in favour of a manifestation on a regional,
national or even international scale.
The question is if a distinction in, and finally a mapping of, three types of independent leisure
environments is productive to gain insight in the contemporary spatial condition. It is truly
problematic that no clear understanding is available of these environments which make up an
increasing part of the territory. For the time being it seems as if we can only speak of this
phenomenon in negative terms. On the one hand this has to do with the standard scheme of a
compact city versus an idyllic countryside which guides our spatial thinking, wherein more
hybrid forms of urbanity/rurality do not fit. On the other hand until now tpere is a lack of
specific design proposals for the contemporary spatial condition. It is still insufficiently clear
what the potentialities of this new spatial condition are, how to use them and which strategies
can be developed. As explained above leisure is an outstanding phenomenon which surpasses
the traditional distinction between city and countryside and therefore it is valuable to study its
impact on the territory and to explore the significance for a feasible understanding of the
contemporary spatial condition.
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Urbanism in The Netherlands, a track in
Euro polis
Kees Doevendans, Ion Besteliu, Anne Schram
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, Department of Urbanism, Technische
Universiteit Eindhoven, NL

Urban Development in The Netherlands: Andre Corboz's reading of
the development of planning in the European city
In Dutch urban planning and desig periods of urban development can be distinguished
according to the framework elaborated by Andre Corboz (1992). This is sketched in this
contribution.
To summarize this framework:
'The typology of Corboz is a mixture between a geographical delimitation (the place where
urban intervention took place), and at the same time a chronological division of several periods
that can be recognized as phases of planning and design in European cities. Corboz
distinguishes four of these phases:
Urban
•
•
•
•

development:
next to the city (l 900-1930)
against the city (1930-1960s)
in the city (1960s-1990s)
of the territorial city ( 1990 - ... )'

The Industrial Period, which lasted until l 970's, is in general divided between the Pre-war
period and the Post-war period. From 1980 on, in Dutch urbanism there is another division
between the so-called Vinex period and the phase that is supposed to follow at present. The term
'Vinex' refers to a national government publication in which the planning of an extended amount
of suburban neighbourhoods was prepared.
Starting point is, that the Dutch situation has to be considered as one of the tracks of urban
development of Europolis and as such it is as an expression of the value of qualitative
differentiation on the extra-national level..

Dutch planning traditions
First we will return to the first and second phase of Corboz' scheme, and try to distinguish how
traditional Dutch planning and its development relates to the vision of periods in European
planning as a whole. This review will serve to understand - in the light of a present requalification of the existing city and its planning traditions - the 20 1h century concepts, their
starting-points and qualifications as framework for the emerging territorial city.
The division which Corboz sees between 'planning next to' and 'planning against' the city, seems
to be of only limited importance in The Netherlands in its pre-war period. First, the model of
Howard of garden cities as separate satelite towns, has not been followed literally. Urban
development manifested itself as an urbanism of extensions, based on the metaphor of the Jobe -
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which meant in practice separated urban extension by green wedges. So spatially The
Netherlands saw a development of urbanism next to the city, but conceptually it was a mixture
of next to and against the city, because also after 1930 the garden city stayed a constituting
planning concept.
Postwar urban planning and design in The Netherlands was the result of different concepts. On
one side, the mixture of the garden city and the functional city of CIAM concepts in the prewar
period was important - which culminated in the famous 'Algemeen UitbreidingsPlan' (General
Extension Plan) for Amsterdam by Van Eesteren c.s. in 1937. This plan was fundamentally
based on a mono-functional approach (separation of functions/ land use) and low density as
parameter for quality.
If CIAM and the functional city were of particular importance in the larger cities, in the middlelarge towns an approach under influence of the so-called Delft School was of importance. This
School is often seen as an expression of a more romantic approach in architecture and urban
design, grounded in regionalism and connected to the circle of Roman-Catholics. The idea of a
large, functional city was rejected in favor of the image of the village, were people would live in
smaller and 'natural' communities.
It is not possible to discuss all the backgrounds of the community thought involved in the

counter-reaction to CIAM thought. However, it might be of interest to mention that the
community thought was strongly connected to an important characteristic of Dutch society: the
pillar-based structure. 'Pillars' constitued different religious and political identities of groups,
e.g. the Roman Catholics, Protestant, the Reformed, socialists, etcetera, - and each circle was
supposed to be sovereign in thinking and acting, but harmonious co-operation between the
circles was assumed at the same time. Postmodern society does show a change, the meaning of
these traditional circles has gone lost. Post-industrial city is a multicultural society with totally
new social patterns.
In fact it can be argued that the manner a dialectics of rational and romantic approaches, and
resulting compromise solutions, was essential to the development of Dutch urbanism. This
dialectics continued into the post-war period, and even intensified. Especially the idea of the
organic neighbourhood, the 'wijkgedachte' or what could be translated as 'neighbourhood
community thought', and the influence of Team Ten, manifested a strong romantical criticism
on the rational urban planning based on CIAM-concepts and industrial production of the built
environment. Both traditions continued its influence in the construction of newer urban
extension during the '50s, '60s and '70s. The functional city was constructed in large extensions
of subsidized social housing, such as De Bijlmer in Amsterdam, while its more romantic
counterpart was responsible for many suburban neighbourhoods in smaller cities.
This tension between a rationalist and romantic approach is emphasized here because of its
fundamental importance to urbanism, sociologically as well as morphologically and functional.
In many respects the modernism/ post-modernism debate is based on the tension between
rationalism and romanticism, and also the for urbanism so important debate on civil society',
related to the meaning of public and civic space, is based on this tension.
At the same time (60's, 70's) the first steps of urban renewal started to be taken, almost as a
different discipline. Especially 19 1h century belts around the historic cores were involved. These
neighbourhoods and districts were the result of 'speculation' construction, and during the 1960s
and '70s a debate aroused whether these districts should be renewed and rebuilt in the original
style and scale, or according to modernist principles - following the dialectics that were
characterizing Dutch planning. Also under influence of Italian thought (the morphological
school of Saverio Muratori and others) was chosen for the first option.
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To return to the phases of Corboz, we can conclude that the concepts of first two phases of the
European were both of simultaneous importance in The Netherlands, and did not succeed each
other like separate phases as they may have done in other European cities.
Even at present, some of the leading concepts of both traditions are still of importance.
Mentioned can be the following traits that have been directive in Dutch urban design until
recently:
First phase: the Garden city
Concentrating buildings, ' economising' landscape and importance of the countryside
Cities stay concentric, region assembles urban cores
Hierarchical structure of cores on various scales
Neighbourhood concepts and design principles
Cultural identity as territoriality
Second phase: the functional city
Zoning on the scale of the landscape: green wedges, borders and articulations
Separation of functions on a smaller scale: housing, working, etc in detailed destination plans
The assumption of the ability to regulate all urban growth and transformation.
Corboz's third (and start fourth?) phase in the Netherlands
Since the 1970s two different sides can be distinguished in the recent history of Dutch urban
planning and design. One of them consists out of various forms of urban renewal, or what in
Corboz' terms could be manifestations of the postmodern and heteregeneous phase of urbanism
in the city. The other side, is the quite recent tradition of the so-called Vinex neighbourhoods,
suburban new planned districts that aimed to realize the concept of the compact city - of
compact extension. Both can be seen as examplars of planning in the post-industrial city.

Renewal
Urban renewal changed considerably after first renewal operations of the '60s and '70s. Besides
being located in other areas than the 19th century belts, also its motivation was different.
Whereas the earlier renewal was primarily movitated by aiming at social improvements and was
curative of character, the urban renewal that would follow had also a substantial economical
drive.
The first sign of change was the rise of the so-called 'urban management', in which maintenance
and renovation were key aspects. The insight of the process-like dimension of the city had led to
the practise of preventing decay - so introducing a preventive approach. It is important to note
the specific Dutch situation of a relatively large social housing sector; and therefore a large
proportion (still 50-50) of rental housing and owned houses.
In any case, the urban management approach was predominantly directed towards corporationowned post-war housing areas. Since then, however, another period seems to have started in
which the transformation of the city comes forward in a more radical approach. Not only the
prevention of decay, but a conscious re-qualification and re-conceptualizing of existing urban
districts is emerging, in order to satisfy the demands of the post-industrial territorial city with its
specific needs and activity patterns.
In the post-war housing slabs of the highrise suburbs, more radical changes occurred with the
coming of the affluent society as a result of the service economy. When, due to the departure of
large parts of its original population, which left to owned individual housing in other suburbs,
various of these districts suffered gradual abandonment and re-occupation by immigrants.
Although, compared to other European countries, the spatial concentration of poverty and
physical decay might have not been the most alarming, financial interests of the now privatized
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associations or corporations that own large parts of these post-war districts, called for radical
improvement. Today entire districts of housing estates such as the Bijlmer, or the Western
Garden Cities in Amsterdam are being transformed. High-rise blocks are being adapted and in
some cases replaced by individual housing and by low-rise collective housing. Social and
economic plans complement the physical renewal in an effort to make such areas motors of
social integration as well as viable options in a deregulated housing market.
In the context of the change from an industrial to a service economy, also two other kinds of
territories became 'hot spots' for renewal.
First, the declining port and industrial areas, which, as a result of de-industrialization, were
gradually abandoned since the 1970s and so became open to re-use, as was done in many
European countries. Since these areas were favorably located in the urban territory, close to the
centers and well connected, they became prime sites for redevelopment. They housed the new
concentrations of uses and the new programs, such as new combinations of work, housing and
services, shopping and leisure. The former port- and industrial areas now become new nodes of
a territorially dispersed, layered and more flexible form of centrality. With these developments
the first sign of a polycentric or "network" city in The Netherlands appears. Examples are the
redevelopment of port areas in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Other such development sites are
located on the crossroads of highways and public transport; for example the Amsterdam Zuidas
which contains an ambitious new business district, of the Arena complex, also in Amsterdam,
where sports, leisure and shopping are combined.
Second, the older city-cores are presently in transformation. Since the 70s processes of decline
of some central neighbourhoods is visible against which - as we have seen - a curative type of
urban renewal was put into action, and at the same time in other central areas 'gentrification'
occurred spontaneously. In these neighbourhoods a spontaneous influx of higher income
population was seen, resulting in the displacement of parts of the initial population.
However, at present the gentrification is a planned process and the motor of renewal in the
centres of historic towns and cities. In the more picturesque historic cores restoration for
tourism purposes accelerated gentrification and also counted on it. New commercial and leisure
activities accompanied this process, and new tourist attractions were created as well.
Gentrification extended to available adjacent sites of for instance former hospitals or factories.
Examples of restored and upgraded historic cores abound in almost all Dutch cities.

Newer extensions: Vinex
Outside the existing cities, in the last decades also on the edges of towns and cities new housing
areas were built. These were, in the framework of a national policy, realizations of the concept
of the 'compact city'. Agreements with central government, reserved on one side finances for
urban renewal, as discussed before, and at the same time means for new housing areas on the
borders of the existing cities were defined. Since 1990 a large amount of the so-called "Vinex"
districts emerged: suburban areas of low-rise housing where rental and owned dwellings are
both present.
While most of the Vinex-extensions could be termed in architectural sense neo-modernist, and
have been criticized as 'white mildew' around the cities, lately some overtly historicist Vinexdistricts are built. Examples of these are Brandenvoort in Helmond, or Haverlee in Den Bosch.
Characterized by typology and materialization of 17th century Dutch houses, also the
morphology of the historic core urban tissue is copied in brand-new districts that arise in one or
two years.
Returning to Corboz, which of these developments could be characterized as part of the third
phase of urban planning in the city, as a collection of architectonic interventions? And would, in
The Netherlands, signs of the emerging territorial city be visible?
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As for the 'third phase', it is clear that the rehabilitation of the historic dimension has been, and
still is, taking place. Also the interest for the city-cores in general, and the mixture of functions
can be noted as a characteristic of this third phase. The signs of the territorial city are perhaps
most visible in the emergence of the 'network' city, in which for example in Amsterdam,
different types of new centrality appear on infrastructure intersections. The multicultural society
has by now replaced the pillar-structured society, leading to a more heterogeneous urban
environment. However, the 'spatial haze' of a continuous suburb, which Corboz predicted, is in
The Netherlands consciously prevented - as on national and municipal levels the 'spreading' of
urban or suburban construction is prevented with defining 'contours' around present urban areas.
Further, it can be interesting to remind the dialectics of rational and romantic tradition which
was pointed out as characteristic for the specific Dutch urbanist culture during Corboz' first and
second phase. This dialectics are still noticable: brand-new postmodern business or
entertainment areas in a more or less rational tradition emerge at the same time as historicist
neighbourhoods.

New metaphors
In the perspective of re-qualification of existing concepts, and the building of the paradigm of
the fourth phase of modem urbanism, the argument of the sociologist John Urry (2000) that the
city presently needs new metaphors to 'be thought', is of interest. Urry points out that important
changes in the way to view urban society have occurred. If formerly the most used methaphor
was the human body or the organical analogy, which supposed, with growth of (urban) society,
an increase of structured differentiation and specialised functions; now social theory develops
metaphors of 'network', 'flow' and other metaphors of mobility. Mentioned are for example
'scape', 'travel', 'nomad', 'fluid' - all pointing to a world of movement and mixtures. Referred is
to Castells when the main metaphor of networks is defined as "dynamic open structures, which
are able to effect communication with new node and to innovate" in the sense of a continuous
transformation.
These findings in sociology correspond to a large extent with Corboz' notion of the territorial
city. In the territorial city, Corboz writes, 'centrality' and the city as 'place' loose slowly
significance. The city extends over a larger region, in which countryside is not opposed to town
anymore but becomes part of it. Also in qualitative sense, urban values are spread through the
media and don't limit themselve geographically anymore. It is time, as Corboz argues, to
redefine the idea of the city, and adjust it as a region of the discontinuous, the heterogeneous,
the fragment and the unlimited transformation. In short, the metaphors of fluid or network could
be of considerable use.
Within the present changes in Dutch urban planning, certain aspects of the 'network' or
'territorial' city are recognizable in the practice of the last years, as we just discussed. Another
line to distinguish post-industrial traces of transforming planning concepts, might be recent
publication of the 'Vijfde Nota over de ruimtelijke ordening' - a nationally formulated
framework for spatial development. This 5th Nota is an important policy document for the PostVinex period, which we are about to enter, and in which re-qualification of the Dutch city and
its planning concepts might take place. The document points to a search for economic viability
and social sustainability in the less regulated climate of the post-welfare state, and in the space
of global flows and networks of today.
The main theme of the 5th Nota is 'spatial quality' of the urban environment, which is presented
in the perspective of a growing international network of the economy and an increasing
competition on an international level. With the improvement of spatial quality of the Dutch
network cities (of which 6 different regions are distinguished as such), is aimed at a competitive
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position in the global 'fluid' as Urry would term it. The urban qualities strived for in this policy
document differ from good an varied residential areas, optimalization of mobility and quality of
public space and of architecture. Also culture and leisure are seen as important aspects of urban
quality.
Further the so-called JCT-strategy is introduced, a metaphor and (confusing) acronyme which
does not point at the traditional meaning 'Information- and Communication Technology', but
stands for Intensification, Combination and Transformation of the spatial resources in The
Netherlands. The strategy can be seen as a plead to first intensify as far as possible the use of
existing urban areas, combine functions when opportunities appear in city as well as
countryside, and, after that - as last possibility - to study which needs there are to extend urban
areas and transform the land-use.
Out of many other aspects that the 5th Nota discusses, the last to be mentioned is the corporate
location-policy which is also subject to change. From a more rigid policy for the 'appropriate'
location of business, commerce and services, in which specific areas were appointed, now is
strived for more flexible tools, that 'contribute to the strengthening of the vitality of the urban
network.' Some of the measurements are (again) the optimalization of all modalities of mobility
and promotion of spatial quality by efficient use of space, variation and mixture of functions.
A number of factors converge and are leading to changes in the culture of planning. Among
these factors are the caleidoscope of new uses needed in the post-industrial city, with its
increasing demand for space for leisure, services, tourism and mobility in all sort of
combinations. Also the potential conflicts and benefits of a culturally and ethnically varied
population are recognized. More space is given to the private sector in the planning and
character of urban development. A more continuous line in Dutch urban planning is the
succession of policies to conserve open space and countryside in the Netherlands, although from
the formerly clear borders and delimitations of traditional planning now is moved to a notion of
'contours' to protect the countryside from excessive urbanization.
In conclusion, all together, the factors mentioned can be interpreted as a cautious attempt to
arrive at a multi-actor planning within the network society and the emerging territorial city.
However, in the Dutch case, also lines of older traditions remain of importance. As the notions
of 'contours illustrates. And, to some extent, also the present multi-actor planning culture is an
extension of a much older model of consensus, derived from the model of dialectics between
different traditions.
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Introduction
The modern European city has been catalysed and made possible both through industrialisation
and the development of various democratic systems. Actors in urban planning seemed at first to
be limited to political and economic powers only The participation in urban planning processes
though was gradually extending and diversifying in the light of for instance emancipation
movements and broadening citizen rights. Participation has been a frequent issue of research of
policy processes since the late 1950s (see for instance Burke1979, Clark 1994, Cockett 1976,
Dalton 2000, Fagence 1977, Healey 1997, Henig 1982, Sewell 1977, Tanquerel 1988, Wates
1998, Wates 2000).
Urban environments today are changing rapidly in the course of global restructuring towards
what could be called 'post-fordist economic and political orders'. The complexity of urban
development is rising rapidly. Especially economic players have a frame which is often much
larger - both in time and spatial dimension - than former perspectives of urban planning for a
specific city or region. Official institutions find 'their' city often in a fierce competition with
other cities or rather conurbations and regions, and the role of local governing therefore
changed. It can be questioned whether existing concepts of participation would be still
applicable to capture the evolving complexity in urban and regional planning processes.
Furthermore, it is interesting to re-evaluate participation in urban planning in Brussels and
Belgium, as the institutional setting has profoundly changed over the last twenty years (Witte,
1999). At the time when Central and Eastern European countries experienced an impressive
ideological shift due to the dissolving of former communist and socialist regimes, also Belgium
was in a phase of transition. The innovative process of federalisation from one nation-state into
three regions with own executives, legislative bodies and administrations arrived at a milestone
when responsibilities of the regions were divided in 1988.
The investigation of layers of use in urban planning tries to answer following questions: Who is
participating in the urban arena of the European quarter in Brussels? What is the motivation,
background and discourse of different actors? What are their tools to participate? What is the
mutual relation between the actors? Where do conflicts occur and what measures are taken to
resolve these? What co-ordination is actually implemented and what opportunities could be
considered to lead to effective and more efficient urban planning processes? How can private
and public actors co-operate? Before addressing the specific situation of Brussels, a short
positioning of the phenomena 'participation'.
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Delimiting the concept of participation
The notion of participation in policy processes is often merely directed towards c1t1zen
participation. For the study of urban planning in Brussels Capital Region, we chose to start from
a broader perspective and investigate a variety of actors in the urban arena. Participation is thus
understood in the broad sense of 'taking part'
Executive
I
or 'having an interest in urban planning
Elected officials
Within the
I Legislative
state
issues'. The analysis of actors is based on a
Appointed officials
classification by the political scientists Howard
and Ramesh (1995, p .52). They distinguish
Interest Qroups
In society
elected from appointed officials, interest
Research Organisations
Mass Media
groups, research organisations and mass
Table: Classification ofpolitical actors, based on
media, as shown in the table. Early in the study
Howlett and Ramesh (1995,p 52)
of participation, Sherry Amstein described
different levels of participation in a so-called
'ladder', as shown in the table. The influence and possible effect on decisions in urban policies
can vary largely from for instance 'being informed' to 'controlling processes'. This ladder is
adapted in the study of urban planning Brussels with some further specifications, such as the
moment of participation in the policy cycle, the role of both participants and official institutions,
the continuity of participation and the tools and strategies to participate. Local participation in
urban planning has been an important step in the planning procedures. Not all tools to
participate in urban planning are structurally embedded in existing planning procedures nor
even recognised by official institutions.
The study of urban planning in Brussels takes the urban regime theory as a starting point. It
investigates the demand for 'socialisation' of urban planning processes and starts from the
hypothesis that heterogeneity and complexity
of participation processes is rising due to this
Citizen control
Citizen power
Delegated Power
demand. The apparent broadening of the social
Partnership
basis for urban planning is analysed -along the
Placation
Tokenism
knowledge gap hypothesis as applied from
Consultation
Viswanath (2000)- for possible polarisation of
lnforminQ
information between actors. Another focus in
Therapy
Nonparticipation
this
study is the possible creation of powerful
Manipulation
Table: Ladder of citizen participation, according to
coalitions through co-ordination of public and
Arnstein, 1969.
private partners. It is assumed that the role of
local public authorities is oriented more and
more towards control-functions. Changes in the structures for participation are analysed in the
light of societal, political and economical transitions.

Focus on the European Quarter Brussels (EQB)
For a better comprehension of participation in urban planning in Brussels Capital Region
(BCR), the analysis starts from one central case, which is the development of the European
Quarter. Brussels was extended in the l 91h century towards the East with the Leopold Quarter,
an at that time purely residential area (Demey 1992). Both the scale and the land use of this area
have thoroughly changed in the second half of the twentieth century though. Whilst the socalled Pentagon is undoubtedly the historic centre of Brussels, the spaces along the Rue de La
Loi and the Rue Belliard are clearly also a centre, but one of a different kind, namely for
administrative functions. As it houses mainly European Institutions, it is further referred to as
'European Quarter' . Three large European Institutions (the Commission, the Council of
Ministers and the Parliament) find themselves concentrated around the square Schuman and the
Leopold Park in an area no bigger than about lkm 2 • The EQB is still in full transition and a
multiplicity of actors with complex mutual relations is involved. The EQB was selected to be
the central case in the analysis of participation in urban planning Brussels partly because of the
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high complexity, rapid evolution and ambiguous situation the regional level often finds itself in.
The level of Brussels Capital Region is central point of reference to define relations to other
actors. Furthermore, spatial and social questions of this quarter are obviously connected to other
sites in BCR. The study of central issues in the development of the European Quarter therefore
evidently requires insight in the development of other sites in BCR, such as the potential of the
Heyzel and Turn and Taxis to serve as a location for another European campus, the
development of infrastructure for international and local mobility, the protection of residential
areas, the potential and organisation of business districts, and so on.
A first step in the investigation of participation in urban planning Brussels was the development
of an inventory of possible actors and their participation tools. The second step was the analysis
of mutual relations and potential or actual conflicts as well as strategies. This was developed
through literature study, analysis of the juridical frame as well as in-depth interviews. This
explorative phase with study of various indicative cases in Brussels Capital Regions is
completed and the focus now is entirely on in-depth analysis of spatial, social and institutional
changes in the development of the European Quarter in Brussels as a single case.

Actors in the development of the European Quarter Brussels
The urban arena for the development of the European Quarter is rather complex, both from the
institutional level as well as from the side of private interest groups involved. In the following,
the classification of Howlett and Ramesh is applied to give an overview of actors in the urban
arena for the EQB before presenting the relations between different actors. As a third part, some
discourses, conflicts and arguments in the choice of spatial options are discussed.

Overview of actors (see also appendix)
The political level - originally referred to as 'within the state' - is subdivided for urban planning
in the EBQ for three distinctive tiers, namely the federal, regional and municipal level. The
federal level is the official partner for European agreements, and acts as party to the treaties
unless these explicitly focus on regions (with permission of the federal level). The national
government was the main political partner in questions of urban development in the European
Quarter until the federalisation in 1989. Brussels has been extended from capital of Belgium
into an agglomeration and meanwhile into a fairly independent city region, known as ' Brussels
Capital Region' with extended own responsibilities, also in affairs of urban planning. The
regional level has the authority for urban permits, regional plans as well as questions of
economic development, infrastructure and mobility. Depending on the dimension of the issue
though, the federal level might need to intervene. The municipal level (at least three
municipalities are involved in questions about the EQB) then focuses on municipal development
plans and particular land use plans. Some matters of security are also solved on this level, as the
police corps is under authority of mayors. It is remarkable that the European partners do not
appear as a purely political level for the urban development of the EQB. The European
Institutions act in the first place as clients or users, each on behalf of their specific needs.
Second, also the societal level can be further subdivided. We can distinguish different pressure
groups, economic groups, users of the site, designers or architects and research institutions. The
positioning of mass media in EQB-file is subject to further investigations. Pressure groups can
be divided into regional umbrella-organisations and locally acting groups, as for instance
neighbourhood associations. Most of these organisations mushroomed in the 1970s. The
economy then was in a recession due to the oil crisis, and the construction sector in Brussels felt
the backlash from this from 1977 on. With apparently not much selectivity, large projects were
cordially welcomed, whilst a more widespread hangover from drastic urban measurements
during modernist 1960s was still very much present.
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The economic groups then contain for instance project developers, constructors, financiers, real
estate agents and owners. Many of these organisations have also links with French capital. The
main users in the European Quarter are, as said earlier, the European Commission, the Council
of Ministers and the European Parliament. Research organisations can be further subdivided for
private and public offices as well as universities and colleges.
As the institutional level profoundly changed in the 1980s, the societal actors know often more
continuity than the political level. Various interest groups existed already since the 1970s or
earlier, whilst institutional levels were re-defined. Actors can further be divided along their
respective political and economical power, the structural embedding, the involvement they
show, the time frame they use, the spatial focus, socio-cultural heritage, tools for participation,
awareness-level for spatial, urban and social problems of the site, expertise and possibility to
perceive, diagnose, evaluate and propose solutions for the future development, reflexivity of
actors, and so on.

Relations between actors
The relations between different actors show great variety. There have been different structural
or at least formal attempts to co-ordinate between actors. Not surprisingly, there have been also
informal contacts and what Baeten also calls 'unholy coalitions' between different actors, such
as growth coalitions between politicians, developers and investors (Baeten 2001, p 7).
According to E. Swyngedouw, there is an obvious need to develop growth coalitions, but he
stresses the necessity of variety and width of these coalitions (Swyngedouw 2001 ). Apart from
formal and informal networking, there are also different actors who might find themselves whether intended or not- within the same discourse or working on the same area in the quarter.
Actors with (often unintended or unnoticed) shared interest are called a 'cluster' here. They
might be interested in the same site, look for similar tools to participate or even use the same
arguments and a similar discourse. Actors might work on the same field and/ or develop similar
discourses in parallel circuits without further co-ordination. With the complexity in the
composition as well as institutional changes, it is often difficult to see which actors could
actually co-operate. Actors from within a 'cluster', such as actors who were involved in the
development of the European Parliament (the European Institution itself, the neighbourhood
association Association Quartier Leopold, several official institutions, financiers and so on),
could potentially form a round table to develop a vision for further evolutions. A formal
'bringing to mind' of clusters would also visualise whether an option has a general value or
whether some minorities are opposed to the option.
Nevertheless, there have been some remarkable attempts to co-ordinate in a structural way, such
as for instance the cooperation about the construction of the Council of Ministers, the Round
table Maelbeek, the Comite de Suivi and the Task Force Brussels Europe (see also appendix).
These attempts of co-ordination, although initiated from different actors and with different aims,
have some objectives in common, such as clarification, creation of opportunities for growth,
democratic involvement and the development of stronger bases for political decisions. The
initiatives are often closely related to specific situations and therefore endangered in their
continuity when the situation changes. There is no structural round table for the multiplicity of
actors. The urban arena for the EQB is highly fragmented, complex and often overlapping, yet
structural and continuous co-ordination is lacking.

Narratives and myths about the EQB
Pressure points in the discussion and planning of urban development of the EQB are, amongst
other things: the density and scale of the development, whether or not a mix of functions is
desirable and feasible, the evaluation of future needs (in terms of office spaces, social facilities
and mobility), possible symbolic representations or for instance the appeal on architectural
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competlt10ns. Arguments in the discussion about the spatial development are for example
functionality, accessibility, symbolic value and the liveability of the quarter.
The discussion about functionality of the EQB is a good illustration of differences in discourses,
argumentation, time frames and spatial perspectives. Both political and economic powers
supported a clear division of functions in the 1960s and 1970s. Different neighbourhood
associations and umbrella-organisations fought meanwhile for the preservation and liveability
of their neighbourhood and a functional mix with both residential and office spaces. Security is
used in this discussion as an argument from both neighbourhood associations and European
institutions.
On one side, the former Leopold Quarter is presented by neighbourhood organisations as
becoming 'insecure' if it is only used for offices. The area would tum then into a ghost town at
evenings and weekends. There is a strong fear amongst neighbourhood associations for a kind
of ghetto-formation. This would catalyse a (partly) vicious circle of speculation, vacancies,
decay and eventually what Baeten described starting from a definition of a problem area: 'Its
most probable consequence is that these areas will sooner or later be subject to land
speculation and development, whereby the definition of 'problem area ' will serve as an excuse
for profitable regeneration. ''(Baeten 2001, p 4)
On the other side, it is argued from some European Institutions that a concentration of functions
would be easier to handle in terms of security when top conferences are taking place. Already in
1974, with the discussions about the Council of Ministers, European partners stated clearly that
an isolated site is desirable for reasons of security as well as proximity of services. This goes as
far as discussing whether for instance the tunnel under the Justius Lipsius (Council of Ministers)
could be sufficiently safeguarded at top conferences. According to some project developers for
instance, it does not make sense to mix office spaces and residential areas, as the residences
could enjoy more quality of life, they argue, if the residences would not be right next to
administrative functions but for instance in a residential area. For a long time, it was feared that
the arterial implant of administrative functions in the Leopold Quarter would lead to the creation
of a purely administrative district or even ghetto (see also Papadopoulos, 1996). With the
rapidly changed proportions of residential and office spaces in the European quarter, one can
wonder whether some residences that are left, are not in fact the real enclaves or 'Indian
reservations' in this area. A good example of this development is the Rue Toulouse and Pascale,
which is encompassed from offices. The so~called formation of ghetto's can be seen from
different perspectives. The Leopold Quarter, of course, used to be a purely residential area. A
clear or even exclusive concentration of offices demands a different scale than the residences
from the l 91h century. As a plan from scratch or in the green field, the idea of division of
functions can sound very tempting. In an already existing urban fabric, this looks different
though. There is a demand from the regional level to compensate the construction of offices
with the construction of residences. This rule is applied rather flexible (e.g. hotels also count as
residences), with very long delays or - in the worst case- not at all. Real estate agents such as
CODEMER put the attention also on the necessity of a mix within the use of offices to have
both public and private users attracted to the European Quarter, again stated with arguments of
security. A purely administrative use would make the neighbourhood much less lively, they
argue.

Preliminary conclusions
Conflicts in urban planning about the European Quarter Brussels often have their roots in
differing time scales and spatial perspectives of the actors involved.
The 'effective environment' on which actors are focussed can be a specific street, a
neighbourhood, the European Quarter as such, a municipality, the regional level or even supraregional levels. A more local approach (neighbourhood, municipality or region) then rather
focuses on the development and profile of the European Quarter within Brussels. A supra-
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regional approach (federal level and international) rather focuses on questions of positioning
Brussels within the European setting and the image of Europe through its presence in Brussels.
Different matters require a different scale to be solved at. Through the superimposition of layers
in the European Quarter as well as in various other sites in Brussels, a perspective for further
development demands more differentiation than currently applied.
The 'effective term' on which actors focus can vary between short term perspectives of one to
five years (e.g. official statements of the European Institutions) to long term perspectives of
more than five years up to one or two generations ahead (e.g. discussions about liveability of the
neighbourhood). As different perspectives require and lead to different solutions, a central
strategy for the restitution of the city is then to co-ordinate in a structural way between different
actors in order to integrate local and supra-regional policy frames for short and long term
development. This co-ordination is not only an answer to the complexity and heterogeneity of
the urban arena, but also a basic tool for democratic involvement in which both general interests
(as much as this notion could still have a value in a seemingly fragmented problem) and
minority objectives can be respected.
The co-ordination between public and private actors for instance is by no means organised in a
structural, continuous way for the development of the EQB. The trend in post-fordist city
politics (see Margit Mayer 1994) to have more links between local authorities and economic
development does not seem to be applied in a systematic strategy for the EQB. It can be asked
though whether the official institutions should not rather (or also) follow a kind of Reithean 11
ethos in order to protect minorities on this site, instead of looking for growth-coalitions with
economic partners.
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Appendix A.
Structure of the urban arena for the European quarter. Classification of political actors for urban
planning in the European Quarter, based on Howlett and Ramesh (1995).

Political level

Federal Government
Prime Minister (Guy Verhofstadt)
Federal Level: Elected officials
Ministry of Mobility and Public Transport
Belgium
(Isabelle Durant)
Parliament
Appointed officials: Administration on federal level
Regional Government (Le gouvernement de la
Region)
Francois Xavier de Donnea
Regional Level: Elected officials
(Frederic Dauw and Arlette Verkruyssen,
Brussels
members of the cabinet)
Capital Region
Regional Council
(Le Conseil Regional)
Appointed officials:
Administration on the regional level
(I' administration regionale)
Municipal
Level:
Brussels Town
Municipal
Level:
Etterbeek
Municipal
Level:
Ixelles
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Elected officials

I Mayor Freddy Thielemans (PS) and Aldern1en
I Town council

Appointed officials: Administration on the municipal level
I Mayor Vincent De Wolf (PRL) and Aldermen
Elected officials
ITown council
Appointed officials: Administration on the municipal level
I Mayor Willy Decourty (PS) and Aldermen
Elected officials
I Town council
Appointed officials: Administration on the municipal level
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Societal level

Interest groups
Umbrella-organisations:
BRAL Brusselse Raad voor het Leefmilieu (support for European
coordination)
IEB Interenvironnement Bruxelles (support for European coordination)
ARAU Atelier de Recherche et d 'Action Urbaine, Brukselbinnenstebuiten
Comite de suivi Europe habitants

In
society

Neighbourhood associations
AQL Association Quartier Leopold (Henri Bernard), GAQ
Groupe
d'animation Quartier Nord-Est
Association Riverains Jourdan (Christine Goyens), Associations Riverains Loi
(E. De Keuleneer)
Comite Pascale Toulouse, Comite Stevin
Economic groups
Project developers and Reas] Estate groups (Investimmo, Codemer, Jones Land
Lasalle, etc.)
(NV Berlaymont 2000, NV Espace Leopold, NV Promotion Europe, NV
Promotion Europe, etc.)
Constructors (CFE, Maurice Delens, Batiments & Ponts, etc.)
Financers (BAC, Societe generale de Belgique, Gemeentekrediet, ASLK,
ANHYP, Dexia, etc.)
Owners (Regie der Gebouwen, Ell Etudes Investissements Immobilliers,
OCMW Brussel, etc.)
Users/Clients
European Commission, European Parliament, Council of Ministers, other
European function, related businesses
Research Organisations
Private offices (Agora, Richard Ellis Research, Healey & Baker, Ernst &
Young, Bureau espace-mobilite, Iris-consulting)
Public Offices (BRAT, Bureau de recherches en amenagement du territoire,
part of the GOMB, Gewestelijke ontwikkelings-maatschappij Brussel)
Universities and Colleges (Universite Libre de Bruxelles - IGEAT Institution
de gestion de I'Environnement et d 'Amenagement du Territoire, Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, Katholieke Universiteit Brussel, Katholieke Universiteit
Jeuven, ... )
Designers, Architects
Montois Architecten, M. & J-M. Jaspers- & Partners, J. Eyers & Partners,
Spazio architectenbureau, EO Design Partners, Luc Schuiten
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Appendix B.

Examples of co-ordination attempts
Attempts though to co-ordinate between different actors m a structural way have been for
instance:
The cooperation about the construction of the Council of Ministers: the Ministry of Public
Works (under Jos De Saeger) initiated a reunion of different actors involved for the planning of
the Council of Ministers in 1972. This group only gathered twice as there were senous
differences of opinion about the planning and use of the Chaussee d'Etterbeek.
The Round Table Maelbeek: Immediatedly after, Jos De Saeger hold another co-ordinating
session about questions of the valley of the Maelbeek. The gatherings were followed up from
members of the Agglomeration of Brussels (with Serge Moureau as president), different
communities involved (Brussels, Etterbeek, Ixelles and Saint Josse ), different ministries (e.g.
public works and the traffic department), the central administration of urban planning and
spatial development, the national train company NMBS as well as the regional company for
public transport MIVB, the society for regional development and different neighbourhood
associations. This group was informally called the 'round table of the Maalbeek'. The
establishment of this group is a side effect of earlier actions of neighbourhood associations and
interest groups such as ARAU, BBL and IEB. The gathering resulted in renewal plans for the
valley of the Maelbeek in 1973. The implementation of ideas from this group was only achieved
about 20 years later though.
The Comite de Suivi: Different pressure groups and neighbourhood organisations of the
European Quarter tried to co-ordinate the efforts between neighbourhoods and users (the
European institutions). The aim of this gathering was to exchange information, but also to create
a larger platform and have a better base for political decisions. This was an initiative from
umbrella-organisations like IEB and BRAL, and was followed up from neighbourhood
associations like AQL and GAQ. The inhabitants are central actors in these gatherings, they
decide which aspects to put on the agenda. The other participants are mainly observing.
Task Force Brussels-Europe: The Minister-president Francois Xavier de Donnea initiated a new
commission for consultation between the regional level and European institutions. This
initiative started on the fifth of December 2000. This study group contains representatives of
Brussels Capital Region, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and representatives of all five
European institutions in Brussels. The co-ordination was inspiring for the Regional
Development Plan of 2001 and resulted in several smaller reports. Main focus is on the future
needs and possibilities for administrative functions, social facilities as well as mobility.
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Neo-materialism and urban planning
A contribution to new metaphoric understanding

Herwin Sap
Eindhoven University of Technology. Department ofArchitecture, Building and
Planning, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Introduction
With the rise of postmodernism -as new period, as fundamental doubt concerning modernism,
as a mere interruption or as fundamental revision- a crisis of modernism was revealed.
Modernist thought about the city has been characterised by categorisability, makability and
stability; man and city where reduced to statistics and four activities (housing, work, recreation
and transport). This is shown in blueprint planning and masterplanning.
The static thinking in architecture and urban planning/design coincides with the notion of
evolution since Darwin (De Jong 2002). As far as evolution thinking penetrated modernist
architecture and urban design it considered a preferred and known future; the city of tomorrow.
This modernist city of tomorrow faced numerous unpredicted developments and made clear that
the urban reality is more complex and dynamic than appeared in the reductionist modernist
urban theories.
Modernism used a mainly materialist worldview, but often based on mechanist or vitalist
presumptions. Especially the French Philosopher Henry Bergson (1859-1941) has had a vast
influence on the penetration of vitalism in art, politics and spatial policy, as a romantic and
idealist reaction against pure materialism. (De Jong 2002, Burwick 1992)
Both mechanism and materialism have (had) influence on architecture and urban design.
Mechanist and organisist metaphors (a sign of vitalism: Harrington 1999) have been used to
describe phenomena, functioning and design of cities and buildings.
Leon Krier for example describes the city as an "individual, possessing a body and a soul"
(Krier 1982, p 101) and more recent Charles Landry stated that cities should develop a
'personality'. Landry even drives the use of a body-metaphor so far that according to him "[A]
heart attack might be traffic gridlock where everything stops running and the blood stops
flowing. Uncontrolled population growth might be seen as a tumour. The organic metaphor
suggests a way of looking at cities in terms of diagnosis, prescription and cure." (Landry 1995,
p 58) This results in a very restricted view on the city; everything unplanned or unwished is
diagnosed as a disease and should be cut out by an urban designer-surgeon.
Mechanist metaphors for the city and its buildings can be found in the machine (Le Corbusier),
the assembly line (Miliutin, Leonidov). Mechanist metaphors tend to reflect the ruling
organisation of production of their period; at the moment ' post-fordism' or 'post-industrialism'.
Associated with this the contemporary city is seen as (part of) a network and as specialised node
within a flexible network. The notion of cities in/as a network corrodes the idea of makability
and planability. In a body or a machine every part has its fixed position and indispensable
function. Networks on the other hand are based on flexibility, dynamics and competition. Cities
(often operating as city regions) have to win a position in the network by enhancing their
accessibility and by specialisation (Eindhoven leading in Technology, Darmstadt city of
Science, Lausanne administrative capital of world sport).
Can after vitalism and mechanism a new way of thinking (a new image of thought), perhaps
with new metaphors, be of significance for contemporary urban design and spatial planning?
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Nomadic thinking
With the diminishing of the idea of a to fixed make-ability and plan-ability of society, the city
and space, there came room (and need) for a new thought in terms ()f movement, dynamics and
alternative forms of organisation. The thinking of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari appear to
connect with this and have proven to be a source of inspiration for architects, urban designers,
geographers etc. Deleuze &Guattari propose a 'nomadic thinking' in which planning and
hierarchies are in constant tension with flows, dynamics and alternative 'nomadic'
structures(Deleuze & Guattari 1988) .
This tension is for instance shown in more recent metaphors such as the ' themepark city' or
' fortress city' (Sorkin 1992) in which not the planning of a whole city is the aim, as was the
case with earlier mechanist and organisist metaphors, but the planning of relatively autonomous
parts of the city (and more or less implicit against other parts of the city) by the production of
controlled, monofunctional and from 'chaos' isolated spaces. This form of repressive and
exclusive urban planning/design can be regarded as attempt to protect the 'arboreal structure' the existing hierarchy- against rhizomatic, apparent chaotic powers and (counter)movements of
post-modem society. Michael Dear uses the metaphor of the Keno-card for this type of
planning, which shows the apparent 'accidental' or 'random ' occurrence of new urban
spaces/functions and the barriers between them. (Dear, 2000).
Within 'nomad thinking' dynamics play a major role, but what causes these dynamics?
Both vitalism and mechanism seem to be apparent in the work of Deleuze &Guattari. On the
one hand they claim that "everything is a machine" (Deleuze & Guattari 1977, p 2) on the other
hand they say to hope that everything they've written is vitalistic. In Anti-Oedipus, however
they conclude that it is irrelevant to make a distinction between vitalism and mechanism.
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1977, p 285). Notwithstanding this Deleuze & Guattari make use of
concepts with a vitalist or mechanist connotation.
Examples of concepts with an organisist or vitalist connotation are the ' Body without Organs'
(BwO) and the 'Rhizome' . The BwO however is described by Deleuze & Guattari as inorganic
life; " ... the life in question is inorganic, germinal, and intensive, a powerful life without organs,
a Body that is all the more alive for having no organs, everything that passes between
organisms." (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p 499). This BwO is not a body from which the organs
are removed, but a body in which that what functions as organs are divided as multiplicities.
"The full body without organs is a body populated by multiplicities" (Deleuze & Guattari 1988,
p 30). Manuel De Landa points out the pure immanence of the BwO: "The concept of the BwO
was created in an effort to conceive the genesis of form (in geological, biological, and cultural
structures) as related exclusively to immanent capabilities of the flows of matter-energy
information and not to any transcendent factor, whether platonic or divine" (De Landa 2000, p
263).
The Rhizome also appears like a living organism in the polemic relation to the arborescent
structure and the constant new connections, lines of flight, it makes and the autonomy and
spontaneousnes with which this seem to happen. "A rhizome ceaselessly establishes
connections between semiotic chains, organisations of power, and circumstances relative to the
arts, sciences, and social struggles." (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p 7) The 'connections' these
rhizomes make; the abstract or nomadic lines ·- the lines of flight (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p
11) - are also described by Deleuze & Guattari as 'inorganic life'. "It is this nomadic line -that
he says is mechanical, but in free action and swirling; it is inorganic, yet alive, and all the more
alive for being inorganic". (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p 498).
Protevi claims that "as Deleuze insists on the univocity of being and hence on the reality of the
virtual, he avoids a hypotasized spiritual agent of change (vitalism)". (Protevi 2001, p 10).
Examples of concepts with a mechanist connotation are the 'abstract machine', 'aggregates',
'machinic assemblages' and ' war machine'.
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" ... referring not to an organ or an organic function but basically to a material, in other words, to
an aggregate whose elements vary according to its connections, its relations or movement and
rest, the different individuated assemblages it enters." "machinic functioning rather than
mechanic functioning" (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p 256)
Deleuze & Guattari state that 'everything is a machine', they speak about producing-machines,
desiring-machines, codifying-machines, social-machines etc. to combine forces and
mechanisms in relation to desire, codification, organisation of society etc. "Everywhere it is
machines - real ones, not figurative ones: machines driving other machines, machines being
driven by other machines, with all the necessary couplings and connections." (Deleuze &
Guattari 1977, p 1) These machines are not 'ready mades' but constantly in process, in
becoming. Fundamental for the Deleuze & Guattari machines are the connections they
constantly make, and from which they exist. "The productive synthesis, and production of
production is inherently connective in nature: 'and .. .' 'and then .. .'(Deleuze & Guattari 1977 p 5,
see also Doe!).
Deleuze & Guattari machines are connected by 'flows' that they produce and that influence
each other. "The one produces a flow that the other interrupts" (Deleuze & Guattari 1977, p 1).
A Deleuze & Guattari machine can be defined as a 'system of interruptions' or 'brakes'.
(Deleuze & Guattari 1977, p 36). These machines and connections are supposed to be actually
productive: "Something is produced: the effects of a machine, not mere metaphors" (Deleuze &
Guattari 1977, p 2). An important Deleuze & Guattari 'machine' is the nomadic 'war
machine'which they describe as the dynamic and fluent constructs contesting arboreschent or
State structures. (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, plateau 12 - Treatise on nomadology).
" ... the war machine, . .. , consistst in being distributed by turbulence across a smooth space, in
producing a movement that holds space and simultaneously affects all of its points, instead of
being held by space in a local movement from one specified point to another." (1 OOOP p363)
Just as Deleuze & Guattarispeak of 'inorganic life', the machines they describe are not technic
or mechanic. According to Deleuze Guattari there is not so much a difference between life and
machine, but rather between two conditions of life. Mechanism regards a structural unity in the
explanation of the functioning of an organism. Vitalism on the other hand regards an individual
unity that makes the organism autonomous and makes mechanisms subordinate to this.

N eo-materialism
According to Protevi Deleuze & Guattari provide us with a consistent materialism that avoids
the opposition between mechanism and vitalism, linked with an immanent and univocal
ontology of becoming; a consistent materialism without mechanist reductionism or vitalist
reification.
Protevi charcterizes Deleuze & Guattari 's 'nomadic thinking' as Historic libidinal materialism
concerning 'bodies politic'. "Material systems whose constitution in widely differing registers
(the physical, chemical, biological, neural, and social) can be analysed in political terms, for
instance, the domination or putting to work of one body by another in a fixed hierarchy, or
conversely, the formation of a free body with multiple, shifting, and increasingly intense
internal and external connections". (Protevi 2001)
De Landa speaks of 'nomad thinking' of Deleuze & Guattari as Neo-materialism; a new form of
materialism liberated from the 'dogma's' of the past. Reality consists of dynamic and unsettled
matter-energy, in which changes are non-linear; meaning with strong mutual interactions and
feedback between components.
"In a very real sense, reality is a single matter-energy undergoing phase transitions of various
kinds, with each new layer of accumulated 'stuff simply enriching the reservoir of nonlinear
dynamics and nonlinear combinatorics available for the generation of novel structures and
processes" (De Landa 2001, p 21).
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Instead of essences and other transcendent entities something else is needed to explain what
gives objects their identity; this 'something else' are dynamic processes immanent to the world
of matter and energy (De Landa 2002, p 2).
De Landa tries to use 'nomadic thought' and to represent historical developments and processes
as flows of energy, matter, information and their stratification/re-/destratification in hierarchies
and networks. " ... since what truly defines the real world (according to this way of viewing
things) are neither uniform strata nor variable meshworks but the unformed and unstructured
flows from which these two derive" (De Landa, p 260).
Cities hereby are considered as "not only as structures operating at a certain degree of
stratification (with a certain mix of market and command components), but they themselves
performed destratifications and restratifications on the flows that traversed them". (De Landa
2000, p 263) This also connects to the notion of transition form 'spaces of place' towards 'spaces
of flow' by Manuel Castells.

Flows of matter and energy
Flows of matter and energy (money, data, recourses, people, products, techniques etc.) and the
interaction between them can be regarded as forces behind formation of new hierarchies,
networks and more experimental immanent 'bodies polic' like nomadic 'war machines' and
'bodies without organs' .
Flows of matter and energy traversing the landscape and mingling, collapsing and struggling
there can be regarded as driving forces behind urban development and manifestation.
This is shown for example in the development of the Frankfurt Rhein Main Region where from
the beginning of the 20th century a vast increase of urbanisation and industrialisation occurred
along the 'flows' of matter and energy; along the river Main, the main (rail)roads and the lines
for power- and datatransport in the region.
New appointed spaces for urban development and the for development of new spaces for the
postfordist and postindustrial complexes in the region also show the preference for proximity of
infrastructures (Landesentwicklungsplan Hessen 2000, Regionalplan Sudhessen 2000). Besides
these appointed spaces, municipalities are also accused of additional 'unplanned' developments
(Cuadra 2002). This goes with a vast de- and reterritorialisation of spaces in- and outside the
traditional cities in the region. This de- and reterritorialisation, esspecially due to 'unplanned'

Appointed areas for urban and commercial
development

Future situation . Existing and planned
areas for housing and working.
Source Landesplanung Hessen
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developments can be regarded as a postindustrial 'nomad war machine', in the way that it
contests the traditional planning (structures) and replaces it with a less hierarchical spatial
structure.
The following advertisement for an officebuilding in Burostadt Niederrad situated along the
highway between Frankfurt and the Airport points out clearly how the importance of the flows
mentioned earlier is propagated. "Access, whether to communication, roads or people is of
paramount importance today. The AccesTower is positioned to benefit from the best of all
worlds. It is in close proximity to both, the City Centre and the international airport. The access
tot the latest IT infrastructure means that the building is at all times at the very core of global
commerce" (www.accesstower.de)
The importance of flows is also made
clear by the amount of commuters
working in Frankfurt. The city offers
work for 478.000 employees; more than
300.000 of them arrive everyday from
outside of Frankfurt. This is spatially
translated in the, still continuing, building
of new more or less suburban residential
towns and the expansion of existing towns
along the main infrastructures and in a
transition form the traditional city of
frankfurt towards a specialized node for
work, culture and tourism. One example
of this development is the planned
extension for Kalbach, between two
highways at the north of Frankfurt.
Another explample is the Burostadt
Blauer See along the A60.

.,.

Nomadic thinking can provide instruments, a vocabulary, to research how these flows shape the
landscape and are being organised by/in 'abstract machines' (or Protevi; 'social machines', or
De
Landa;
'engineering
diagrams');
structure generating processes that lead to
more
or
less
rhizomatic
spatial,
experimental politic/societal structures.
These
abstract
machines
connect
simulateously to the global economy and
local spatial/economic policy or action; such
as the 'offensive flexibility' strategy used in
Germany focussing on the spatial quality
and . It can provide a materialist way of thinking and analysing that simultaneously gives a
broadening and a precision of dialectics by not limiting its.e lf to oppositional abstract concepts
but by regarding a multiplicity of virtual and actual (but always real) dynamic and interrupting
flows.
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Exporting Architecture
A study on the buildings realised by Addor & Julliard - Swiss architectural Agency between 1954 and 1963 in Beirut

Habib Sayah
EPFL-Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
Professor Sylvain Malfroy. LHVPU - Laboratoire d 'Histoire de la Ville et de la Pensee
Urbanistique.

Aim
The research's aim is to study the international architecture of the fifties and the sixties
especially in the city of Beirut. We chose the work of the Swiss architectural agency, Addor and
Julliard, in Beirut as a study case of the international architecture development there. We are
interested by exported architecture because it reveals to us the importance of the
communications and the adaptations to foreign cultures between architects and clients in this
historical period.

Key-words
Modern Architecture, International Style, Exportation of
skills, Industrialisation,
Decolonisation, Geneva architecture, Recent patrimonial conservation, Architectural agencies
archives, international relations

Research
This research started in September 2001 and should be finished in March 2004. The most
important part of it, is to prove that the international architecture was not the fruit of only
aesthetic research in architecture but also the development of technologies and the
comprehension of indigenous cultures. Thus, the relation between foreign architects and local
ones should be based on mutual respect of cultures.
You will find in the pages below, a description of my thesis study. This will help you
understanding my ideas concerning this subject. Thank you and I hope that we can improve our
contact in the future and take advantage of possible collaboration

Description (Objectives, Methods and perspectives)
The architectural production after World War II was considered appropriate for exportation to
all the countries in the world. Therefore, this architecture was called « International
architecture » or « International Style » by Henry Russell Hitchcock and Phillip Johnson. The
aim of this research is to set a light on the several faces of this« International Style» in the 50's
and 60's.
The critical reception of this built production is very contrasted: at one hand, we find positive
assessments by such critics and historians like Alberto Sartoris, Sigfried Giedion and Alfred
Roth. They considered that International Style contains a progressive and social program,
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continuing the work initiated by the European avant-garde of the Twenties. This style would
lead the world into progress.
On the other hand, one finds more negative statements especially by younger scholars like Colin
Rowe, Adolf Max Vogt, Kenneth Frampton, William J.R. Curtis, who are opposed to the
International Style diffusion and disagree with the way in which the International Style uses the
modem ideas. For them, the « style » was not more than a technocratic caricature of modem
ideals, supported by the economic and technological conjuncture of the time, which helped to
spread the style, claiming to develop the world. The major critique of this group consisted in
accusing the « International Style » of misunderstanding the very meaning of development.
If we consider these two currents as the thesis and antithesis of the International Style, we still
miss an important point necessary to really understand it : While many think that the
International Style is represented until now by the pioneers of modem architecture, such as Le
Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Oscar Niemeyer and Louis Khan, it is important to understand
that these artists always claimed the anonymous practice of architecture, working towards
architectural standardisation processes and the creation of functional elements which could be
used by everyone. Thus, the International Style is not only the representation of the great
realisations, but much more the whole architectural production process.

Within this architectural research we will try to shift the public attention from the building itself
to the production process of the building. When we deal with architecture as an export product,
we must pay attention to the complex conditions of the building market, especially in our case
to those conditions related with the reconstruction and the decolonisation process of the newly
emerging countries. We cannot limit ourselves with purely stylistic considerations. We also
have to consider other problems in the production process, especially economic, technical and
cultural ones.
To really succeed in exporting architecture, one first has to conquer the competitive field
through an efficient and performing strategy. The next step is to control the finances of high risk
operations, which, in their tum, will lead you to consider the particular problems arising in the
project conception when working with foreign and less developed workers. Finally, one also has
to go beyond the issue of cultural differences.
The application and the development of the above-mentioned ideas are the main achievement of
the 50's and 60's. This reveals to us a know-how, which transcends the narrow context of the
drawing table and which links us to the world of industrial entrepreneurs and civil engineers.
The buildings realised by Addor & Julliard, the Swiss architectural agency, between 1954 and
1963 in Beirut can be used as an example to examine how international architectural production
has been developed after World War II especially in the countries which had freshly their
independence. This study case will demonstrate the importance of architectural process
production in the International Style.

What we did till now
Half of the archives concerning the work of Addor and Julliard, the Swiss agency who worked
in Beirut in the fifties and sixties, exist in Geneva and the other half in Beirut. We inventoried
these archives we created a database with all the documents that we found. This database was
maid with the help of the ACM (Archives de la Construction modeme in Lausanne)
The second information source is the archives of Addor and Julliard collaborators. We met all
the collaborators that worked with Addor and Julliard in Lebanon and discovered that some of
them have important archives documenting the activity of the agency in Lebanon. Among other,
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we found : Jiirg Fisher's archives, Houchemond Nalmy's archives, Willy Liips's archives. The
same work was maid to Lebanese collaborators.
The third information source is the collaborator interviews. We consider these interviews as a
very important oral history. These testimonies provide to us a lot of unknown information's
about the way that Addor and Julliard constructed their building in Lebanon
The final information source is the buildings themselves. Several surveys were maid on the
buildings in Beirut and Geneva. This will give us the possibility to compare the way that Addor
and Julliard construct in the twos cities.

At the end:
This reaserch is a unique exemple of a study on lebanese modem architecture in the 50's and
60's.
We hope to reveal the importance of cultural and architectural exchange between Lebanon and
the western world, and to prove that this region is a true connecting point between Est and West.
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Le Corbusier and the Villa Meyer: one project in
four versions
Maria Candela Suarez
Universidad Politecnica de Catalunya - Departamento de Proyectos Arquitect6nicos
Concerned !RU

General objectives

2.
3.

To produce theoretical knowledge referred at the architectural project that contributes to
the conformation of an analytic focus able of being systematized, contributing new
readings of the proyectual activity, and ratifying their double reflexive and operative
character.
To deepen in the theory I practice relationship, recognizing the diverse conceptual
orders and intensities involved in the proyectual exercise.
To make a proyectual analysis of the Villa Meyer of Le Corbusier.

Particular objectives
1.
2.

3.

To rebuild chronologically the process of the project of the three dated versions of the
Villa Meyer, evidencing projectual successions and simultaneities along the process.
To incorporate a fourth version of the project (without date), determining the formal and
functional features that allow recognizing it as a part of the proyectual process of the
Villa Meyer.
To carry out an exhaustive reading of the processed material, in order to recognize the
formal and functional sense of the work, starting from the graphic and written
documentation of the same one.

Approach and methodology
The Villa Meyer, elected as study case, was projected by Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret
between the years 1925 and 1926 for a lot in Neuilly-sur-Seine. The election of the project
results of interest due to the following points: a) the period in which the project is registered,
1925-1926, supposes an excellent moment for modem architecture; b) the documents, in their
majority, aren't dated, which supposes a challenge when ordering the material; c) the wealth of
its formal evolution resides in the transition from a real compactness outline to another of
apparent compactness.
General hypothesis of work: the total sense of a work is not given only by the final phase of the
project. The sense of a work is built with each one of the given steps along the process,
coinciding or not the algid points of the project with the static image of the finished work, either
in the paper (work not built) or in the space (work built).
In the Villa Meyer case, the most divulged version ("2me proyet'', according to the Oeuvre
Complete) it is in fact the pre-last made version, which confirms the hypothesis.
The hints for the chronological organization are extracted directly from the material,
interrogated from four points of view. 1) Errand's point of view: reconstruction of the errand's
advance starting from the correspondence, which could have incidence in the project process in
some opportunities. 2) Graphic point of view: it tries to understand the reason of the work
scales, the materials of graphic support, the projectual definition grade, the rough-draft stage
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and past to clean. This allows to deduce the movements, walked and retraced steps over each
drawing, and to detect intentions and projectual strategies on each outline. 3) Formal point of
view: it consists on analyzing the formal evolution that the Villa Meyer experiences along its
project process, characterized initially by a real compactness which goes transforming itself
clear and progressively into an apparent compactness. 4) Social point of view: it implies the
study of the program that the Villa Meyer develops. This way, it will be possible to discriminate
the own characteristics of the project of those social characteristics of time that should not be
attributed as defects and virtues of the project
The graphic and writing documents to carry out the analysis are divided in three categories:
1.

2.

3.

Published documents in The Le Corbusier File, Vol. 2., under the title "Villa Meyer":
the documentation is composed of 43 planes (plus a misplaced axonometric ). Of these,
only 11 are dated: one corresponds to the October version of 1925, seven to the April
version of 1926 and three to the June version of 1926. The rest of the material,
belonging to any of the four versions, could only find its place in the course of the
analysis. ·
Published documents in The Le Corbusier File, other Vol. : classified documents inside
other projects, although they are part of the Meyer Dossier. For example, there is a
terrace plant, which completes the October version of 1925, classified by the Le
Corbusier Foundation among the Cook House's documentation.
Documents that weren ' t published in The Le Corbusier File: filed documents in the Le
Corbusier Foundation.

In Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret Oeuvre Complete 1910 - 1929, under the denomination of
"l er proyet" and "2me proyet", they are exposed, two versions of the Villa Meyer, dated in
October of 1925 and April of 1926. But their authors speak of four versions. This fact is
extracted of the maintained correspondence of the architects with the client, which is added to
the graphic documentation, where a "quatrieme projet" is mentioned. The published material in
The Le Corbusier Files, can also be classified according to four versions.
Only three of the published versions are dated (October of 1925, April and June of 1926).
Parting from the only certainty, the existence of a "quatrieme projet", and convincingly
knowing the order that keep between them the dated versions, only remains to know which
place occupies the undated version that completes the four mentioned by the architects.

State of progress
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE l: It has been climbed and chronologically organized the totality
of the three dated version's material, according to the points of view 1, 2, 3. The obtained
chronological organization was compared with the results obtained by Tim Benton for the same
case. The author on the french and english editions of his book Les Villas de Le Corbusier et
Pierre Jeanneret 1920-1930 (1984 and 1987, respectively), makes a reconstruction of the
villages of that period, according to the graphic and written material of each one. Benton
develops the project for the Villa Meyer in eight pages, remaining his material divided in four
projects. Benton removes each project on variants. However, each one is a stage work from the
same project: draft board, pencil's past to clean, ink's past to clean.
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE 2: It has been detected the fourth version of the project and the
characteristics that allow to locate it chronologically concerning the rest.
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE 3: At the moment one works in the reading of the project like an
unified process, in order to begin to discover its complete sense, as much in the formal aspect as
in the functional one.
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Presented results
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE 1: Of the confrontation of the results obtained with the ones of
Tim Benton ( 1984 and 1987), two differences of types arise:
Between the own organization and that of the author: the own organization includes the 43
documents from the Meyer Dossier, while the ones from Benton (1984, 1987) exclude and/or
repeat documents.
Between the author's organization on the french and english editions (1984, 1987): on the first
the author leaves out of his organization three documents (FLC 7884, 10372 and 10396), and
repeats one (FLC 10385) in two projects (April and June of 1926). On the second edition the
same documents are excluded, but also it is excluded the previously repeated document. It is
necessary to clarify that the mentioned documents are easily located inside the projectual
process of the Meyer Village, due to this it is not comprehended the reason of its exclusion.
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE 2: the characteristics of the fourth version (without date) points
that its temporary location is previous to the October version of 1925, defined as "1 er proyet" en
Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret Oeuvre Complete 1910 - 1929.
The scale of the graphic material of the four projects to its original size allowed visualizing
different work scales, that goes from 1:50 to 1:20. With this, relevant projectual moments were
exposed, which didn't appear to be more than anonymous work stages.
This work supposes the complete treatment of a material many times mentioned, but not
disclosed in its entirety. To have underrated great part of its documents implied the loss of an
important part of the information. On different publications graphic reconstruction of the work
have been carried out, although without deepening in the true circumstances of its formal
evolution and the handled variables by Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret in the course of the
proyectual process. This has contributed to form a partial and impoverished idea of the project
for the Villa Meyer, something that extends to great part of the architect's work.
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Toward Applicable Green Architecture
An approach to colonize the desert

Usama El fiky
Department of Architecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology; Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Introduction
Actually, Egypt urgently needs to colonize its vast desert because of the high-density population
in the occupied areas, which concentrates in Delta region and around the Nile river valley
approximately 5-7 percent of Egypt's area. For that reason the Egyptian government built new
fourteen cities in last two decades. Unfortunately, those cities didn't solve the problem because
the cities were built close to the old cities. To change this policy, the government is currently
developing a new region called TOSHKA in the southwest desert of Egypt. The government
chose this region because of plenty of water behind Aswan High Dam that creates new three
lakes beside Lake Nasser in 1996. And the arable lands in this region that are suitable for
agricultural use. There are several problems related to the colonization of this region and there
are a great number of aspects that must be considered all affecting each other.
First of all, the new region is far from the occupied old areas of Egypt - the nearest city to the
region is 300 km away. So it will be difficult in the first stage for building in this region to
transferee building materials, which have to be transferred from old cities.
Second, the project depends on pulling up water from lake Nasser behind the Aswan high dam
using a pump station that is expensive and poses a substantial risk in case of failure. The
transfer of energy to the region is a challenge. Another aspect is that the region is located in an
arid hot Zone.
Concerning the high cost and difficulty of supplying the energy, water and building materials to
this far area, the project faces economical problem. So, it is very important also to study the
effect of economic factors on those climatic and environmental strategies for this Area.
There is also a conflict to apply green architecture strategies in this new region, depending on
the fact that the Egyptian government will relocate people from many areas around Egypt to this
new area. People might bring their building practices to the new area ignoring the climatic and
environmental factors. Regarding that there are many examples of settlements around the world
that people don't respond to climatic and environmental issues but cultural and economic
considerations, it is very important to study building practices of people suggested to be
relocated in this new area and existing people. And to know how extend people respond to their
culture instead of climate and environment. The main problem is how to reconcile economic,
climatic, moral, and social tradition with green architecture concepts.

Aim
The main aim of this research is to achieve sustainable community in this new region of
TOSHKA in the South west of Egypt. In order to achieve this mission the research's mission is
to design suitable prototype for this new region using culture as approach to study the
economic, climatic, and environmental factors that affect any urban planning in this new region.
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Methods
To achieve the goal of this research, seven steps have to be taken.
1 - Analyzing the characteristics of TOSHKA region
Collecting data about environment, climate, geography, and culture of TOSHKA region.
2 -Toolbox I
Creating the base that we can use to design a prototype for the new region throughout good
design of a toolbox for hot arid zone (the matrix) - in another meaning, collecting all strategies
of the design in hot arid zone that will be the base to design the prototypes for this region.
3 - Survey and Questionnaire I
Studying the building habits and techniques in general and looking for building cultures that are
close to green concepts in both old areas where the people will come from and the existing
building practice of the area's current inhabitants (Nubians). The questionnaire I will collect
information from professional people like decision makers, architects, planners, and building
contractors.
4 - Toolbox II, III
Creating other two toolboxes the first for the design in old regions that people suggested moving
to the new region of TOSHKA (Egypt the North). The second will be for the design in the new
area of TOSHKA (Nubian people) . Comparing between the two toolboxes to identify the best
strategies that fit with toolbox I of the design in hot arid zone.
5-Questionnaire II
It is to evaluate the new and the old toolbox for the design in hot arid zone from cultural point
of view. The questionnaire II will collect information from public people who suggested
moving to the new region in TOSHKA. People will relocate to the new region by two ways. The
first and the old one that used before in similar project in Egypt is that the government offers a
piece of arable land 5-10 acres and a house for young graduates they have the right to accept or
not. Every graduate has to pay the price after 3-5 years. In this case the government set up
infrastructure for agricultural and housing use. The second is that the government offers a grand
area of land for big investors who will set up the infrastructure for that area includes agricultural
and housing use. The big investors will employ yang people to work and house in their farms.
6-Designing the Prototype
The prototype will span the fields of building techniques and urban design. It will not be a
design, neither a specific plan, nor a general set of principles, but rather a common language,
which helps the planners and architects to be close to sustainable solutions and green
architecture that respect the culture of people who suggested to be live in this new region.
7-Test the prototype
It will be through:

- Questionnaire III that will question people who will move to the new region in TOSHKA to
test the final form of the prototype.
- Accumulated experiences of colonization of hot arid areas around the world as a comparison
study.
- Theoretical analysis for some details of the prototype.

Progress
-The researcher defined the main problem and the methodology of the research.
-The first two steps are finished. Collecting data about environment, climate, geography, and
culture of TOSHKA region in the south west of Egypt.
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-Collecting all strategies of the design in hot arid zone that will be a base to design the prototype
for the new area of TOSHKA, throughout good design of a toolbox for hot arid zone (the
matrix). The toolbox is designed to show up 64 strategies and cover the areas started from
individual building ended with whole region passing through street, neighborhood and the city.
Every strategy is examined from cultural, economical, climatic and environmental point of
view.

Results and conclusions
- From studying different data about the region and the nature of the new project, the
researcher figured out that the colonization of this region has cultural, economical,
Environmental and climatic aspects.
- In order to achieve sustainable community in this new region of TOSHKA in the South west
of Egypt, one must study climatic, Environmental and economic issues through out cultural
point of view. It is very important to study building practices of people suggested to be
relocated in this new area and the existing building practice of the area's current inhabitants
(Nubians). And to know how extend people respond to their culture instead of climate and
environment.
- It is very important also to study the effect of economic factors on those climatic and
environmental strategies for this Area.
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Well-being in Hospitals
Design aids for Functionally Environmentally sound Therapeutic Buildings

Simona Di Cicco
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning
Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

Abstract
Complaints of patients, staff and experts reveal that hospital condition and design are at a
critical stage. A series of misfits are registered in relation to Environment, Configuration and
Function of hospitals. These three domains of design need to be improved in order to be
adequate to the new life-style and to create 'better' conditions in hospitals. This study is aimed at
identifying appropriate components improving the quality of hospital design, concerning these
domains, to be integrated in a new hospital model which is called the Hospital supporting
Health and Well Being. This hospital is also supposed to take into consideration the present
background of hospital design and function (Policy of Prevention in Health Care and
Sustainability in Building). To fulfil this aim, the nature of the misfits above is closely
investigated, in hospitals and in the literature. This is done in relation to past, present and future
of Hospital Design and Health Care. At the end a number of components are found which
improve the quality of design in relation to the three domains. They are integrated in Hospital
supporting Health and Well Being.
Statement
Aim of hospital design is to support the Health and Well Being
Key-words
Sustainability in Building, Environment, Architecture, Function, Design Methodology, Health
Care, Disease Prevention

Current Conditions of Hospital
Physical discomfort and general complaints are lamented by hospital patients and medical staff.
A series of components dealing with the Building and Environment are basically pointed out as
contributing to produce a 'sick' environment and the 'Sick Hospital Syndrome' in analogy to the
'Sick Building Syndrome'. A large number of situations at risk result to be strictly connected to
hospital environment and function (e.g.: poor maintenance, design misfits, inappropriate
performance of activity, etc.). Complaints also relate to the configuration of hospitals (e.g.: lack
of way-finding, obsolete content, unattractive aspect, inadequacy of space and technological
systems, etc.). Here emergent needs create the frequent necessity of structural and functional
changes. But designers and technicians assert that, owing to structural limits, the renewal of old
hospitals is sometimes impossible. A series of misfits affect three domains of design:
Environment, Configuration and Function.

Aim of this Study
This study is ended at improving the quality of Hospital Design by means of appropriate
components which compensate the misfits registered in hospitals regarding Environment,
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Configuration and Function. It is based on the background of the policy of the W.H.O. at
present influencing Health Care and Building Design. The components individuated are
integrated into a new model of Hospital supporting Health and Well Being.

Health Care and Hospitals
Day-hospital care and quick surgery are in expansion as well as new diagnostic methods and
therapeutic treatments. During a round table-conference it is stated that hospitals are actually
"dedicated to 60 percent outpatient care instead of 10 percent " (Hagland, 1996). The
population is growing in quality and quantity. The typology of patients is changing due to an
increased awareness in matter of disease. Patients are currently dismissed immediately after
treatments and considered as 'taking responsibility' (Appleby, 1995) for their health condition.
The use of advanced technologies and computerisation is occurring everywhere. Appropriate
functional spaces are needed to integrate increased activities and equipment. Difficulties of
growth or change in structure/technological systems, obsolete configuration, lack of wayfinding, increased risks in relation to health and design, etc. testify that hospitals are inadequate
to answer to the new reality. On the contrary, new living standards are already corresponded in
other categories of public buildings.
Experts and people are inclined to renovate the application of homeopathic cures and natural
means of therapy. Natural products are more often assumed as opposed to sophistication also in
other life activities. The use of chemicals is generally reduced. There is an emergent interest in
the use of natural products and ingredients also in private clinics and hospitals. Some newly
built American clinics for example specialise in natural cures and include physical activity,
relaxation systems and natural ingredients. Alternative new typologies of hospitals are
sporadically built, which tend to consider the patient as a 'client' of the facility. Some newly
built hospitals perform the two functions of prevention and cure. These changes in hospitals
receive the consent of staff, patients, doctors, researchers and local administrations.

Well Being and Building Design
New issues are dictated by the W.H.O. aimed at promoting energy saving and the use of
renewable products against the depletion of resources. Industrial pollution and polluting
material are reduced in order to re-establish healthier environmental conditions. The policy of
the W.H.O. supports disease prevention in health care and the production of Sustainable
Buildings promoting the Health and Well Being of their users. This policy already influences
the design of public buildings (e.g.: healthy universities, offices, etc.). Special components are
introduced in design to create pleasant environments (e.g.: furniture, decoration, colour etc.) and
activities supporting the well being of the users.

The Need of the Hospital supporting Health and Well being
Historically, designers have always responded to the issues dictated by the social, scientific and
technological context which have always influenced the development of hospitals. At present,
plural misfits reveal the inadequacy of hospitals to respond to new needs emerging from the
recent quick social development. These misfits depend on design failings about Configuration,
Environment and Function.
Health Care and Building Design are more generally influenced by the policy of the W.H.O.,
supporting Health and Well Being. The quality of Building Design is improved by the policy of
Sustainability. Specific design components are introduced in other categories of public
buildings, which respond to new living standards and needs. The Hospital supporting Health
and Well being fills the failings produced by the quick social development and answers the
needs registered in hospitals on the background of the policy promoted by the W.H.O.
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The Model of this Hospital
The framework of design for the new Hospital is given in the form of a conceptual model which
offers criteria for a methodical approach to design. This model works as a guide for the
realisation and function of hospitals. The quality of 'Hospital Design' is increased by the
assumption of components which answer specific needs found in hospitals in relation to
Configuration, Environment and Function. To this end, four categories of components are
introduced at the end in the model of the Hospital supporting Health and Well being:
Architecture, Environment, Function and Methodology. They are illustrated in a final prospect,
working as 'design-aids' for designers and builders. An example of a 'Hospital supporting
Health and Well Being' is also given in order to represent the feasibility of the model and to
illustrate the way of using these components.
For the prevention of a series of risks dealing with the Environment, the contact with natural
ingredients is promoted: a natural resort and natural renewable building materials and products
having specific requisites are integrated in design and furniture. The quality of the environment
is improved by the use of natural energies, the energy recover and bio-compatible building
technologies.
To improve the quality of Architecture, suitable criteria for the refurbishment of hospitals are
identified in a flexible building typology and modularity of spaces, which support structural and
technological changes. The building configuration is mostly developed on one level in order to
facilitate the movement of persons and means according to a specific circulation from place to
place. Clear mapping and the application of a way-finding system answer the needs of various
categories of people and increased number of out-patients. Quick means for communication and
transportation are integrated in design. Finishing details and furnishing play a part in the
building design, supplying colour and decoration. The building configuration assumes its own
identity as opposed to its conventional 'anonymity', making hospitals like other public
structures.
The hospital Function is improved by implementing the assistance and supporting the well
being of the patients, by responding new needs due to institutional changes (integral solutions
support flexibility of space and function). The individual well being is promoted by means of
functional changes through the introduction of specific activities. Comfortable living spaces,
common areas for socialisation and activities, increased privacy in the patient's room, home-like
environments support the comfort and assistance of patients. Green areas are integral functional
spaces and green frame for the building.
The Methodology of design supports the fulfilment of positive results. A methodical approach
to design and function has the goal of maintaining the conditions of design that will remain also
in the future. This is done by improving the quality of the design itself, the performance of the
activity, the building technology and the maintenance of the building. The responsibility of the
project not only depends directly on designers and builders, but also on the wider collaboration
of different categories of people. Design procedure is a product of the co-operation of all parties
involved in its plan and function. Designers, builders, patients, doctors and nurses participate in
the hospital production and function .. Not only the project, but also function, maintenance and
management of the building are integral part of the design proceed. The continuous 'revisiting
of issues' and the consequent up-grading of design consent these buildings to avoid unwanted
misfits and to answer the new design issues.

Method and means of research
The current condition of hospitals reveals that hospital function, built and physical environment
of hospitals are affected by specific failings . Three aspects of design need to be improved:
Environment, Configuration and Function. They became object of study. Health care and
hospital history, present and future perspectives of hospitals are analysed in relation to
Environment, Configuration and Function.
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The research made in the past highlights that Scientific, Technological and Social Progress
have always conditioned hospital development and design. As a consequence, hospital building
is subject to continuous change and is therefore considered 'dynamic' structure. However a
number of components result to have always been valid for patients and designers. These
components are considered indispensable to improving the quality of Environment,
Configuration and Function in hospitals.
The present of hospital design is analysed in detail regarding Environment, Configuration and
Function of design. Analogous risks influence the quality of the building environment and the
physical well-being of the people, in hospitals and buildings. The policy of the W.H.O. is aimed
at improving more generally the condition of design by promoting a policy of sustainability in
building and prevention in health care. Analogou·s measures, which are taken generally in
building design, are considered suitable also in hospital design to overcoming analogous risks.
According to . the policy of the W.H.O. specific criteria are introduced in design for the
production of' Sustainable Buildings.
In the study of the future perspectives of hospital design, new trends are identified which
consider hospitals as 'Residential buildings ' or 'Mall models' or 'Hospitality models' . These
receive the consent of the patients and doctors. These hospitals are analysed in relation to
Environment, Configuration and Function. It is noted the correlation of specific components to
the components of other categories of public buildings. Physical and psychological aspects of
well-being, are promoted in the design of other modem public buildings.
The newly built hospitals realised all over the world have similar aims as well and various
initiatives are taken by people and doctors in order to improve the quality of hospital
environment and function. From many points of view, higher living standards are outlined not
only in design but mostly in life. Researchers and designers, staff and patients of hospitals all
express very similar needs and attitude. The analogous components found in the design of other
recent public buildings and in some very recently built hospitals are susceptible to ameliorate
the quality of Environment, Configuration and Function of hospitals. They also result to be
suitable to overcoming specific misfits at present registered in hospitals and to promoting
patient's well being and better respond to the new attitude of patients and the new function of
hospitals. Validation of these data is finally performed through investigations carried out in
hospitals focused to know the opinion of patients and staff.
From the global study of past, present and future perspective of hospital design, specific
components results at the end suitable to improve the quality of hospital design concerning
Environment, Configuration and Function. They are introduced in the model of the Hospital
supporting Health and Well Being and belong to specific categories, which are: Environment,
Architecture and Function.
But, the research carried out in hospitals revealed also specific misfits, attributed to poor
maintenance and to wrong considerations made in planning. Hospital buildings are besides
subjects to specific risks, due to the peculiarity of their activities and the use of chemicals and
radioactive products, the presence of sophisticated technological systems and installations.
Finally, hospitals are 'dynamic' buildings in function and structure and the problem is eyident to
keep the results of design over time 'fresh'. For this reason, another category of components,
that is Methodology, is introduced in the model of Hospital supporting Health and Well Being.
This promotes a methodical approach to the design and maintenance of hospitals, considered
necessary to improve the quality of hospital design and function.

Conclusion
This study fulfils the goal of improving 'globally' the quality of hospital design on the basis of a
series of misfits registered in hospitals and on the background of the policy at present
influencing the building design. However, the result of this study represents only the first stage
and the 'indispensable basis' -made of the total indispensable criteria- on which it is possible 'to
start to build' a Sustainable Hospital supporting 'Health and Well Being'. In practice, the
product of this study may be compared to the starting brief and the general Jay-out of a project.
As well as only the 'concept' of the Hospital is contained in its model, only the indispensable
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basic information are contained in the starting brief of a project. On this basis however, it is
possible to formulate closer definitions and details for the production of the Hospital, as well as
the executive drawings, calculation and details of a project are deduced from this brief and the
general lay-out of a building.
Two relevant aspects are highlighted in the model as an innovative approach to hospital design.
First, design is intended as a global proceed addressed to grant the production and function of
hospitals. Drawings and calculation, realisation of the building, function, maintenance and
management represents in fact different phases of the same procedure.
In order to improve the quality of this product, all target' groups take part in the formulation of
the project. This consents to improve in quality by receiving different contributions which
'validate' the product of design before its realisation. But the better quality is also given by the
increased co-ordination of various activities and components, the contemporary confrontation
and co-ordination of different aspects, the consideration of advantages/disadvantages given by
specific choices, the achieved collaboration of various categories of 'experts' having different
competences.
The second innovative aspect is the relevance given to the maintenance and management of the
building, '"".hich have in fact relevant tasks. They 'experiment' the project in the reality and 'use'
the final product of design. For this reason they are also the ones who find out positive aspects
and faults of design. It is besides their task to keep the outcome of design valid after the
building realisation.
These relevant activities improving the quality of hospital design are promoted in the
management and maintenance of the Hospital model which is object of this study.
This is done by means of: the punctual and regular performance of various activities; the
continuous 'revisiting' of the issues of design (which consents to keep the product 'fresh'); the
continuous up-grading of design (which consents to answer new issues and needs deriving from
the social development).
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Housing Management, satisfaction and customer
loyalty
Patrick Dogge, Jos Smeets
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven. University of
Technology; Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Aim
Housing managers try to hold on to their tenants as long as possible. For that purpose they
concentrate on the enhancement of customer satisfaction to improve their market position. It is
assumed that satisfaction immediately leads to loyalty in accordance with the concept of the
'service-profit-chain' (Heskett et al., 1997).

employee

1
interral
service
quality .

Figure 1: the service profit chain (Heskett et al., 1997)
By improving housing conditions and services (so called 'housing package') they hope to retain
their tenants. Our research tries to find out which aspects of this housing package influence
tenants satisfaction and which relation exists between the overall satisfaction and costumer
loyalty.
The overall satisfaction with the housing package is conceived as a complex aggregation of
satisfaction with the separate attributes of the dwelling estate, the physical and social
environment and the services. Loyalty is seen as reflected by the tendency to move house. Both
are measured in a survey among tenants of social landlords.

Methods
Structural Equation Modelling was used to estimate the relationship between satisfaction with
several attributes of dwellings semi-public spaces, living environment and services and the
overall satisfaction with the housing package and to estimate the relationship between overall
satisfaction and loyalty (Byrne, 2001 ).
In a survey, among tenants of housing association SWS in Eindhoven, 137 variables were used
as indicators for satisfaction with the housing package of the housing association (Dogge et al.,
1999). By using four confirmatory factor analyses the indicators where grouped into factors that
explain the satisfaction of the dwelling, the semi-public space, the living environment and the
service. Next, the indicators that formed the different factors in the results of the four
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confirmatory factor analyses were aggregated into new constructs (like size of dwelling, layout
of dwelling etc. (See figure 2). Those new constructs are used as the observed variables in a
second order factor analyses. In the first order the relationships between those observed
variables and the satisfaction with the dwelling, the semi-public spaces, the living environment
and the services (all latent variables) are estimated. In the second order the relationship between
satisfaction with dwelling, the semi-public space, the living environment and the services and
the overall satisfaction with the housing package (latent variable) is estimated. Besides these
two orders also the relationship between overall satisfaction (latent variable) and the tendency to
move house (observed variables) is estimated.
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Figure 2: the relation between customer satisfaction and loyalty

Results
In the second order factor model the aggregated construct that resulted from the confirmatory
factor analyses and the tendancy to move house are used as observed variables. The second
order factor model directly showed an acceptable fit: x2(166)=491,904 (p<0,001); GFI=0,93;
AGFI=0,91; RMSEA=0,06; TLI=0,89; CFI=0,91. In the results the modification indices showed
a high value (MI=80,868) for the covariance of the error of 'size of the dwelling' and 'layout of
the dwelling'. This also was the case with 'maintenance condition of the dwelling' and
'maintenance by the landlord' (Ml=42,987). Adding covariance between the named constructs
to the model even improved its fit: x2(164)=362,255 (p<0,001); GFI=0,95; AGFI=0,93;
RMSEA=0,04; TLI=0,93; CFI=0,94. The standardized regression weights are interpreted as
indicators for the relationship between the various variables in the model. All these relationships
appear to be significant.
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Overall satisfaction with the housing package
There is little variance in the weight of the satisfaction with the dwelling , the semi-public
spaces, the living environment and with the services in the overall satisfaction with the housing
package of the landlord. The weight of the satisfaction with the dwelling is a little higher than
the weight of satisfaction with the living environment and with the services. The weight of the
satisfaction with the semi-public spaces is a little lower that the satisfaction with these aspects.
Satisfaction with the dwelling
Satisfaction with the availability and quality of conveniences in the dwelling and the
maintenance condition of the dwelling appear to be most critical constructs in the overall
satisfaction with the dwelling.
Satisfaction with semi-public spaces
The variance in the weight of the satisfaction with the used constructs in the overall satisfaction
with the semi-public spaces is not very high.
Satisfaction with living environment
Satisfaction with the (absence of) nuisance in the neighbourhood and satisfaction with the other
residents in the neighbourhood appear to be most critical in the overall satisfaction with the
living environment.
Satisfaction with services
There is little variance in the weight of the satisfaction with the used constructs in the overall
satisfaction with services.

Overall satisfaction and loyalty
The model shows that when overall satisfaction with the housing package increases the
tendency tot move house decreases. This relationship between satisfaction and loyalty is
significant but not very strong. There are several reasons for that. Research of Wetzels ( 1998)
shows that the intention to stay with a service organisation not only depends on satisfaction with
the product of that organisation but also depends on aspects like trust, commitment and
dependence.
In our research we analysed motives to move house to explain this weak relationship (see also
Dogge & Smeets, 2001 ). On one hand satisfied tenants still move house, because there are even
better alternative housing package available. Especially home ownership is in the Netherlands a
very attractive alternative for high-income tenants. There are also tenants that have motives to
move house independent of the housing situation. They for example want to move house
because of job changes, marriage or divorce, addition to the family or medical reasons. On the
other hand dissatisfied tenants cannot leave because there is no better alternative available.
The weak relation between customer satisfaction and loyalty places housing managers in a
dilemma. On the one hand, additional efforts in increasing the quality of the housing package
does not guarantee loyal tenants, on the other by neglecting costumer satisfaction the income
growth and profitability will be damaged on the long run and the competitive position will be
harmed.
Although there is a relatively weak relation between satisfaction and loyalty, there is no reason
not to optimize tenants satisfaction. For that reason, housing managers should not only improve
the performance of their dwelling estates (maintenance, convenience), but also the performance
at the level of the living environment (nuisance, residents) and their services. In many cases
they have to cooperate with other stakeholders (especially tenants, the local authority and
service organizations).
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Customer-oriented Housing Development in the
Netherlands: a Challenge
Jos Smeets, Leonie van de Ven
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Aim
The Dutch housing policy tries to strengthen the position of the housing consumer to achieve a
better match between the residential quality and the consumer's preferences (VROM, 2001).
This project is focussed on costumer-oriented development of housing project and the
consequences for the stakeholders involved (authorities, landowners, developers, investors etc.
In comparison to other European countries, this kind of building is in the Netherlands still in its
infancy (Keers, et al.,1999).
To build customer-oriented means that the development of residential situations takes place in
cooperation with the buyer, in the course of which the costumer has influence on the type of the
dwelling, the architecture, the size, lay-out and equipment of the dwelling.

Methods
Point of view is the process of development. During the process of development important
decisions are made in relation to the quality of a residential situation.
The development process passes through different stages: (Oude Velthuis, et al., 2000)
Phase 1: plan for development.
After the location of a potential site is chosen, a feasibility study is made. Financial as well as
market research is done to assess the risks involved. In regard to the dwelling quality decisions
about the expected image of the residential situation are taken and a housing programme is
made (density etc).
Phase 2: Programme of Requirements. (PoR)
The programme formulates the demand, in terms of standards and conditions. In this stage very
important decisions are made in regard to the apartments or single family dwellings, the
alotment, the layout and profile of streets, public parks or private gardens, the amount of
parking space, etc
Phase 3: Provisional Design (first draft) (PD).
Based on this program the developer gets in touch with an architect. Decisions are taken about
type of the dwelling, size and lay-out of the dwelling and a rough cost estimation and price; a
reference dwelling is drawn up.
Phase 4: Definitive Design (final draft) (DD).
After a cost estimation based on the provisional design of the reference dwelling, the developer
decides for more detailed plans. In this stage the costumer has several alternatives he can select
a dwelling type, location, lot-size. He also decides the final PoR for his individual dwelling: the
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definitive design, amount m2, and determines which materials are applied and which fa9ade he
wants ..
Phase 5: specifications and sales
In this stage the final choice in relation to the requested functions and definitive lay-out are
made. When the final draft is available and the plan is exploitable the definitive selling price is
set.
Phase 6: realization
When enough dwellings are sold (usually 70% of the houses), the actual realization starts.

Progress
In this stage of the project we will focus on the relation between the customer and the
commercial developer of housing. Although the process is developer-driven, it is costumer
oriented. In stage 4 and 5 of the process the developer will meet the different desires and
preferences of the customer, given the condition of a commercial development (the thematic
development of owner occupied property)

Results
The research until now shows that given the traditional development process, the possibility for
customer oriented development are quite restricted. Not until stage 4 the buyer has real
influence on the decisions in the development-process of his own dwelling. To enlarge the
influence of the customer in the housing development process, the central government wants to
reinforce the position of the customer as client. In that case he has more opportunities to
influence the process, also in phase one to three.
Remains the risk that by strengthening the influence of the customer in the process, innovative
forces in product development are hampered (Slater & Narver, 1998).
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The control of pre-cooling on transient natural
ventilation
Torwong Chenvidyakarn
Supervisors
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In this paper, we investigate the transient natural ventilation of a warm room, which vents into a
cool exterior through an upper opening, and into which air is drawn through a lower opening
after passing through a cooling unit. The temperature differences between the interior and
exterior create positive (upward) buoyancy driving the ventilation. This results in fresh exterior
fluid being drawn into the system through the cooler connected to the bottom vent. After being
cooled by the cooler, this fresh fluid then enters the room and displaces the existing warm fluid
upwards and out through the top opening. A sharp interface develops between the upper layer
of the original warm fluid and the lower layer of inflowing cold fluid. This interface ascends as
the warm fluid continues to drain. However, the pre-cooled fluid is negatively buoyant, and so
the flow rate and the rate of ascent of the interface gradually fall as the cold lower layer
deepens. As a result, the temperature of the pre-cooled fluid progressively decreases towards
that of the chiller, and the lower layer becomes stably stratified. Eventually, the ventilation
ceases and the interface stops ascending when the positive and negative buoyancy are in
balance.
A quantitative model is developed to describe this transient draining process and successfully
tested with observations from small-scale analogue laboratory experiments. The model shows
that the final height of the interface and the total time of draining are governed by the
dimensionless parameter G = lg '1(0,0)1/g '2, which represents the relationship between the
cooling produced by the chiller unit at the initial flow rate and the cooling associated with the
ventilation flow (where g'1 is the negative buoyancy, and g'2 is the positive buoyancy). We
discuss the implication of this work for a number of ventilation applications.

Introduction
A key challenge for natural ventilation schemes is to develop a control system which maintains
the temperature experienced by the occupants within rather narrow comfort tolerances. This is
especially difficult for buildings with high internal heat gains or those in warm climates. One
solution to this problem is to use draining (or flushing) ventilation. This technique is often
applied to intermittently occupied buildings, where residual heat, and often contaminants, left
within the space by occupants and equipment reach unacceptable levels and need to be flushed
out before the next occupancy period.
In a low-energy building, supply air can be pre-cooled using a remote passive cooler, which
may take the form of a rock-bed, a ground water heat exchanger or some other type of passive
heat sink, through which air is circulated and pre-cooled naturally before it is supplied into the
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room. This form of pre-cooled natural ventilation is now becoming increasingly applied to
modern buildings. In the midst of today's expensive energy, the temptation to use this
technique comes perhaps mainly from the fact that it enables air to be cooled at very low cost.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore the fluid mechanics of draining ventilation when
the incoming air is pre-cooled. We explore the interaction of the ventilation flow with the precooling to determine ventilation rates and the development of a density and thermal
stratification in the room. The applications of this paper span a number of areas of fluid
mechanics, ranging from the ventilation design for thermal comfort in buildings to the
ventilation of fire and the flushing of gas after a gas leak. In Section 2 we describe the scaled
analogue experimental system used in the study and discuss the transient draining flow of the
room in question. In Section 3 we develop a mathematical model describing the conditions in
the room, focusing on the evolution of the ventilation rate, the interface height and the interior
temperature. The sensitivity of the system is explored in Section 4, and conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

Experiments
Method
In the analogue experiments water is used as the working fluid. The experimental system
consists of an acrylic tank, which represents the ventilated room, placed in a large reservoir
tank, which represents the ambient environment (figure 1). Two holes are drilled into one wall
of the room to represent windows. These holes are sealed with rubber stoppers, which will be
removed in each experiment to allow the ventilation flow. A fin-type chiller is fitted to the
bottom hole of the room to pre-cool the incoming fluid. The cooling energy is provided by a
refrigerant circulated underneath the fins, and the amount of cooling can be adjusted by
changing the temperature of the refrigerant. Three values of the chiller temperature, Tc, are
used in experiments, namely 0, 5 and 10 C. The exterior reservoir is filled with cold water of
temperature TE. typically in the range of 18 to 20 C. The room is filled with warm water of
temperature T2• initially set at around 40 to 50 C so that the temperature difference between the
interior and exterior ranges from 22 to 30 C.
Flow patterns are visualised using the shadowgraph technique and dyes to colour the fluids, and
the evolving temperature profile is monitored using thermocouples. Recordings of the
temperatures are made every two seconds until the system reaches a steady state, using a digital
data logging system. Three series of different experiments are conducted which correspond to
the three values of Tc, each of which is repeated until the result is confirmed.

Distance between
the top and
bottom holes=
30cm
A hole is drilled at each
end of the chiller to allow
the ventilation flow

Thermocouples

Fin-type chiller encased in
an acrylic box

Acrylic
room model

FIGURE 1.
The room model
used in laboratory experiments
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Observations
In each experiment, the experimental tank (the room) was filled with hot fluid, and the
experiment starts by removing stoppers from the openings in the tank. Once the stoppers are
removed, pre-cooled exterior fluid then enters the room through the bottom opening, displacing
warm interior fluid upwards and out through the top opening. At this stage, a sharp interface
develops between the upper layer of warm residual fluid and the lower layer of the cold
incoming fluid. As the ventilation continues, this interface rises and more warm fluid is
displaced out of the room.
It is observed that the flow is faster and more vigorous at the initial stage when the warm layer
which contributes to the positive buoyancy is still deep and the cold layer is relatively shallow.
The flow becomes noticeably slower and less vigorous once the cold layer deepens. The
temperature of the cooled fluid entering the room therefore gradually decreases with time in
response to the decrease in flow rate and greater time spent in the chiller unit. This produces a
stable thermal stratification in the lower layer.
Ultimately, a steady state is reached when the interface develops to a height such that the
resultant positive buoyancy of the upper layer of original hot fluid and the negative buoyancy of
the cold invading fluid are in balance. At this point the ventilation ceases and the interface
stops ascending, although the room has not been completely drained. At steady state, there is a
sharp temperature jump across the interface above the thermally stratified lower layer. An
example of the evolution of the interface and the temperature in the room is shown in figures 2
and 3.
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FIGURE 2. The evolution of the interface (a) and the temperature (b) of the fluids inside the room as observed in
a laboratory. In this experiment, Tc is set at 5 C, and the system reaches a steady state after about 15 minutes.

FIGURE 3. Shadowgraphs showing
respectively the evolution of the
interface at 120 (a), 480 (b) and 960
(c) seconds after the start of the
experiment. These pictures
represent the same experiment as
that shown in figure 2. The warm
fluid is dyed to help visualise the
flow and the thermal stratification.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Modelling transient draining flow
Model
We now develop a leading-order model to describe the transient draining flow of the room. We
assume that the room is well insulated and has no large glazing, so that conduction and radiation
heat transfer through the building envelope is negligible compared to convection heat transfer.
As a result, the temperature excess within the room relative to the exterior is mainly associated
with heat left in the room by occupants and equipment. According to the above conditions, the
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developments of the flow rate, Q (m 3/s), the interface height, h 1 (m), and the temperature, TJ(z,t)
( C), over time are given by
·
Q(t ) =Q(O)+ 2A.j3( TE -Tc ) (Q(t/ 12 -Q(0/ 12 )- n2 13 2(TE -Tc / lnlg;Q( t/ 12 +A.13( TE - Tc)I- A .i g ; t
g;
g;i
g;Q(0/ 12 +A.j3(TE -Tc )
2S

(3 .1)

ah, Q
-=-

(3.2)

at s

(3.3)

where Q(O) is the initial flow rate as determined by the positive buoyancy alone. The constant A.
4 2
2
= gaJp CP (m /s :T), with g (rn/s ) being the gravitational constant, CP (Jlkg · C) the specific heat,
3
p (kg/m ) the density and a ( 1/K) the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid. The coefficient
fJ (J/m 312 s 112 • C) characterises the properties of the fluid and the geometrical effects from the
chiller, and can be found from empirical measurements in a laboratory. The variable S (m 2)
represents the floor area of the room, and He (Watts) denotes the cooling flux. We let lg'J(z,t)I
(rn/s2) be the negative buoyancy associated with the cold layer and g '2 (rn/s 2) the positive
buoyancy associated with the hot layer. The variable A · represents the total opening area of the
I

room that takes in account the pressure loss through the openings, and z =

h/ t t

=

hJ(t) -

hJ(r) denotes the amount of deepening of the cold layer between timer and t.

Comparison with experiments
In order to validate the model, we compare it with analogue laboratory experiments. However,
first the apparatus has been calibrated to determine the value of the constant fJ (eq 3.1).
Experiments on transient cooling give the result that fJ = 3170 J/(m 312 • s 112 • 0 C) ± 95. For the
purpose of comparison, we introduce the dimensionless interface height, h 1 • = h/ h; the
dimensionless vertical distance, z* = zlh; the dimensionless time, 1·= (A. 2g '2 t)/(2SQ(O)); and the
dimensionless interior temperature, () = (TE - T1)/(TE - Tc). Figure 4 shows that the theoretical
predictions and experimental observations are in very good accord.
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Sensitivity of the system
In order to allow the ventilation technique to be applied more effectively in practice,
investigation is required on the sensitivity of the system to various design parameters. In this
section we explore the parameters governing the final height of the interface and the total time
of draining.
The conditions in the room are largely influenced by the relative magnitudes of the cooling
produced by the chiller and the cooling associated with the ventilation flow. We express this
relationship in terms of the dimensionless parameter G,
G= lg;(O,OJI =

A.~(TE -Tc)

(4.1)

Q(O J112 g}
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FIGURE 5. Influence of the parameter G. Figure 6(a) shows the influence of G on the dimensionless flow rate,
and the dimensionless draining time, td'. Figure 5(b) shows the influence of G on the dimensionless final height of the
interface, hF'. These curves are evaluated using equations (3.1 ), (3 .2) and (4 .1).

We let h/ = hF /h be the dimensionless final height of the interface, Q• = Q(t)IQ(O) the
dimensionless volume flux, and td • the dimensionless draining time to converge to equilibrium.
The influence of the parameter G is illustrated in figure 5. For small G, G << 1, corresponding
to the case of large openings, there is a relatively rapid displacement flow and so little time for
pre-cooling. The interface thus stops near to the ceiling, hF • 1 , and the dimensionless draining
time t/- 1. In contrast, for large G, G >> 1, corresponding to small openings, there is a
relatively slow flow and hence substantial pre-cooling. Now the interface is arrested closer to
the floor, h/ 0 .
3

Conclusions and applications of the model
A new model has been proposed that provides insight into the natural ventilation regimes which
may develop in modem buildings. For a simple example of the application of the model,
consider the room in figure 6. This room represents an intermittently occupied meeting room of
area 25 m 2. It experiences summer conditions and the exterior temperature, TE, is 23 C. The
room vents to the exterior through a series of upper openings and is connected to a cooling unit
through its bottom openings. The vertical distance between the top and bottom openings is 3 .5
m, and the temperature of the chiller, Tc, is set at 5 C. Assuming that heat left by the last
occupancy results in the unacceptably high interior temperature, T2 = 27 C, we need to flush the
warm residual air out of this room using pre-cooled draining ventilation. We are mainly
concerned with two major aspects: (i) the height of the final interface and (ii) the temperature at
the occupied level. Using the model proposed earlier, we plot curves illustrating the variations
of the parameter G, the final height of the interface, hF, and the final profiles of the interior
temperature, T;(z) , as the effective opening area, A*, increases (figure 7).
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Exterior
temperature , Te=

23

c

H=3.5m
Cooler

5

c

FIGURE 6. Application of the model: a schematic showing the ventilation conditions in an intermittently occupied room

It can be observed that as the effective opening area increases, thereby allowing more rapid
ventilation, the value of G decreases and the interface stops closer to the ceiling. However,
small values of G lead to the pre-cooling being suppressed, and hence the increase in the interior
temperature. The success in the ventilation design thus lies in controlling the effective opening
area, to balance the interface height with the temperature. Let us assume the following typical
requirements: the minimum interface height should be at least 2 m from the floor; the average
temperature at the occupied level should be within the range of 21 - 22.5 C; and the vertical
temperature gradient in the occupied level should be no greater than 3 C (to avoid the so-called
cold feet effect) . Figure 7(c) suggests that to achieve the above requirements, the effective
opening area of around 0.04 m 2, corresponding to G = 0.61, should be provided. The
dimensional time for the room to empty, td, scales as td = 2SQ(O)l(A.2g '2), and hence under these
conditions we have td - 6500 sec. The analysis in Section 4 (figure 5) suggests that this value of
G = 0.61 leads to the dimensionless draining time to converge to equilibrium, t/, of order about
0.5. Thus, the draining process of this room completes within about 55 minutes.
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FIGURE 7. A simple application of the model. Figure 7(a) shows the relationship between the effective opening
area, A'. and the corresponding parameter G. Figure 7(b) shows the variation of the final height of the interface, hF,
as G increases. Figure 7(c) illustrates the final profiles of the interior temperature for different values of A· and G.

Passive pre-cooling ventilation shares some basic principles with some type of passive preheating ventilation, such as passive solar ventilation pre-heating discussed in Baker (1992), and
models herein may be applied to this case also. In addition, this modelling approach can also be
applied to other areas of fluid mechanics. For example, the model can be adjusted to help
predict the dispersal and the concentration of heavy toxic gas (such as C0 2) after a gas leak in
an enclosed ventilated space, or to help understand the spread of contaminant particles in a
confined area. This paper is part of the PhD research titled "Naturally Ventilated Buildings: the
Role of Water-Bath Modelling in Ventilation Design" to be submitted for the PhD degree in
Environmental Design in Architecture at the University of Cambridge. This research focuses on
the fluid mechanics of pre-cooled natural ventilation, and the Author has so far considered the
transient phase of the system and the steady state phase resulting from a single source of
buoyancy (the findings on the steady state phase were presented in the Plenary Session of the 1st
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USO-BUILT Conference, Darmstadt, 2002). The next stage of the research involves the
analysis of the conditions resulting from multiple buoyancy sources.
This research is funded by the BP Institute for Multiphase Flow and the Cambridge-MIT
Institute, University of Cambridge. The Authors thank Prof Dr Andrew Woods, Dr Koen
Steemers and Dr Joanne Holford for discussions, and Dr Charlotte Gladstone and Andrew Pluck
for experimental assistance.
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THADE -Towards healthy air in dwellings in
Europe
Ludovicus Koren, Johanna van Bronswijk
Department ofArchitecture, Building and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology; Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Aim
The specific aims are to: 1) produce maps of pollutants in dwellings. 2) Review the data and
evidence-based information related to exposure and to the health effects of air pollution in
dwellings particularly as regards allergies, asthma and other respiratory diseases. 3) Review
cost-effective measures and technology to improve air quality in dwellings.4) Review
legislation and guidelines on air pollution and air quality in dwellings. 5) Recommend an
integrated strategy that defines appropriate indoor air quality policies for implementation in
Europe, and identify appropriate technology.

Methods
Collection and review of technical and scientific data. 1) Collect and review guidelines on air
quality in dwellings, on national and international level (Snijders, 2001 ). 2) Summarise
statistical and epidemiological information about air pollution in dwellings and the related
health effects obtained from data bases, the scientific/technical literature, Eurostat etc. 3)
Review cost-effective measures to improve air quality in dwellings. 4) Summarise measures and
legislation taken at national and European level to improve indoor air quality, and evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of these measures (sources: Scientific/technical literature, data bases,
Eurostat, the EF A member association network). 5) To construct maps of indoor pollutants in
dwellings. Draw-up cost-effective recommendations for a European strategy on healthy air in
dwellings. The cost items that will be included are: direct and indirect health related costs,
investment cost, and operational costs such as energy consumption.

Progress
At this stage the first meeting on the subject has taken place with the collectors of European
data of pollution, regulations and guidelines. Furthermore, the possibilities of the software have
been discussed with the programmer. And lastly a number of input files have been produced to
facilitate data transfer into the software.

Results
A few examples of what may be achieved have been put forward in meetings of the European
team. As the THADE project is just on its way, we can describe just the way we are expecting
it to look. The information will be an enhancement of the usability of AllerSan.
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Supply and Demand of Indoor Air Qualities in
Dwellings
Cor Pernot
TNO, Department of Building and Construction Research, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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Department ofArchitecture, Bu_ilding and Planning, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Abstract
Indoor air quality (IAQ) influences the health of humans, the young and the old being generally
more susceptible. In this study we examined how supply and demand of indoor air quality in
dwellings are matched. On the supply-side, we evaluated ventilation systems, including natural
ventilation, balanced ventilation, and adaptive systems. Two major health-related aspects are
flexibility (both a secure base level and a high on-demand level) and the size of the air-exposed
surface of the inlet part of the ventilation system. The indoor air quality in Dutch dwellings, as a
result of ventilation system and (activity by) inhabitants, was evaluated from continuous
measuring in 3 7 different dwellings for a whole week each during winter time. C0 2
concentration, humidity class, ventilation rate and fine particle ratio (indoor versus outdoor)
were used as quality parameters. On the demand-side, three population groups with different
sensitivity towards air quality were identified: healthy adults (up to 49 years of age), elderly and
young (aged over 49 years or under 20 years), and chronic lung sufferers.
Complaint percentages in different air qualities derived from literature, and actual IAQ levels in
dwellings were compared. IAQ criteria for the different population groups were derived from
literature. In none of the dwellings an acceptable IAQ for the most susceptible group was
present, whilst only 1 dwelling met the standards for the group of young and elderly persons.
This indicates that for most of the population IAQ at home is less than optimum. Especially
pollution-reservoirs should be avoided, and maintenance must be simple and effective. At
present, ventilation is inadequate. Within an ageing population and an increasing incidence of
airways-related diseases, ventilation facilities should be directed towards the actual needs of the
persons concerned. Managing IAQ in dwellings through adaptive sensor-controlled ventilation
systems may be a way to avoid health risks from indoor air for the elderly and other susceptible
populations.
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Introduction
Most Dutch dwellings are ventilated either naturally or with extract fans only. Newer systems
including balanced ventilation, demand-adaptable ventilation and others have less than 1
percent penetration at the moment, but are growing. Supply and outflow characteristics of these
systems are different, giving rise to differences in indoor air quality (IAQ). Complaints of
dwellers indicate that the prevailing ventilation systems are unable to supply adequate
ventilation. Upcoming systems contain both negative and positive elements towards a healthy
indoor environment.
Indoor air quality influences the health of humans, especially susceptible persons (Snijders, M.
C. L. et al. 2001 ). In the last decades, ventilation strategies have changed due to the advent of
environmental consciousness, and so has the amount of outdoor air that is brought in. In
reaction, classifications of indoor air were aimed at limits to specific parameters: concentration
of VOC's, CO or C0 2 (Norback, D. et al. 1995). Other approaches aim at a limit of complaining
persons: indoor air quality satisfying 70-85% of all inhabitants, allowing up to 30% to be
dissatisfied (Kort, H. S. M. et al. 1990;Comite Europeen de Normalisation 1997).
Within an ageing population and an increasing incidence of airways-related diseases,
normalization of IAQ should be more directed towards the actual needs of the individual
persons concerned. In this study present and future domestic ventilation systems are evaluated
for health implications. Actually supplied IAQ in 37 dwellings is compared with the needs of
groups of the Dutch population with a different need for indoor air quality.

Materials & methods
The ventilation systems in Dutch dwellings are divided in 3 categories according to NEN 1087.
We use furthermore 3 or 4 subdivisions per category to identify specific positive or negative
health-related properties (Table 1). Characteristics of each system were selected that may
influence IAQ and bears therefore health risks.
Table J. Ve11tilatio1t systems (Koren, L. G. H. et al. 2001)

Main system

Subsystems

Naturally
ventilated
type A

Al
Grids or windows

Mechanical
ventilation,
exhaust only
type C

Cl
C2
Grids or windows, Demand-controlled
ducts,
exhaust fans m exhaust
bathroom, toilet and supply
through
grids
kitchen

C3
Demand-controlled
and natural exhaust,
supply through grids
(hybrid)

Mechanical
Dl
D2
ventilation,
Constant supply and Demand-controlled
supply
and exhaust
supply and exhaust
exhaust
of air
typeD

D3
Demand-controlled
supply and exhaust
of air, with heatrecycling

A3
A2
Grids or windows, Supply-controlled
vertical
ducts grids
(chimneys)

D4
Demand-controlled
and natural supply
and exhaust of air
(hybrid)

To establish the impact of IAQ on human diseases, data were obtained by literature study,
including Medline and Science Citation Index (1965-2001). The external determinants of the
indoor air related disease were obtained from Dutch handbooks on health status quo and
prospectives (Ruwaard, D. and Kramers, P. G. N., 93;Ruwaard, D. and Kramers, P. G., 97).
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Population statistics (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 2002;Smit, H. A. et al. 2000) were used
to determine the population size suffering from the most relevant indoor-air related diseases and
to establish age groups at risk. Health complaints on low and higher levels (5 - 20%) from
literature were taken as limits to determine levels of indoor air suitable to satisfy different risk
groups.
Actual frequency of the levels of indoor air quality was established in 80 dwellings. The
dwelling sample was compared with the total dwelling stock of the Netherlands to indicate
validity. The following parameters were measured: C0 2 concentration as a measure of the
presence of irritants of biological nature and of cooking and heating gasses; temperature and
relative humidity from which the humidity class was established, a measure that is related with
allergen levels originating from mites and fungi (Schober, G. et al. 1995); and the number of
fine dust particles (~ 0.3 micron) indicating both organic and inorganic irritants. In each
dwelling, measurements were performed continuously during a week in the living room.
From individual diaries and C0 2 measurements, ventilation rate was assessed as follows: we
assumed that (a) sedentary occupants were the only source of pollution, (b) the outdoor C0 2
concentration was 350 ppm, and (c) both ventilating air and pollutants were uniformly
distributed throughout the ventilated space. Children and employed adults were assumed to
spend on average 7 hours per day in the living-room, elderly persons on average 10 hours
(Spengler, J. D. et al. 1996;Lawton, M. P. 1990). As C0 2 level rises when occupants are
present, the 80th percentile (P 80 ) concentration was used of 24 hours C0 2 monitoring. This P80
concentration refers to 50% of occupied time in the living-room. Based on these assumptions, a
first-order differential equation was used to calculate the 'room ventilation rate form the P80
concentration.
Measuring equipment included a datalogger (Almemo type 2290-8, Ahlborn, Holzkirchen,
Germany); a C0 2 sensor, being a diffusion-based non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) spectrometer
(Valtronics 2045, Envico, Zoeterwoude NL); and a combined temperature and humidity sensor,
respectively a NTC-element type Nanda capacitive sheet sensor (Almemo FHA 646, Ahlborn,
Holzkirchen, Germany). Ambient air pressure was obtained from a weather station of the Royal
Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI, De Bilt, The Netherlands), closest to the sampled
dwelling.

Results
In order to evaluate the health risks of domestic ventilation systems we first have to identify the
pertaining diseases. The most relevant diseases with external determinants that are related to
indoor air quality are chronic bronchitis and lung emphysema (together: COPD, chronic
obstructive pulmonary diseases) and asthma (Ruwaard, D. and Kramers, P. G., 97;Bronswijk, J.
E. M. H. van et al. 1999). The prevalence of these diseases in the Dutch population age groups
includes at least 460.000 persons in total. On average, 1 to 2 percent of the population is
suffering from either of these diseases (Smit, H. A. et al. 2000).

Risk groups
We selected three age groups that constitute most different prevalence. The young, aged below
20, are 50 to 150% more at risk in case of asthma than the group of 20 to 49 years of age. The
group aged 50 and older is especially vulnerable in case of COPD, 10 to 20 times more than the
younger ages. The main victims in case of COPD are men, mainly due to a larger percentage of
smokers among men. COPD percentages of the male population involve a rise from 3% at 65
years of age to 15% or more at 80+ (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 2002). Trends are that
more women take up smoking and that COPD prevalence of women increases accordingly
(Woods Robinson et al. 1993).
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Among hyperresponsive COPD and asthma sufferers, complaints from indoor air are already
present at low levels of irritants. Typically, a C0 2 concentration of 1000 -1200 ppm induces
irritant effects in healthy young adults, whereas in sensitive individuals effects are established at
30% to 40% lower concentrations (Rajhans, G. S. 1983).
Although fine dust particles are known to cause irritation and induce asthma exacerbation, the
levels at which complaints start are not conclusive (Gavett, S. H. et al. 2001 ). This is probably
due to the large variation in the origin and nature of these dust particles.

Ventilation systems
The technical aspects of ventilation systems that influence health and are not so much related to
specific design, but to concept, are compared for each system (Table 2). First of all the
efficiency of removing pollutants is important. Natural ventilation does not guarantee a
satisfactory dilution of pollutants. Primarily during the summer period the absence of a indooroutdoor temperature difference as a driving force causes ventilation to stagnate. The standard
three-point exhaust ventilators (Cl) are at the moment set at the minimum of the desirable
volume, and are not capable to compensate pollution peaks. High airflow rates are to be
expected from - usually high placed - inlet windows. From 1992 on, mostly ventilation grids are
installed in the Dutch dwellings.
Maintenance of all ventilation parts is important, but especially the air inlets. One of the aspects
of the Sick Building syndrome of office buildings is the mechanical supply of air. Only an
adequate maintenance prevents the advent of airway symptoms. At the supply side the health
risk aspects point at the surface size of the air inlet pipes, and the filters. The latter should be of
sufficient capacity, remain dry (relative humidity < 70%) to avoid germinating of bacteria or
moulds, and changed regularly. The interior of the inlet channels will be polluted by the small
fraction of particles escaping the filters and by condensation or interacting gasses. Of course,
when filters are not changed regularly or get moist and fungal ridden, more intensive pollution
of the interior will take place. Efficient cleaning of ventilation ducts is not possible at the
moment. Attempts to clean the soiled ducts in office buildings by way of mechanical brushing
or spraying of chemicals appeared not effective (Brosseau, L. M. et al. 2000).
Table 2. Characteristics of ventilation systems with regard to health risks. bi bold: problematic
levels regarding asthma and COPD

System

Removal
of Air
flow
pollutants from (draught)#
the indoor air*

Size
of air-exposed
surface of installation°

Polluting risk
installation t

supply

exhaust

supply

exhau
st

of

Al

varies

varies

small

small

low

low

A2

varies

varies

small

large

low

high

A3

varies

low

small

small

low

low

Cl

average

low- high

small

large

low

high

C2-C3

high

low

small

large

low

high

Dl

average

low

large

large

high

high

D2 -D3 -D4
high
low
large
large
high
high
*varies: vanes from dwelling to dwelling depending on design and location, may be capable to remove
incidentally high concentrations; average: not capable; high : high removing capacity; #low: below 0.15
mis; high: over 0.15 mis; varies: depends on location; 0 small: surface up to 2 times the initial opening or
exit to the outdoor air (in cm 2) ; large: surface 10 times or more this opening; t low: maintenance usually
once a year, handling easy, delay non-fatal; high: maintenance more often and/or handling difficult
and/or delay fatal (total clean-up necessary, with imperfect result)
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Outleading ducts are much more polluted but generally less important, although redistribution
of the trapped material is possible when the system goes off or inversion. In case of air
recycling maintenance is of increased importance: the indoor air contains in general more
particles than the outdoor air. In systems with heat recovery outgoing air is supposed to
exchange only heat with fresh air. However, a small percentage of leakage may be expected (Op
't Veld, P. et al. 2000).

IAQ criteria
The objective of current guidelines is to achieve acceptable responses from at least 80% of all
occupants (ASHRAE 1989;Comite Europeen de Normalisation 1992). In this study we assume
that this 80% refers mostly to healthy adults, and only a small part of the more susceptible
groups are satisfactorily served with this level.
The air quality levels supplied and measured in dwellings are accordingly classified to the
demand of the selected groups. A complaint level of 5% of the individuals of each group is
accepted. Aiming at lower percentages is less feasible and difficult to validate (Jokl, M. V.
1997); furthermore, this part of the group does not correspond to the most highly susceptible
within the group.
Only a limited time of excess may be allowed: short periods of increase of pollutants are known
to induce exacerbation of hypersensitive symptoms (Bronswijk, J.E. M. H. van et al. 1999). We
used levels of 15 minutes per day (named P 99 , an excess level of 1% equaling 14.4 minutes per
day) and 1 hour per day (named P95, equaling 1.2 hours a day).
The weakest odour level that healthy adults can register corresponds to a 94% satisfaction rate
(Jokl, M. V. 1997). Chronic lung disease sufferers are considered to be more susceptible to the
health effects of air pollution (European, concerted action, 91 ;Maroni, M., Seifert, B., and
Lindvall, T.,eds., 95) and require an indoor air quality that satisfies at least 90% of all occupants
(Jokl, M. V. 1997). The other occupant groups are also satisfied at this health level. The least
susceptible group, healthy adults, will be generally satisfied within the 80% level. We assume
that the susceptibility of children and elderly persons lies in the middle of these two levels,
equalling an 85% satisfaction rate.
Ventilation rates satisfying susceptible groups were assessed from design criteria for the indoor
environment (Woods, P. S. et al. 1993). Threshold levels for each level are deduced from the
added pollution of occupants and indoor materials, assuming occupancy of 0.05 person per
square metre.
The humidity class is established from temperature and humidity measurements through
calculation of the difference between indoor (I) and outdoor (0) water vapour pressure (AHin-out)
(van Hees, R. P. 1986). This value, originally a month-average, indicates the prevalence of
moulds and mites. Both produce allergenic substances and irritants, moulds may also produce
toxins. Indoors, mite and fungal growth depend primarily on humidity (Koren, L. G. H. 1995).
A sharp increase of mite and fungal growth has been related to the boundary between humidity
class II and III. Looking at intervals of excess humidity, de Boer (Woods, P. S. et al. 1993)
found that a period of 3 hours a day or more suffices to sustain mite growth in an otherwise dry
environment. This allows a P 90 level (2.4 hours a day) to suffice for most groups. As humidity
variation in the rooms is not taken into account, a safety level of P95 (1.2 hours) is chosen for the
most susceptible group.
A hygienic level for dust particles has not been established yet. In this study we use the outdoor
air level as a reference and take a tenfold increase in number of particles as a limit.
Thus air quality levels for chronic asthmatics and COPD sufferers, young and old, and healthy
adults are deduced (Table 3) (Snijders, M. C. L. et al. 2002).
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Table 3. Demanded air quality level, based 011 the requirements of inhabitant groups with different
susceptibility, for C0 2 concentration, humidity class and room ventilation rate as environmental
indicators.
P-values denote the time period of a day {Sniiders et al., 2001/

Requirements
Air quality level for
Chronic lung disease sufferers
Children and elderly persons

co2·

Humidity class

P99 :S 680 ppm

P9s :S II

Room ventilation rate
1
2
::: 2.4 ls- m-

P99:S 865 ppm

P90 :S II

1
2
::: 1.5 ls- m-

Healthy adults
P99 :S 1085 ppm
P90 :S II
C02 concentration at standard temperature (20°C) and pressure (1013 mbar)

::: 1.05 1s-1 m- 2

Supplied IAQ
Sixty percent of the dwellings in the Netherlands have natural ventilation only and 40% extract
fans, usually in bathroom, toilet and kitchen (Gids, W. F. de 2000) . In 2000, these extract fans
are present in approximately 2 million dwellings. Up to 11 % of newly built dwellings (60,000 a
year in total) were provided with balanced ventilation systems (Adan, 0. C, Dongen, J. E. F.
van, and Gids, W. F. de, 00).
To examine whether the demanded air quality levels are presently supplied a group of 37
dwellings was examined. The characteristics of these dwellings mimic the Dutch situation to a
large degree, although the size of the sample is too small to be a valid sample for the Dutch
dwellings. Among the differences is an under representation of apartments in favour of family
homes.
Estimated ventilation rate in the studied dwellings was in the range between 0.3 to 0_5 air
changes per hour, and in 34 of 37 dwellings C0 2 levels were over 865 ppm for more than a
quarter of an hour each day. From the indoor air measurements we calculated P90 , P9s and Pw
intervals of 4 indoor quality parameters for each dwelling. Using Table 3, dwellings were
counted that satisfied the requirements of each susceptibility group. Dwellings that are apt for
chronic lung sufferers also satisfy the other two groups (Table 4)_ It appears that in only I of 37
dwellings measured, recalculated, values meet IAQ criteria for elderly, no dwellings are health
sustammg fior COPD SU ffierers.
Table 4. Dwelling fitness for 3 7 dwellings according to C02 level, humidity class, ultra fine particle UO
ratio and assessed room ventilation rate in Dutch living-rooms during winter (11=37). Overall
classification based on set of illdicators (highest class found). The figures indicate for each parameter
fitness fit to accommodate consecutively chronic lung disease sufferers, young and old persons (under
20 or above 49 years of age), and healthy adults. *C0 2, humidity class and room ventilation rate; **C0 2,
humidity class, room ventilation rate and ultra fine particle UO ratio.

Number of dwellings satisfying requirements according to

.

Set of

Humidity
class

Room
ventilation
rate

Ultrafine
Set of
particle 110
3 indicators
ratio

5

0

5

0

0

10

3

5

1

l

Healthy adults
6
Not satisfying any
31
level

36

13

5

4

1

0

24

16

32

35

Not classified

I

0

16

1

1

Susceptibility level C02
Chronic
lung
l
sufferers
Young (<20) or
3
elderly ('.::50)
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Discussion
For the Dutch situation and for most of the western countries (Thiam-Daniel, Goh Yam et al.
1999), asthma and COPD appear to be the diseases most influenced by indoor air quality. In
asthma especially the young, and in COPD the elderly are involved, although evidence exists of
a large underscoring of asthma in the elderly too (Hurd, S. 2000). Persons already suffering
from asthma or COPD are prone to ongoing airway inflammation and demand an even higher
quality of air than the - healthy - below-20 and above-49 age groups. The suggested levels are
deduced from limited data on airway complaints of the different risk groups in low, mediocre
and high air quality, usually based upon one variable. In our study we combined levels on three
parameters to reveal possible variation between these parameters, thus inducing the necessity to
use more than one. Indeed, at least 16 of 37 dwellings were classified in more than one level.
The practical effectiveness of the ventilation facilities in the 3 7 dwellings was measured during
a period of a week. This longer examining period is important to establish peak levels and the
periods exceeding above complaint levels during activities at home. As healthy ventilation
demands are in most cases not met, we have looked at what is supplied. In these dwellings
ventilation systems of the types A (natural) and Cl (extract fans) are installed. Since 1980 the
capacity of the C 1 systems is leveled to reach 0.9 dm 3/(s.m 2), which is however in many cases
the maximum. Infiltration, that is, ventilation through unintended openings around windows and
other parts of the building envelope, has decreased in the same period from more than 300 dm 3/s
(at 10 Pa pressure difference) to an average of 100 dm 3/s (Cornelissen, H.J. M. et al. 1996).
The high C0 2 and low ventilation rate values indicate that ventilation is in general low, despite
extract fans. Improper technical installation, absence of ventilator maintenance and closing of
ventilation (inlet) grids will all be part of the cause. A preliminary study revealed that in 25% of
all new dwellings the intended ventilation level is not reached (Hasselaar, E., 01 ). Maintenance
of the outflow ventilator unit is low or absent, whereas ventilator capacity falls back
significantly in only 5 years. Use of ventilation grids and especially the special ventilation
windows are prone to the good will of the user. If awkwardly placed these are either kept tight
or used irregularly in at least 1 in 3 dwellings, because of draught or difficulty to open and close
these windows and grids.
The presently studied ventilation systems A and Cl are in practice not adequate to sustain a
healthy environment for population groups with an increased susceptibility for asthma or
COPD. The reasons are both technical and user-derived. The latter may, however, be mixed
with poor design. For example, grids and other air inlets are not cleaned because they are too
high, too difficult to open or remove, or do not fit into the dishwasher. Out leading ventilators
are turned off because of increased noise (Hasselaar, E., 01 ). In some of the dwellings adequate
ventilation is difficult despite a properly functioning ventilation system, because of the dwelling
design: air inlet is only possible through low-placed windows that are draughty and unsafe, or
traffic noise prohibits use of air inlets.
Alternative systems (C2 - C3, Dl - D4) were at first designed to reduce energy meanwhile
taking care of adequate ventilation. We opt for those systems that are taking care of healthy
ventilation in disregard of a bonus energy reduction. The most promising systems are the ones
that allow dwellers to increase or decrease themselves at the location they want, meanwhile
taking care of sound base ventilation. These adaptive sensor-controlled systems must also be
easy to handle and to clean. The ones most responsible for proper implementation are at first the
designer and the installer. The user, of any age, is then only the last, and intentionally least
important party to sustain a healthy indoor environment.
We are unaware of a field study that shows that any of the new ventilation systems functions
properly in presence of a variety of dwellers. From the risk characteristics (Table 2) the systems
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that may have the demanded qualities are the C2 and C3 systems. A further study into the
practical use of these is wanted.

Conclusion
For most of the population IAQ at home is less than optimum in the winter period, especially
for elderly lung sufferers. Present systems lack flexibility (both a secure base level and a high
on-demand level), whereas in some of the upcoming systems the size of the air-exposed surface
(ducts) of the ventilation system itself is an intrinsic risk. Adaptive, easy maintained and
handled systems without ducts for inflowing air are the most promising systems to contribute to
a healthy home environment for all.
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A New Algorithm for Daylighting Simulation on
an Annual Basis
Benjamin Geebelen, Herman Neuckermans
K. ULeuven. Dept. ofArchitecture, Urban Design and Regional Planning, Belgium

Introduction
Over the past few years a growing interest in sustainable building has drawn the attention to the
potential of daylighting to save energy and hence reduce C0 2 emissions. New daylighting
systems - light ducts, prismatic glazing, holographic film ... - become available and are applied
in prototypical buildings. However, it seems hard for the results of scientific research to find
their way into the design community. Thorough daylighting simulation has not yet become
common practice. If we want to take the next step, beyond the hip and trendy, maybe we should
re-investigate the simulation tools that are currently available.
This paper identifies a number of shortcomings of the current simulation tools and proposes
solutions. The principles described here have been implemented and tested in IDEA..l, a new
daylighting simulation tool that was developed at K.U.Leuven.

Today's simulation tools
Lighting simulation is not new. A number of tools are already available to the public, powerful
tools that, when operated by an expert user can deliver high-quality results. However, they are
not really suited for some of the most basic tests in daylighting, the prediction of the daylight
autonomy 12 or the accumulated annual daylight exposure in a room. These tests are not
impossible, but they usually require either very long computation times or compromises that
may jeopardize the reliability of the result.
Many of the shortcomings stem from the fact that today's lighting simulation tools find their
origins in the field of digital image synthesis, i.e. computer graphics. They were developed with
the purpose of creating stunningly realistic images, and were only later adopted by the building
physics community. This has several implications.
l.

A great deal of the computational effort goes into the optimization of the rendered
images, which are immaterial to a daylighting simulation. All computations that have
no direct impact on the accuracy of the numerical results should rather be avoided.

2.

Software tools offer too little support for the sky as a light source. In most climates the
sky ·can be characterized as highly variable: the composition of the atmosphere, the
cloud cover and the position of the sun have a great impact on the luminance
distribution over the sky hemisphere. Brunger mentions an overall standard deviation
of sky radiance observations of 144% of the mean (Brunger, 1993). Still most software
tools are limited to one or a combination of standard sky models (Winkelmann, 1985),
describing extreme situations, which are only representative of a small percentage of a
typical year.

12

Daylight autonomy: the percentage of the working year during which a pre-defined illuminance level is
attained by daylighting alone.
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3. Rendering tools are developed to compute a single lighting situation per simulation.
Even if they would allow the user to define a realistic sky luminance distribution for
each time step, a prediction of the daylight autonomy with a time step of one hour
would require over 4.000 separate simulations. Out of practical considerations this is
not an option. Often this is solved by limiting the number of simulated situations to
only a few key times of year and then interpolating between those simulations, e.g.
9AM, noon and 3PM on every 15 1h of the month. Given the importance of the
directionality of typical luminance distributions, even this solution calls for a rather
high number of simulations.
4. Typically these simulation tools require endless fine-tuning of the models to be
simulated and of the computation parameters. Moreover this apparent flexibility
implies that the user is allowed to introduce physically incorrect elements, e.g.
inexistent light sources, unrealistic materials or wrongfully chosen sky models.
We will now discuss possible solutions for each of these issues.

Re-directing the computation effort
The existing rendering algorithms, of which ray tracing and radiosity are the two archetypical
ancestors, offer a very sound basis, since the main question in computer graphics and
daylighting simulation is the same: given a scene and one or more light sources, what will be
the light distribution in the scene? Given that ray tracing is intrinsically an image-based
approach, radiosity seems the more evident choice.
A first crucial issue in radiosity is the size of the surface patches. For rendering purposes these
need to be sufficiently small in order to prevent annoying artifacts. However, computation time
tends to increase more than linearly with the number of surface patches. Most radiosity tools
therefore use hierarchical or adaptive meshing algorithms. In our experience surface patch size
has only a limited effect on the numerical output that is needed for a daylighting simulation, i.e.
the illuminance levels on a work plane in the scene. We therefore propose to decide upon a
fixed and fairly large size, and abandon any further subdivision. Preliminary tests indicate that
in a typical scene, square patches with a width of one third of the ceiling height perform quite
well.

Fig. 1
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A second bottleneck in radiosity is the computation of the form factors . These describe how
much light will travel between each pair of surface patches. One solution would be to simplify
the computation of these form factors , e.g. by regarding each pair of patches as two differential
elements at a great distance from each other. The computational rewards of this approach are
considerable and the impact on accuracy is quite acceptable. Nevertheless, one is still faced
with visibility checks, and any material behavior other than diffuse is difficult to take into
account.
The solution we have chosen is to avoid computing form factors altogether. The light that is
emitted by a patch is re-distributed over the scene by means of ray casting, thus invoking new
residues in other patches. Patches are treated one at a time according to a Southwell relaxation
scheme. Specular behavior or transparency of materials can easily be emulated by casting
additional rays.

Representing real skies
Given the very limited availability of luminance measurement data of real skies, luminance
distributions have to be approximated by means of mathematical models based on
meteorological data.
A great deal of research has already been devoted to mathematical descriptions of the luminance
distributions on real skies. Comparing different models and choosing the "best" is not an easy
task. Different authors 13 have compared the models with large measurement data sets with only
limited success: the unevenness, especially of partly cloudy skies, causes great errors for all
models, and, given that the measurement data was always gathered at a single test site, the
general applicability of the findings is never proven. Nevertheless the Perez All-Weather Sky
consistently appears to perform quite well (Perez, 1993). This model shows great flexibility
through its five parameters that can be directly derived from meteorological data that,
nowadays, has become widely available for most parts of the world.

Simulating many lighting situations
Performing a daylighting simulation on an annual basis with a time step of one hour roughly
involves 4. 700 different lighting situations. Blindly computing each of these one by one is too
great a task to be practical. Given the great directional dependence, particularly of clear skies,
limiting those 4. 700 cases to only a few moments in time, as described above, seems an
inadequate solution (Reinhart, 2000).
In 1983 Tregenza proposed the use of daylight coefficients to compute the light distribution in a
scene under any sky (Tregenza, 1983 ). In this procedure the sky dome is subdivided into
discreet elements, each of which has a constant luminance. Once we know the contribution of
each of these elements to the light distribution in the scene, we can approximate the effect of the
entire hemisphere by means of a linear combination of the separate cases. This principle offers
the great advantage that all lighting situations of an annual simulation can be obtained based on
a much smaller set of partial simulations. Typically this reduces the number of necessary
simulations from 4.700 to less than 200.
This number can be reduced further by means of parallel computing of the daylight coefficients.
By far the most time-consuming stage in the computation of a single daylight coefficient is the
relaxation process, in which the light that penetrates the scene from the corresponding sky
element is distributed and inter-reflections are computed. We have devised a technique that

13

(Perez, 1992) (Ineichen, 1994) (Enarun, 1995)
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performs this step only once for all daylight coefficients. This scheme demands a large amount
of memory, but in effect it brings the required number of simulations further down to one.

Limiting fine-tuning
Reducing the required level of user expertise may not be a wise way to make daylighting
simulation more accessible. Daylighting is a very complex matter, and users should be
educated. Nevertheless we should try to make simulation less laborious and to lower the risk of
user errors.
We have done this by limiting the number of computation parameters to only five, each of
which is well documented. Moreover, the user is provided with libraries of typical material
properties and colors, and the definition of windows and sky luminance distributions, a task that
should be handled meticulously, is fully automated.

Results
These principles were put to the test in IDEA..t, a prototype that was developed at K.U.Leuven.
Their performances and effects on accuracy and computation speed were studied.
As for accuracy, the prototype performs quite well, with RMS values around 1% and 5% for the
errors on the direct and reflected components respectively. This puts our algorithm in the same
range as today's best and most widely used simulation engines.
The main improvement, however, lies in the computation speed. On a standard Pentium III
1OOOMHz workstation an entire simulation on an annual basis of a typical scene is completed in
less than a minute. Considering that many of the currently available tools require several hours
to produce the same output, this is a very encouraging outcome.

Conclusions
We have presented a new lighting simulation algorithm, designed to rapidly produce reliable
luminance values. One principle idea lies at the basis of this algorithm: that light simulation can
be sped up considerably if you renounce the ambition to produce a visual output. An existing
rendering algorithm was re-investigated and tuned to meet our ambitions.
The goal was to facilitate whole-year simulations by reducing computation time without
comprom1smg accuracy. The main features that allowed us to achieve that goal were a
limitation on surface patch size, the use of daylight coefficients and a new parallel computing
scheme for the daylight coefficients. Tests have shown that the goal was met to an encouraging
extent.
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User adaptable representations for evaluation of
architectural design in an urban context
Martijn Stellingwerff
Hogeschool voor Wetenschap & Kunst, Sint-Lucas Architecture, Brussel, Belgium
Delft University of Technology, Faculty ofArchitecture, Delft, the Netherlands

Introduction
The main part of this research originates from an almost finished PhD research at the TU-Delft,
Faculty of Architecture. That study focussed on fundamental research for design support
systems that visualise the urban environment as a context for new architectural design. Part of it
had a special focus on design presentation in relation to the already existing built environment.
That part actually has a user-focus and therefore it is continued within the Sint-Lucas
Architecture research programme, that participates in USO-BUILT's IRU4.

Goal of the work
The initial goal of the PhD research was to get more insight in architects' use of visual
information that represents their design ideas in relation to the urban context of a building site.
More insight was needed because of the large variety of possibly useful representations and the
many different needs for (visual) information at different moments during the design process.
Furthermore the preferences, roles and effects of specific types of 3D (three dimensional I
spatial) visual information were unclear and needed to be further understood in order to develop
more useful design media and 3D urban I architectural models.
The insights add to the existing knowledge about the architectural design process, about design
media and about 3D models for design. This new knowledge is supposed to lead to more
efficient and creative use of existing tools and to developments of new types of design media
with new features, which are in accordance with appropriate modes of representation. The
gained insights can also lead to a more effective organisation of 3D urban models so that, during
the design process, different needs for information can be better supported with accurate
visualisations.
The continuing research bears a special connection to the USO-BUILT objective of 'linking
built-environments to the users they are intended to serve'. Although the experiment system of
the research was originally mend to serve the architect in early stages of the design process,
some of the concepts behind it can also be applied to presentation systems. Such systems inform
the users who (will) actually live and work in 'the built version of the represented environment'.
The concept of adaptable representations in virtual 3D models can be used to instantly provide
specific views of design proposals. Those views can help in discussions and sessions of design
participation by groups of residents, municipalities and others concerned in the renewal of the
urban fabric. Other goals are to find more precise view-preferences of users and to know the
effects of user-presence within digital design presentations. The newest goal of the research is to
disseminate the findings and to implement the system in a real or educational situation.

Approach and methodology
A conviction from the start of the research was that technical research can be characterised by
the application of creative experiments that lead to the development and tests of prototypes (see
figure 1). Technical research entails 'techne' (the making of things) while pure science focuses
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on phenomena that already exist. This makes technical research a specific extension of scientific
research.

TEST

~

SCIENTIFIC

TECHNICAL

Experiments

Experiments with prototypes

Figure 1. Positioning technical research in relation to scientific research

Design prescribes how things should be made.
Therefore, design-research can (in most cases)
be seen as a subset of technical research.
Research in the realm of design can be of
various sorts. The focus can e.g. be placed on
the design objects, design media, design
processes, designers and on the users of the
design. Each focus entails it's own research
methods. The focus of the PhD study was on
the perceptual preferences of designers in the
early (explorative) design stages. At those
stages, the built environment serves as a
inspirational, but constraining, reference for
design ideas. The goal was to find architects'
preferences and the effects of different
contextual representations. The appropriate
research method was chosen to be an
interview that was undertaken while the
architect used a prototype system that could
represent the urban context in various ways.

Figure 2. Serial Vision : a journey through a hypothetical
city. Drawn for the first edition of Townscape,
Gordon Cullen, 1961.

Six architects were interviewed. They had to
make a design for a specific site and (in a
second interview session) they had to
investigate each other's design that was placed
as a 3D model in the virtual context model.
Again many alternative views could be
explored and the different options of the
prototype system were evaluated in an
interview.
This paper reports (only and
briefly) on the last sessions of the interview
that were devoted to the evaluation of design.
Although the evaluation was done by
architects, the user view was discussed several
times.
Figure 3. Adaptable hypothetical city, 2000.
Compare to different representation settings in figure 6.

Exploration
An important contribution to concepts to
present design for future users was made by
Gordon Cullen. His tasteful drawings and
especially the 'Serial Visions' explain the
properties of urban design in a very 'eloquent'
way. He told visual stories of the spatial
articulation of public urban space (see figure
2) . By means of little arrows in the plan, he
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related to perspectives from eye-level; thus he provided both 'overview' and 'insight' of a design
proposal.

Position
It is posited that Cullen' s Serial Vision was actually a very undemocratic means to
communicate to the user. Serial Vision consists of selected ideal-views that tell a story. The user
is saddled with a 'vision' and therefore
cannot build his or her own view. Actually
the points of vision are fixed and
serialised; the 'audience' cannot look at
places that are not shown by the
'visionair'. A vision does not allow
alternative views. People cannot build
their own point of view. Architects should
be careful to let the future user develop
own points of view, else there cannot be a
fair participation in order to discuss a
design proposal. Currently available tools
allow interaction with a 3D digital model.
The new techniques can deliver an
Figure 5. Design sketch.
alternative approach to change the concept
of 'Serial Vision' into 'viewpoints for
different points of view.
To test this, a model of a new
'hypothetical city' and a prototype-system
for easy navigation and for the choice of
alternative representations was made (see
figure 3). Different design proposals could
be 'switched on and off in order to
evaluate them in relation to context and
the viewpoint (see figure 4).
It was posited that dynamic views and
adaptable representations can be used to
evaluate design in its context and that they
stand out against fixed serial visions.
Figure 6. Presentation of design in context.

Test
The test system consisted of a
'hypothetical city model' that was
represented in a VRML viewer. The
model was extended with
many
programmed JavaScript functionalities
and an interface that allowed clicking on
switches
to
choose
different
representational layers and sliders that
could be dragged to control transparency
of geometry and atmospheric perspective
(fog) in the rendered images. A navigation
Figure 7. Transcripts and evaluation of interviews.
system allowed to instantly jump from
aerial views to eye-level views (and vice versa). Also, free movements through the represented
neighbourhood could be made.
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In order to reveal the architects reactions to the prototype system, a special methodology was
used. The architects were instructed to 'think aloud' [van Someren], but that well-known method
was added with direct instructions and questions to give the process more direction and focus. A
deep study of 'second order effects' (as described by design theoretician Ranulph Glanville) was
made in order to better consider effects of the involved experimenter.
The recorded interviews were written down in 'Virtual Walk Transcripts' (see figure 7) that
exactly presented the order of movements and thoughts during the experiments. A series of
Protocol Analyses was used next to more direct studies of the architects utterances and design
sketches (see figure 5).

Results
Six architects explored each others work and they commented it. They also talked about how
they would like to present their own design to the client. A complete overview of results,
conclusions and recommendations is provided in the PhD thesis. In the framework of this short
report, just some indications can be mentioned.
It was found that interactive views and different representations generally support a more open
way to discuss proposed design alternatives. Quickly changing the proposed models and seeing
the design in relation to the context, adds to the understanding of 'how it might be' and 'what is
better'. Architects look different to design then laymen. Architects often work with a distant,
overall view in which they can easily relate larger aspects of design options. They claim to be
able to mentally think about details and how it looks from a user's perspective. Design concepts
and the effects in the context are linked through mental processes that are possible because of
the training of architects. The architects expect that the client cannot make such conceptual
imaginations. However, when the architects themselves actually see the clients perspective (eyelevel view with a more realistic representation), they suddenly see more than they thought. So,
an important finding is that architects can gain more insights by taking alternative views and
viewpoints. The used prototype system generally showed that being immersed in a virtual
representation can reveal unexpected points of view. The eye-level view invites to wander from
point to point, while new ideas come almost naturally. This kind of freedom, to explore the
proposed design, does indeed stand out against the fixed Serial Visions of Gordon Cullen. The
totally different views of the six participating architects underlines this conclusion. It can also
be expected that the prototype system and experiment findings will direct future developments
of systems to support e.g. online juries of design competition results.

Further research
As in many researches, the answers of the previous research raise questions for future research.
The concept of adaptable representations and different points of view is utmost important in the
understanding of policy controversies and the framing of ideas among participators of a design
process (Schan & Rein, 1994). Furthermore in many different aspects of collaborative design
(Stellingwerff & Verbeke, 2001 ), the difference of views can be studied in relation to the
(trans)formation of design ideas. In the realm of user participation, it is important to start-up
research about the impact of systems that allow users to form own points of view on the basis of
privately chosen viewpoints. Also, the user-visualisation within virtual environments needs
more research attention. It is posited that designers can become more aware of user-aspects,
when the user and user-behaviours are visualised within the digital design environments.
Here, two experiments are proposed:

Experiment 1: evaluation of design by potential users
A good example of user involvement on a highly sensitive planning issue is shown on the
Internet pages of CNN [http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2002/wtc.ideas/ > 3D models. (site
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was last verified 10/ 11 /2002)]. Through a 3D browser application, the different official design
proposals for 'ground zero' can be explored. On a related part of the website, people can submit
their own views to rebuild the destroyed part of the former WTC-area in New York. The site
shows how innovative techniques can be brought to the user in an easy and approachable way.
However, there is need for a further development of vision on how the user can be involved
through appropriate communication media. Existing and newly proposed techniques need to be
compared. More research is needed in the form of a perceptive comparison experiment between:
technical drawings, traditional renderings, serial visions and digitally adaptable virtual models.

Experiment 2: visualisation of the user within the environment
According to Anderson (2002), the representation of the human figure in architectural
representations can help the viewer/designer to better understand how architecture can be
shaped to accommodate human experiences and actions. The human figures can be powerful
tools for conceiving and representing architecture. Anderson shows this on the basis of historic
renderings of buildings in which human figures are dedicated to give visual cues to better
understand the scale and purpose of the building. This could also be tested in nowadays~digital
design representations. It can be questioned how the representation of a responding human
figure can help to evaluate the proposed space. Techniques of 3D collision detection, avatar
modelling and agent technology can be applied to raise the understanding of how the user will
perceive and use the architectural design artefact.

State of progress
The PhD research is almost finished. The thesis has been written and it will be defended in 2003
at the Delft University of Technology. Dr Johan Verbeke of Sint-Lucas Architecture will
participate in the scientific promotion committee.
The newly proposed experiments will be carried out as soon as time and support becomes
available. The framework of USO Built might be appropriate as the proposed experiments are
tightly related to the research themes of IRU4. The current researcher could either continue this
research, or a new 'Early Stage Researcher' could carry it out as PhD research successor at SintLucas. The Marie Curie program is seen as ideal means to support this research.
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